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Abstract
This thesis tackles an interdisciplinary research that includes both semantics and
literature studies in an investigation of the use of emotive terms by the Norwegian
author Henrik Ibsen through all of his career. With the support of James A. Russel’s
valence-arousal model as well as Anna Wierzbicka an Cliff Goddard’ Natural
Semantic Metalanguage, a lexical semantic study is composed to reach a deeper
understanding of Ibsen’s emotion words, in particular Glad, Rolig, Ræd and Træt,
Dæmpet, Vred. After the core meanings of these emotions are illustrated, the contexts
and the relations to Ibsen’s characters are examined in a literary perspective, also
thanks to Alex Houen’s Affect and Literature. This perusal includes how and why
certain emotions are used, closing the cycle started with the semantic analysis.
Evidence shows that in the last period of his career Ibsen implemented a wide
emotional range, which included both the psychological insight developed in the
second period as well as the emotional variety of the first period.
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Introduction
I began with a desire to speak with the dead…If I never believed that the
dead could hear me, and if I knew that the dead could not speak, I was
nonetheless certain that I could re-create a conversation with them. Even
when I came to understand that in my most intense moments of straining
to listen all I could hear was my own voice, even then I did not abandon
my desire. It was true that I could hear only my own voice, but my own
voice was the voice of the dead, for the dead had contrived to leave
textual traces of themselves, and those traces make themselves heard in
the voices of the living. (Greenblatt, 557)

This quote, from one of the most impactful Shakespearean critics, Stephen
Greenblatt, always struck me with its sheer simplicity yet wisdom. Every passionate
reader is ritually striving to know more, to understand not only the words of an
author, but also what he/she felt during the creation process, the occult emotions
poured in the text. Yet, this is not possible for us, mere readers. The heaviest
burden endorsed by the past is not only the Anxiety of Influence (Harold Bloom
homonymous work), but also the impossibility of knowing what an author felt.
Thus, we have to rely on the text, the ghostly words through which we obtain lively
emotions.
It is by locking on this contrast that I want to dive into the particular, specifically
about one of the main dramatists of the 19th century, Henrik Ibsen. When considering
the pronounced social commentary, the psychological insight, the biblical and
philosophical references that Ibsen uses in his dramas, a scholar cannot but place a
lot of weight on single words, their meaning, the repetition of these. When writing on
the translation of Ibsen, Barbara J. Haveland and Anne-Marie Stanton-Ife mention:
Characters repeat words and phrases of profound personal
importance, as well as picking up words used by others and investing
them with their own significance. The result is a remarkably coherent
storyworld, in which the characters structure something approaching
not only an idiolect, but often an entire personal philosophy and
mythology around key words such as lykke (happiness) (Haveland;
Stanton-Ife, li)

The aim of this thesis is to study a specific type of words: emotion words. The
concern on emotions is due to their wide variability and (in the literary sphere) their
significance in defying an action of a certain character. There are manifold emotions
in Ibsen’s characters; in surveying these, a better knowledge of the dramatic personae
could be reached, as well as interesting semantic viewpoints that could help to renew
a prospect of the Norwegian author that includes semantics as well.
In this thesis I present a lexical semantic study of Ibsen’s usage of emotions
11

throughout his works, by referring to the circumplex model of affects by James A.
Russell, as well as the Natural Semantic Metalanguage theory of Anna Wierzbicka.
Although these theories concern primarily the field of linguistics, this thesis claims
that the insights they provide have a great relevance for understanding Ibsen’s use of
language. Thus, this is a thesis that operates at the crossroads of linguistic and literary
studies.
My references will be taken from relevant sources, considering Alex Houen’s
Affect and Literature as my main literary source. I am approaching this research
to help my reader understand what the role of emotions in Ibsen’s writing is, how
he brought into play similar words in different contexts, and the link between the
usage of single emotions and characters’ interactions. Working with dictionaries and
online corpuses to follow the previous mentioned theories, stripping these words
and catalogizing them, my claim is that Ibsen’s emotions in his last realistic period
incorporate word structures and terms introduced in the previous two periods.
Therefore, the data supports an ‘emotive maturation’, given by the implementation
of past terms as well as the focus on new ones. This leads to an enquiry on how
characters interact with each other and how the semantic understanding of the
context and meaning of an emotion actually deepens the knowledge about a specific
character, in most of the instances supporting critical literature. Lastly, I state that
certain emotion words are represented and/or embodied by some protagonist of
Ibsen’s text: this much paves the way to both a linguistic and literary reflection.
Working on Ibsen’s language is not an easy task: a number of studies have been
published on the topic, but few cover the aim of this thesis. Scholars have tended
to emphasize individual dramas instead of building a more universal outlook, like
Inga-Stina Ewbank (“Ibsen’s Language”) who, despite starting on a more general
note on the author’s language, later targeted Pillars of Community and John Gabriel
Borkman. Closer to this study, certain researchers formed inquiries on Ibsen’s
language in connection to specific topics. As an example of this Toril Moi considered
Hedda Gabler’s language in relation to the philosophy of Ludwig Wittgenstein and
J.L.Austin, trying to understand why some characters utter certain words in certain
contexts (“Hedda’s Words”). Moi wrote something on the matter also in relation to
another play (“the Everyday in ‘The Wild Duck’”). Sometimes, interdisciplinary
connections between Ibsen and other areas of studies have been looked upon:
Arnbjørn Jakobsen connected Biblical studies with Ibsen’s use of language in When
We Dead Awaken (“To waste one’s life”).
On the more linguistic perspective, precious studies on Ibsen’s texts focus on
single expressions rather than a whole text. One research that helped the formation of
12

this thesis is Erroll Durbach (“Poetry and Performance in Ibsen”) in which the author
compares how Ibsen uses semantic-similar words (skønhed ‘beauty’, lykke ‘joy’,
glæde ‘happiness’) in different occasions, underlining the difference between those.
Separate from Ibsen, when it comes to the linguistic research on Norwegian
language and English there are many studies on the matter (Oksefjell Ebeling et al.,
Corpus-based Studies in Contrastive Linguistics is but one of the many texts), but
the links with the Norwegian author most of the times are evanescent if not absent. In
the last years, studies on emotions and languages flourished, like with emotionology
(cfr. Niemeier; Dirven, The Language of Emotions), theoretical linguistics (Potts,
“The expressive dimension”), or pragmatics (Rasmussen et al., Evaluating Cognitive
Competences in Interaction).
Finally, there are works that have the same target of this thesis, like the doctoral
thesis of Anne-Marie Stanton-Ife, (Ibsen and Tragedy: A Study in Lykke) for Ibsen
and emotions, the one of Øyvind Thormodsæter, (The idiomaticity of emotion in
English and Norwegian) and Carl Levisen’s book (Cultural Semantics and Social
Cognition) for cross linguistic studies of emotions between English and Danish/
Norwegian. Therefore, these studies have been the main models that helped the
formation of this research.
My purpose is not only of paving the road for more studies in this
interdisciplinary field (Ibsen and semantics of emotions), but most importantly
to contextualize and lay open Ibsen’s emotions which, as I will show with the
proceeding of this study, not only when broken down offer an even more exhaustive
insight in the worlds built by the dramatist, but also to render them slightly more
accessible to an English audience. As written by Inga-Stina Ewbank: “What I have to
say in general terms is a product of particular oxymoronic experiences — painful joy,
or agonised excitement — of seeing and hearing the Norwegian word made English
flesh” (“Translating Ibsen for the English Stage”, 52). Another claim of mine centers
around how in the last period of his realistic writings, Ibsen implemented emotive
terms both from his first and his second period, reaching an emotive panorama that
is diversified compared to his previous works. My contribution will mostly relate
to Ibsen studies, it will tackle partially the linguistic field as to join the already
flourishing field of cross-perspective emotional studies of lexical semantics related to
literature. By focusing strictly on the emotive language of a single author, even more
substance can be brought to both lexical semantics and Ibsen’s studies.
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Methodology
As mentioned also in the introduction, this study is a blend between lexical semantics
and literary studies; its aim is, to bring to light a possible contiguity between
linguistics and textual analysis, which in Ibsen studies seldom focused on a semantic
examination of words. Regarding the semantic section, two core theories are used,
these being the valence-arousal model of the psychologist James A. Russell and
the Natural Semantic Metalanguage of the semanticist Anna Wierzbicka. Both of
these theories are inspected in the following chapters, now their scopes will be
briefly explained. At the end of this section, the structure of the chapters and an indetail exposition of the thesis’s frame will be presented, as well as advantages and
disadvantages of such approach.
I first rely on the James A. Russell’s circumplex model of affects, or valencearousal model of emotions, term nowadays employed to refer to the theory. This
psychological model aims to represent and measure human emotions given the two
criteria of arousal and valence. While Russell designed the main scheme, he was
not the first one who approached to the idea of measuring affects: such concept has
been initially idealized by the German philosopher Wilhelm Wundt (1832 – 1920)
and proceeded by scholars like Harold Schlosberg (1904 – 1964) in his work A
scale for the judgment of facial expressions. In the past years, this frame evolved,
going beyond the valence-arousal model proposed by Russell. New prolific studies
are concerned on how to improve these concepts and give them a higher degree of
specificity. An example could be the work of Lisa Feldman Barrett, who studied how
different individuals perceive arousal and valence, both highly subjective:
Valence focus is defined as the extent to which an individual
incorporates pleasantness or unpleasantness into their conscious
affective experience, and may be associated with a tendency to attend
to the pleasant or unpleasant aspects of a stimulus. Arousal focus is
defined as the extent to which an individual incorporates subjective
experiences of arousal into a conscious affective experience, and may
be associated with a tendency to attend to the internal sensations
associated with an affective experience (Feldman Barrett, 2)

This modern way of visualizing emotions poses them on two axes, one of arousal
(the positivity of an emotion) and one of valence (the intensity of it). This gives a
straightforward perspective on how to think about emotions (on the hardships of
how to deliberate on emotions in contrast to feelings, I refer to Wierzbicka, Emotions
Across Languages and Cultures, 1-10. Such discourse will be presented in Chapter
15

2.1 as well). Russell’s theory starts from a psychological background, being regarded
as a new finding, one that proves to be “more consistent with many recent findings
from behavioral, cognitive neuroscience, neuroimaging, and developmental studies
of affect” (Posner et al., 1). Nonetheless, in the last decade this model has been used
also in a wide variety of linguistic studies, one of the most prominent ones being
sentiment analysis, an area of linguistics that: “aims to identify, extract and analyze
subjective information from text” (Pang; Lillian, 1-2). Russell’s graph has been
used throughout semantics works as well due to its adaptability (one example could
be Devitt; Ahmad, “Is There a Language of Sentiment?” or even Wiggins’ “Agency
and Communion” which uses it in a novel way). By displaying twenty-eight (28)
items on his model, Russell offers a quite complete gradient of the most common
human emotions, ranging from ‘happy’ to ‘depressed’ and from ‘bored’ to ‘pleased’.
Russell’s model has to be viewed as a guide in visualizing emotions, especially
in a spatial distribution that allows the reader to better understand the variation
of tone and style throughout a single text. In this case, such text will be a drama.
Furthermore, such theory is used also to compare dramas that have similar tendencies
in the usage of emotions. This model will be deepened in Chapter 1, showing its
applicability to Ibsen.
This thesis engages with another main theory, which is the Natural Semantic
Metalanguage. The NSM has been idealized by Andrzej Bogusławski (1931 –), later
realized by Anna Wierzbicka and Cliff Goddard. It is a cross-cultural perspective
which gathers around the idea that languages, linked to their culture, “provide
evidence of different ways of conceptualizing and categorizing human experience”
(Emotions across Languages, 3). The authors show a way to describe complex and
culture bounded emotions through universal and intuitive concepts. An example
of such culture bounded terms could be Anger, which is a clear emotion for every
English speaker, but it is less clear for speakers of Ifaluk. Therefore, this word is
not universal: a full discourse on the problem of ‘universality’ and of what the term
‘emotion’ encapsulates will be in Chapter 2.1. For now, it will suffice for the reader
to know the purpose of the NSM and its general reasoning.
Delving into lexical semantics, Wierzbicka and Goddard give an empirical
solution to the issue of non-universality of emotions. They claim that these
complex and culture specific terms, like in the case of the English Anger, can be
made universally understandable if their complex meaning is fracted in small bits.
These bits ought to be so basilar and so self-explicatory to be (hypothetically)
understandable by every speaker of every language. These bits take the name
of semantic primes. Once these semantic primes are obtained, Wierzbicka and
16

Goddard probed the semantic field of the emotion taken into account: in what
context an English speaker uses the term Anger? When the speaker experiences
such emotion, what does he feel, what are his bodily reactions, does he consider this
event something good or bad? This inquiry is brought forward, first by exploring
dictionaries, then by studying corpuses and anthropological sources. Once the
causes, the subjectivity and the consequences of an emotion have been made clear,
Wierzbicka and Goddard provide an explanation of given emotion, in this example
‘Anger’. This explanation is formed by several components, each of which is a
simple sentence formed by semantic primes. The final result of this explanation is
a semantic script, a text that summarizes the emotion in an intuitive fashion, called
semantic explication. Finally, it can be said that semantic explications are the last
step in the quest to explain culture-specific concepts. Knowing the specifics of each
emotion helps the reader to contextualize them in Ibsen’s dramas, reaching a deeper
understanding of the scenes.
This thesis knits together both theories, starting from Russell. As a first step, the
twenty-eight (28) emotions identified by the psychologist are translated in DanoNorwegian1. This initial translation leads to a comparison that is uneven, since
in this first step the semantic and cultural specificity of emotions is not yet taken
in consideration. Furthermore, as stated by the Italian semiologist Umberto Eco,
translating is saying almost the same thing in another language, with the exception
that: “Establishing the flexibility, the extension of ‘almost’ depends on standards that
have to be preliminarily negotiated”2 (6).
The emotions obtained from the translation are then filtered to provide a
substantial corpus. I retain only the emotional terms that appears more than forty
(40) times in the whole production on Ibsen’s dramas, this is carried out to prevent
an insufficient amount of data. I have chosen the number forty (40) since a higher
standard presented too little variation, while a lower one over-extended the range of
analysis. The matching is accomplished through the online source of Henrik Ibsens
Skrifter, a webpage “which aims to present all the material written by Ibsen’s hand in
a historical and authentic form”.
It is important to mention that in this thesis all the words that are to be considered
emotions, according to Wierzbicka’s usage of the term, are written with the first
character as a capital letter (i.e. Glad vs. glad). All the instances in which nouns,
adverbs or even adjectives themselves are referred to without the sense of emotion
1 This step has been achieved thanks to the help of the researcher Nina Marie
Evensen.
2
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My translation from the original Italian

words, these are written without capital letters whatsoever (i.e. glæde or gladelig).
This goes against Danish written conventions, which are found also in Henrik Ibsens
Skrifter3: these mark all the nouns with capital letters (i.e., Vrede and not vrede).
Results of such match are sixteen (16) words, which are mostly formed by
adjectives, with the inclusion of a couple of adverbs4. These emotions will form
spider-charts that reveal the usage of such terms in every Ibsen’s drama. A sample
of the dramas’ chart is in Chapter 1, the complete list is issued in the Appendix, in
the section titled ‘Schemes and Occurrences’. Besides Chapter 1, which gives a brief
overview over the most used emotion in every Ibsen’s period, the following chapters
concern on investigating particular emotions. Chapter 2.1 and 2.2 will lock on the
three (3) most used Ibsen’s emotions in the dramas with the highest occurrences
of said emotive terms, one per drama. Each emotion will be associated only with
one drama. In Chapter 3.1 and 3.2 the focus shifts on the exceptions that do not fit
the rigid analytical scheme offered in Chapter 2. The investigation will be done by
blending together the definitions given by different online dictionaries: NAOB (det
norske akademis ordbok) and DDO (den danske ordbog) for the Norwegian and
Danish section, which will be the lead sources when discussing the emotional terms;
Oxford (OED) and Cambridge are used for giving a comparison with the English
language whenever needed. Like the spider-graphs, the list of entries regarding
dictionaries and emotions is available in the Appendix, in the ‘Dictionaries’ section.
It has to be noted that all the translations from the original Danish/Norwegian,
besides the contribution given by the researcher Marie Evensen, are made by the
author of this, because I deem them to not full represent Ibsen's emotive wordchoice. This also gives the reader a literal translation. Consequently, official Ibsen’s
translations have not been used for most of this study. Whenever a comparison
with official translations is needed, or whenever the author deems his translations
to be unaccountable, proper sources are put to use. For Ibsen’s realist dramas, the
latest Penguin editions by Tore Rem are called into play. For earlier dramas and the
historical ones, the support is provided by the Oxford Ibsen series (edited by James
Walter McFarlane). Official translations are differentiated from the author’s literal
translations by being enclosed in curly brackets. To compare the modern use of
3

https://www.ibsen.uio.no/

4

Only adjectives have been considered valuable for the corpus analysis due
to their higher occurrence when compared to other grammatical categories.
Nonetheless, other grammatical forms, like nouns and adverbs, are included in
the body of the text and discussed separately, to support the comprehension
of a given emotion. Detached from this is Chapter 3, as shown in the chapter
descriptions below.
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Ibsen’s emotive words, online corpuses are implemented.
In particular, I choose to reckon on NoWaC5 (Norwegian Web as Corpus),
noTenTen (Corpus of the Norwegian Web) and daTenTen (Corpus of the Danish
web)6.
This juxtaposition serves to give the reader a thorough understanding of the range
of meaning covered by a given emotion. In case of significant divergence from the
Ibsen’ source and the online corpuses, Ibsen texts have the priority. The corpuses will
be investigated, a fixed number of examples will be considered and discussed before
delving in the perusal of Ibsen’s texts.
After the meaning of a certain emotion, its context and usage has been clarified, a
semantic explication is sketched. Since semantic explications are disarticulated into
semantic primes, thus a minimal grammar that rendered the emotion partitionable,
the following linguistic step is to compare different semantic explication to refine the
knowledge of such emotions.
Subsequently, my research will explain, by a literary perspective, the way
these emotions have been employed by Ibsen. Such understanding is given by
considering how a certain emotion is used7 (by attaching it to a specific character/
set of characters; by being mentioned only in stage directions or only in the text; by
the different consequences it has on a character/set of characters) and why (to further
the plot? To establish power relationships? To refer to other literary texts/sources? To
hint to a future event? To link an emotion with another one?).
For the literary part of the analysis, my main theoretical tool has been Alex
Houen’s Affect and Literature. This book focuses on ‘affects’, which are the
experiences linked to feelings or emotions (without distinguishing between them).
This publication spans between different approaches and period. Particularly, this
study does not consider affects and emotions to be different, emotions influence
both the body and the mind (Houen, 5, in accordance with Wierzbicka, cfr. Chapter
2.1). On the same lines, Raymond Williams do not capture emotion and cognition
in fixed vessels, rather he opts for a loosened fusion of the two (Williams, 134). In
particular, the first section builds the pillar of philosophical and critical analysis,
other authoritative sources are be considered in case the discourse becomes specific.
This connection between bodily reactions and emotions is one of the pillars in
5

https://tekstlab.uio.no/glossa2/nowac_1_1

6

Both visited on the Sketch Engine web application (https://www.sketchengine.eu)

7 As mentioned by Alex Houen when discussing Denise Riley’s findings:
“Punctuation, vocabulary, grammar, syntax, and ideological discourse can all be
informative and formative for a person’s affective life” (Houen, 7).
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understanding Ibsen’s use of emotions through stage directions, as it will be shown
in further chapters. This thesis is divided in four chapters. Chapter 1 is a general
introduction to the process of examination, which is developed further later on: its
main scope is to gather information on the most frequent emotional adjectives in
Ibsen’s dramas based on their period. Despite showing only three (3) graphs per
period, the analysis regards the totality of the dramas of that specific period if not
differently specified. If, in a given period, there is a word that has already been
considered in a previous period, the priority is given to other frequent words (like in
the case of Glad for the second period). The totality of emotions is considered in the
final paragraph of the chapter.
The emotions found in Chapter 1 are looked in detail in Chapter 2. This chapter,
much like Chapter 3, is divided in two section. The first section focuses mostly on
semantic enquiries and linguistic issues (namely Chapter 2.1), the second section
is concerned mostly on literary contextualization of Ibsen’s emotions (Chapter 2.2)
This demarcation is not absolute, it does not signify that a primary linguistic chapter
do not consider literary issues, or vice versa: the points raised will be considered but
researched in detail in their specific chapters. Chapter 2 follows fully the pattern of
investigation described here, focusing solely on adjectives, without exception. Not
all the emotions brought up in these chapters have a semantic explication (Lykkelig,
Afraid ecc), such words serve only as a comparison to define the main emotive terms
examined.
A change in perspective are Chapters 3.1 and 3.2 which, despite following the
demarcation between linguistic and literary sections, do not follow completely
the method. This is given by the fact that Chapter 3 revolves around some of the
exceptions not studied in Chapter 2 due to the method focusing strictly on single
adjectives. For each of the three emotions examined in Chapter 3.1 and 3.2 there
is a variation in the method. This is done to bend the process as to adapt it to the
singular cases presented each emotion. In particular, one emotive term is evaluated in
pair with another emotion (Træt and Anxiety); in another one, samples of usage and
meaning are taken from several Ibsen’s texts (Dæmpet); for the third one, nouns have
the priority over adjectives (Vrede). The aim of 3.1 and 3.2 is to supply evidence of
the adaptability of such method, despite changing some of its rules.
Chapter 4 gives a brief overview of the dissertation, looking back at Chapter
1 to consider whether certain predictions were founded or not. In addition, the
particularities of Ibsen’s writing style that stood out are roughly highlighted. Lastly,
a gaze into similar research and possible future approaches, addressing unanswered
questions, closes the thesis.
20

When it comes to advantages of this methodology, different perspectives can be
considered. First of all, this investigation wades into a interdisciplinary study that (to
the knowledge of the author) has not yet been probed8.
Considering Ibsen dramas from a perspective that is not only linguistic, but also
literary-critical, with the endorsement of relevant theories, can provide empirical
results that are novel. From a humbler perspective perspective, fruitful questions
can arise by such syncretism, allowing for academic inquires that will proceed the
juxtaposition of theatre and semantics. Furthermore, this thesis hopes to express
how much work is still needed for a thorough understanding of Henrik Ibsen’s
work, especially how much his texts still have to say in a contemporary context. The
method applied here is highly flexible, and could be used to promote similar studies
(for instance, a syntactical examination of Knut Hamsun’s works, a comparison of
emotive terms used by Ibsen and Strindberg, and so on).

8
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Here I refer specifically to a linguistic and literary method that highlights the
emotion of the Norwegian author. Singular studies on the emotions used by
Ibsen (cfr. Stanton-Ife doctoral thesis) or on a linguistic approach to his works
(Logeman’s A Commentary, critical and explanatory on the Norwegian text of
Henrik Ibsen’s Peer Gynt) have already been published.

Chapter 1 – Creating a corpus
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1.1 – Introduction – summing up Russell’s Circumplex model of
Affects.
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Figure 1: Circumplex Model of Affects

In the Methodology chapter, I presented the study of the psychologist James A.
Russell and how his valence-arousal model is used in this thesis to produce auxiliary
findings regarding emotions in Ibsen’s texts. It is worth delving in “The Structure
of Current Affect” once again. The valence-arousal model was earlier defined as
the pleasure-activation model. The original Russell’s study became with years a
prototype in sentiment analysis, which is still nowadays developed and enriched
thanks to scholars in the field. For instance, there is the work of Ann Devitt and
Khurshid Ahmad, “Is there a language of sentiment?”, or even “Norms of Valence
and Arousal” by Hans Stadthagen-Gonzalez et al. When it is about activation, or
valence, Russell explains:
Activation is a dimension of experience that refers to a sense of
23

mobilization or energy. A person senses being somewhere on a
continuum ranging from sleep (at the low end), through drowsiness,
relaxation, alertness, hyperactivation, and, finally, frenetic excitement
(at the opposite end). (Feldman Barrett; Russell 10)

In addition, the model presents a two-dimensional partition. One dimension
would not be enough to encompass human affects; more than two dimensions would
be adding layers of specificity, going into more particular scenarios, such as shown
by Robert Plutchik’s “The Psychology and Biology of Emotion”.
…pleasantness and activation capture the core affective feelings
involved in mood and emotion, but do not reflect all the components
involved when people think of clear cases of emotion, such as falling
in love, becoming jealous, or being ashamed of oneself…” (Feldman
Barrett; Russell 11)

Russell wants to provide his readers with a better explanation of these affects,
due to the tendency of scholarly discourse to emphasize one dimension of the
affective terms over the other. He states that the basic qualities that these affects
need to possess are independent pleasure and activation. He goes further to discuss
some of the challenges faced by his model. The first challengeis whether affects are
independent by definition, the second one is that these affects can be empirically
independent, and third that they can achieve neurophysiological independence.
The last aspect worth noting in the model is how it is circumplex. Russell
claims that affects’ structure is represented in a more consistent way in a circumplex
configuration, since its elements are distributed more evenly than in simpler
structure in which items are presented in a compressed area. Understanding Russel’s
scheme will allow the reader to feel confident when it will be used in the following
paragraphs to consider Ibsen’s emotions under a systematic approach.
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Figure 2: On the left, affect-words as in the original
Russell's model from 1980; on the right side the
translations and the corresponding occurrences in
all Ibsen's dramas.

1.2 – Creating a corpus – first samples
Russell’s affect terms were translated to Dano-Norwegian with the help of the
researcher Nina Marie Evensen, these terms were calibrated in order to match
properly the vocabulary found in Ibsen’s writings. Out of this, the scheme (Figure2)
has been composed. In this first survey for emotional terms, both adjectives and
adverbs are included, since these two categories were the ones that mostly displayed
words that reflected Russell’s research. These words will be dissected and only few
of them will actually be part of this thesis.
What is immediately clear from viewing this first selection is how Ibsen’s DanoNorwegian utilizes a large variety of expressions that not always have English
equivalents. This is also due to the process of translation itself9
, but first and foremost it is a difference in context. The frame of Dano-Norwegian
here built shows that the language may use several words to describe a concept that
in English requires a single word.
A comparison between Danish/Norwegian dictionaries and English ones can
highlight the semantic divergence of the words. As specified in the methodology
chapter, I rely on Den Danske Ordbog to obtain relevant support regarding the
definition of Danish emotional terms, since it is an autoritative source, and the DanoNorwegian written by Ibsen is littered by Danish terms.
To exemplify the use of use of dictionaries, a couple of emotions presented in will
be dissected (Figure 2). Let’s consider Grublende {Thoughtful; Stanton-Ife, When
We Dead Awaken, 257}. Since this term is the present participle of the verb “gruble”,
DDO registers only said verb: ‘to think very thoroughly (and for a long time) about
a problematic relationship’. Given this, one can ponder over the best synonim in
English to descirbe this term. When looking at ‘introspective’, OED states “Having
the quality of looking within; examining into one’s own thoughts, feelings, or
mental condition, expressing such examination…”. Already by comparing the two
dictionaries, a number of problematics arise, out of the which two are the most
prominent. Fist and foremost, Grublende is a participle, while ‘introspective’ is
an adjective, but Grublende can be used as an adjective as well. Besides, when
scrutinyzing the definitions, it can be seen how Oxford do not refers to “forhold”
‘relationship’ in any place, thus covering a social and semantic area that is similar to
9

On the difficulty of translation Ibsen comments: “It is a question not only of
translating the meaning but also, to a certain extent, of re-creating [omdigte] the
style and the images and ultimately of adapting the whole form of expression
to the structure and demands of the language into which one is translating”.
Samlede verker, taken from Ewbank’s “Translating Ibsen for the English Stage”.
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the Danish one, but that ultimately does not line up.
The solution to the first issue is focusing only on adjectives as emotional terms (as
stated in the notes of the methodology chapter), considering nouns and participles as
valuable contributions that, however, do not influence the analytical result and the
overall evaluation of emotions10. Moreover, giving a proper answer to the first issue
would require a case study that would exceed the scope of this thesis. The second
finding requires a less drastic measure, that of investigating relevant literature to
comprehend wheter this semantic discrepancy is meaningful when considering an
Ibsen text. In particular, do the characters described as Grublende have difficult
or complex relationships? Do they relate differently to a certain portion of the cast
when experiencing being Grublende? These question are worthy to examine when
considering the level of detail used by Ibsen in his texts.
In other circumstances, it can also happen that a word is repeated more than
once, like in the case of Spændt. I want to look into words that may have a different
meaning than the ones presented in this table. Langsomt can be associated with calm,
but in certain contexts it can mean ‘being late’ or ‘being slow’. My reference is Det
Norske Akademis Ordbok: ‘which takes place or is performed at low speed; slow;
late’. DDO agrees, giving more information ‘which it takes long time to process
or get through’, getting closer to the emotional field. Another word that has double
usage is Dæmpet: in the translation made by Marie Evensen it is paired ‘serene’, but
in Chapter 3.1 I will argue how it is closer to the English adjective ‘subdued’, also
given the fact that in dramas it is often used as a stage direction, to suggest how a
character speaks in a scene. Thus, most of the words that have major occurrences
may have relations to contexts that are not purely related to sentiments and affects.
Regardless, it is cogent to take into account these words as well, since Ibsen chose
them in his texts while being probably aware of their double meaning.

10
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Nonetheless, when considering Grublende, I inserted the word in my schemes
paired with Tankefuld. This has been done due the high number of occurrences of
both words compared to the others in the list. In addition, their slight semantic
difference cannot be evicted in (Figure 2). Further in my research, I accepted
Grublende in my schemes due to its poor results when dissecting single Ibsen’s
texts: it is meaningful to display the frequency of each word, despite its relevancy
in a given text.

1.3 – Getting a corpus – second selection: 16 emotions
Only the words which appeared more than forty (40) times throughout all the dramas
have been selected, to have more relevant data when proceeding with the next steps.
This number has been chosen because with a higher one, results remained similar
until higher occurrences which, if selected, would have provided scarce material for
the formation of a proper inquiry. This led to sixteen (16) emotions to be the main
data to work with, these being: Rolig, Dæmpet, Langsomt, Fornøyet, Glad, Lykkelig,
Spændt, Forbauset, Ængstelig, Ræd, Vred, Urolig, Bittert, Grublende, Tankefuld,
Træt. These are the terms that most clearly render Russell’s original affects, as well
as being the ones that happens to repeat more frequently in the graph of (Figure
2). Whenever dramas had different versions, either ithe most recent version of the
drama or the most complete have been selected. The first is the case of Lady Inger
from Østeraad of 1874, Catilina of 1875 and The Wedding at Solhaug of 1883, since
they represent the last time Ibsen worked on these plays, giving the reader a final
statement on the emotions he wanted to convey. On the other hand, the second is
the case of The Vikings at Helgeland of 1858 and Olaf Liljekrans of 1902. The first
version of The Vikings at Helgeland is the most complete, the major changes of the
1893 version reside in the first section of the first act; the second version of Olaf
Liljekrans happens to be also the most recent and the more coherent when it comes to
the text, the third version of 1877/1878 focused only on a portion of text11.
It would be naïve to read an author's opus with the same perspective; the point
of view has to change. Therefore, I deem useful to section Ibsen’s career in three
main periods. In doing so, there is no intention to create solid separations between
dramas, but to ease the conceptualization of Ibsen’s progression as a dramatist. The
most common partition of Ibsen’s periods (introduced by James Walter McFarlane)
is: the first period centered on romantic roots and historical dramas (1850-1863), the
second period of poetic-realist dramas (1866-1873), and the last period (1877-1899)
with social realist, naturalist and symbolist dramas. Given this raw segmentation,
one could predict the use of Ibsen’s emotional words and his furtherance of affects in
dramas. One could wonder about a major presence of emotions with a higher valence
and higher arousal level in the first period, and a later descending pattern, with lower
arousal and lower valence both in the second and the last period.

11 As mentioned in the methodology section, I relayed on Henrik Ibsen Skrifter
(https://www.ibsen.uio.no) for all my research regarding the different versions of
Ibsen’s dramas.
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This could be justified by the first period being a more idyllic one, with a cynical
look that starts developing, leading to the second period and the dimmer dramas of
the last period (as supported by McFarlane). This point of view is engaging, but rigid
nonetheless: authors such as Ibsen do not fall into categorization so easily. In Chapter
4 I will look back at these predictions, to see if some of them actually were founded
or if new compelling empiric proofs can be formed.
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1.4 – Summing up the method and some exceptions
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Figure 3: Russell's scheme according to the division
of the Dano-Norwegian emotions

As mentioned in the methodology section, Chapters 2 and 3 will be divided between
a more linguistic-oriented study (in 2.1 and 3.1) and a more literary one (2.2. and
3.2). Each linguistic subchapter will start by considering three (3) emotion wordsand
marking in which dramas each of these words are more represented. These terms
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will be selected based on their frequency, in how many instances they appear in the
text, or their ‘meaningfulness’, related to the plot of a specific drama. The framework
presented in the linguistic chapters will be developed further in the literary chapters,
breaking down the information gathered in the previous sections. This process will
consider whether there can be attributed an additional or even a different meaning to
the emotions used by Ibsen, from a literary point of view.
Regarding (Figure 3), it is a simplification of how Dano-Norwegian emotions
would be on the arousal-valence graph. The terms are displayed in a clockwork
manner, starting from Rolig and ending with Træt. It is showed in the graph how
emotions with a pleasant Valence remain on the right wedge of the scheme, while
the emotions that are unpleasant are on the left. The Arousal axis that is upside down
to better show the descending activations of emotions, from Rolig which is one with
the lowest Arousal to Forbauset, which is one of the highest. There are no extremes
(i.e., emotions with high arousal and high valence) at the ends of the axis, since this
would go against the differentiation proposed by Russel. Therefore, the reader has to
consider a certain margin of ambiguity between emotions and their positioning. This
representation has been chosen to simplify the depiction of spider-graphs.
The rest of this chapter will be spent in considering relevant comparisons
between emotions, these correlations will highlight which of the sixteen words
occurs the most in which period. It has been done to extract from the texts the words
that will form the focus of Chapter 2.1 and 2.2. This comparison will be brief, its
purpose is to show the reader a hint of the upcoming emotion-analysis. In addition,
its aim is to consider whether a pattern of pair of emotion can be found in each
period. The dramas considered for each period have been selected based on the
highest number of shared emotions with the highest occurrences (i.e., Glad for the
first period). Conversely, dramas chosen to represent the third period are the ones that
have the widest range of emotions, since I claim that the third period has the highest
emotive variety. The final evaluation of the emotions presented in Chapter 1 has
been done by considering the occurrences of every drama within its period. For this
preliminary scrutiny, dictionaries will not be used; they will be implemented from
the next chapter and will be available in the Dictionary’s section of the thesis. Like
the list of entry gathered from dictionaries, all the schemes obtained from my survey
will be placed in the Appendix, under ‘Schemes and Occurrences’. Not all the dramas
presented here will be examined in the following chapters. All the translations of
emotions words hitherto given will be looked in depth in the next chapters; for now,
they serve only to give the reader a mean to contextualize them in the texts.
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From the first period Olaf Liljekrans, The Vikings at Helgeland, and Lady Inger
Rolig
Træt
from Østeraad. These dramas
come from the historical/romantic
period of Ibsen’s
writings, and Tankefuld
they have been selected based on the numberDæmpet
of emotions they have in
common.
Grublende
These
dramas present a wide range of emotion differentiation.Langsomt
This diversification
needs not to be understated since it is a feature that will be evaluated later on. Given
9
Fornøjet
Bitterfour (4) words stands out thanks5to the number of occurrences
the graphs,
between
all three (3) of them: Glad, Dæmpet,
1 1 Urolig. Instead of considering each word
3 Ræd,
1 4
2 affects in pairs
repetitions
by itself, it is better to weight these
(the two most
frequent adjectives),
1
also to obtain a preliminary understanding
of their semantic field of action.
0
8
0 11 is Glad-Dæmpet
The first set of emotions taken into
in Olaf Liljekrans.
2 1account
Urolig
This drama
is an early romantic play of Ibsen, which takes inspirationGlad
from
Norwegian folk tales, also referring to historical events and to the dichotomy
Vred
between civilization
and nature. Albert Morey Sturtevant comments
on the general
Lykkelig
settings of the play:
Ræd
The satirical elements of the play, for instance, areSpændt
presented in the

traditional form
of the Danish comedy and
are clearly connected
Ængstelig
Forbauset
with the spirit and form of Sankt Hansnatten (1852) written during
Ibsen’s Andhrimner period, where the first glimpses of his hostility to
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Romantic sentimentality are discerned. On the other hand, the lofty
idealism of the poet’s own philosophy of life is infused into that of his
principal characters in Olaf Liljekrans with a clarity that admits of no
doubt as to the great problems which were now beginning to occupy
his efforts. (111-112)

Glad plays a vital role in the first act. It moves the character to find themselves
and to establish relationships with the desired person: the couples of Olaf-Alfhild
and Hemming-Ingeborg are such examples. This joyfulness is what pushes them to
keep trying reaching their goals: it is not strange to see such positive emotions in this
drama, since the main motif of the plot is a wedding. As an emotion, Glad (for now
the reader can consider it a synonym of the English ‘happy12) is intertwined with
Dæmpet, ‘muffled/low/subdued’, which comes into view especially from the second
act on. It appears not only as an indication for the voice of the characters, but also
to suggest that they are subdued. The difference with Glad is that Dæmpet creates
a sense of false security, since it is with a high valence but low arousal, something
that will be seen in detail in Chapter 3.1. One has to take into account also the lighthearted writing of Olaf Liljekrans compared to later plays, which certainly contribute
to Ibsen’s choice of such words. As it will be shown in Chapter 2.2, Dæmpet’s
valence is not completely negative, it can be intended positively as well.
In The Vikings at Helgeland, Ræd-Glad comes up as a crucial pair. The Vikings
at Helgeland is a historical drama, but it is first and foremost a tragedy, its plot
about honor, misconception and duty. It is about “moving interactions” that are
not pressured by the realistic limitations, so to let space to the topics of “mistaken
identity and recognition” (Ystad, 152). The drama refers to a difficult period in which
Catholicism was being imposed in Norway, leaving aside the old sagas. It is a change
between the drama previously produced. As mentioned by Morey Sturtevant: “In this
letter [here Morey Sturtevant refers to Brev, I, No. 72] Ibsen writes that the drama,
upon which he was then working (viz., Hærmændene), was to be both in contents and
tone (i.e., style?) somewhat different from his previous works.” (128).
Ræd ‘scared’ refers to the harsh setting of the sagas, a feudal society that
erases the individual in favor of the clan’s traditions (vengeance, pride, honor are
such heavy themes). Glad can be found opposite to this oppressive system. This
word besides its fewer occurrences compared to Ræd, hints to a first attempt of
psychological introspection that leads to individualization. Such introspection will
be developed by Ibsen in his future dramas. Ræd-Glad serve thus as dichotomy that

12
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More of this topic in Chapter 2.1.

balances the world of Hærmændene paa Helgeland, despite it being a complete
tragedy that leaves no space to any kind of balance in its ending.
For Lady Inger there are Urolig-Dæmpet. It is a drama revolving around lady
Inger, who is a noble lady that is forced to support the Danes in the revolt against the
Swedes for the sake of her son. As a nationalistic drama that takes place during the
Kalmark Union, the discrepancy between being subdued or serene fully reflects the
character of Lady Inger, her political doubts, and her toils in Trøndelag. A thick web
of lies and several misunderstandings (like the letter handed by Niels) allude to an
ending that, much like the one of The Vikings at Helgeland, is nonetheless tragic.
The whole drama is marked by a strong sense of unease, and of
something unknown which literally presses from the background…
Sten Sture and Lady Inger’s illegitimate son makes its entrance from
the darkness outside the windows at the back, and in the Great Hall
he meets his fate in the figure of Niels Lykke (Ystad, 150).

The presence of Dæmpet enhances the emotion of Urolig ‘uneasy/restless’, that
rules over the last section of the drama. It is nonetheless a historical drama, so these
words are expected in a climate of tension.
Giving a quick look into the dramas from the first period that did not appear here,
the most interesting is The Pretenders, the latest Ibsen drama of this section of works,
written in 1863. In The Pretenders the affect with the highest frequency is Ræd with
19 occurrences against the 20 of Dæmpet. Can it be thought as a passage from a first
period, where emotions were widely differentiated, to a second period, where affect
words start being more fixed?
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Also for this second period, the poetic/realist one, the dramas presented have been
Rolig
Træt
selected due to the highest number of common shared emotions, much like the first
Tankefuld
Dæmpet
period.
One can see how the pattern of pairs of words mentioned above starts taking
Grublende
Langsomt
shape. As done previously, four (4) words can be found ruling over the drama:
Ræd, Træt, Vred and Lykkelig, the last
in Emperor
6 one appears prominently only
Fornøjet
Bitter
and Galilean. Next to these emotions, Glad
2 4 is also frequent but, as stated in the
methodology, this section will give00priority0 to novel words, while considering all of
1
repetitions
0
them in the final paragraph of the chapter. 3
6
1
Brand is the story of a priest who is0“fighting
an existential battle to define his
1
3
7
own religious
or religious”
Urolig identity; a celebration and an expose of idealism, secular
Glad
(Northam, “Dramatic and non-dramatic
poetry”, 28).
11
In Brand,
the couples Ræd-Træt and Ræd-Vred both haveLykkelig
a noteworthy meaning
Vred
in the plot. Ræd is what Brand tries to get rid of, but fails eventually; it is what he
struggles to instillRæd
in the heart of the villagers and of hisSpændt
devotees; it is ultimately
Forbauset
what drives Agnes toÆngstelig
seek her son in his clothes,
the fear of having lost her only
child. Everyone lives through this fear. Brand is but the last one to be affected by it.
This being Ræd is double-edged. From one side, the reason behind this fear it can be
seen, which is Vred, ‘fury/rage’, the fury of God: “Titter Gud i Stuen ind, skal han se
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en straffet Datter, refset Søn, med ydmygt Sind, Børn, som lydigt ved og fatter, at de
ej for Fadervreden tvært tør skyde fra sig Glæden – Ser du nu vel Spor af Taaren?”
(HIS, 336). These lines are officially translated with no mention of Fadervreden:
{If God should stare into this room tonight, Brand, I need feel no shame. I’ve
watched and prayed, wiped every trace of grief, each tear smudge, from my face, you
see; all gone now! I would meet Him with a truly chastened heart}13 (Ibsen et al.,
Peer Gynt and Brand, 96).
Agnes prepares herself grieffully for a Christmas that has been already shadowed
by the ‘fury of the Father’. In brief occurrences, the fury can also come from man,
the result of being unable to change the grim reality. On the other side, what can
be found is Træt, ‘tired/exhausted’, a tired self that for a long time has been under
faith’s trials. This toil numbs the bodies of Brand’s character, but not enough to give
in to being Ræd.
Peer Gynt shows a similar scheme, picking on the same affects couples Ræd-Træt
and Ræd-Vred. As mentioned by Toril Moi, “In spite of its obvious anti Norwegian
irony, the play has been promoted as a nationalistic paean to Norway and Norwegian
culture” (“Ibsen in Exile”, 26), becoming one of the plays most performed.
Peer Gynt is a drama in verses that tells the story of a dreaming, poor young man
that chases his utopia of becoming an emperor. He travels, trying to find his kingdom,
scouting every land, in a journey throughout the whole world. Returning home at an
old age, Peer discovers that his kingdom has always been its homeplace.
Even if the emotions between Peer Gynt and Brand remain the same14, the
meaning behind these changes: in Peer Gynt feelings originates from an internal
source, not from a divine will but from one’s actions, whom most of the time it is
Peer. This is true but for one word, this being Ræd; it appears as if Peer is never
scared, it is something that has to be pointed out to him since it almost seems that
Ræd does not belong to him.
GUTTEN: Er du rædd for
Smeden?
PEER GYNT: Jeg rædd?
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{BOY: You’re scared of Aslak,
aren’t you, though!
PEER: Me? rædd?

13

Despite this being the most updated translation, Geoffrey Hill does not report the text literally.
The ‘fury of the Father’ is not mentioned in his translation.

14

On the similarity of the two dramas John Northam comments: “Peer Gynt is not the antithesis
of Brand but the twin: the ambivalence of its impact. The controversies have survived beyond the
contemporary strife about whether Truth and Beauty and a positive Ideal were essential to genuine
poetry” (Northam, )

GUTTEN: Ja, du minds vel paa
Lunde forleden? (HIS, 512-3)
…
PEER GYNT (standser): Kanske
du er rædd, jeg skal ta’e dig i
Fang?
SOLVEJG: Skam dig!
(HIS, 566-7)
…
AASE: Jeg er rædd! Hvad er
det, som bruser og sukker saa
underlig vildt?
(HIS, 591)

BOY: Like at Lunde!
(Ibsen et al., 188)
…
PEER (pausing): rædd of a
man’s hand? Mine?
SOLVEJG: Shame on you!
(Ibsen et al., 219)
…
AASE: It roars, and I’m still
rædd!} (Ibsen et al., 236)

But how does this fear relate to being Vred and Træt? In most of the instances,
Vred serves to hide a greater fear. In the case of Træt, this word relates to Ræd as
it is something that Peer does not know at first, but comprehends later on. In the
beginning Peer is showed to be Træt; this word changes throughout the drama. Peer
understands the meaning of weariness after he experiences real toil.
Emperor and Galilean is a historic tragedy written in prose. It tells the story of
Julian, a young boy who despises Catholicism in spite of ancient roman paganism.
When he finally grows up, he turns into an emperor that tries to fight the rushing
Christianization of the Western world. Julian is a pivotal character, one that initially
believes the truth to be in paganism, until he realizes that a contact point has to be
reached. The play has been described by Evert Sprinchorn:
This strange double drama is like a ziggurat on the European
landscape. Architecturally marvelous, with its intricate decorations, its
perfect symmetry, it seems isolated and, in its isolation, forbidding. It
is not like other dramas, lacking the traditional three-part structure,
the buildup to a single climax. The great moment when Julian
emerges from the depths of the church occurs at its midpoint, and
the resolution to the conflict as presented there occupies another
five acts, another whole drama. This is not theater as invented by the
Greeks and as practiced by playwrights ever since. (200).

Here, beside the typical pair of Vred-Ræd there are also Lykkelig-Glad, a duo
that is unexpected if one considers the tragic plot of this drama. Ræd and Vred seems
to be directly linked in this play since the more Julian is oppressed at the court, the
more he shows Vred later on, after becoming an emperor, leading this affect also in
other characters.
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The situation is more complex when it comes to Lykkelig-Glad. There is a clear
change in the usage of Lykkelig ‘in bliss/joyful’15 by Julian, who first used it sincerely
but, after he becomes emperor, starts using it almost in an ironic way, since the reader
comes to understand that he is not joyful at all. It is also interesting to note how other
characters seem to use it in a marked way. Lykkelig is an intense emotional state,
something that can be felt even if it is a “special event over which a person is not
fully in control” (Levisen, 208). Some occurrences of Lykkelig in the drama are:
AGATHON: Dengang stod
dit sind til at vorde en stor og
lykkelig kriger. (HIS, 277)
…
FYRST JULIAN: Jeg er jordens
lykkeligste søn, I kære venner!
Og Maximos, – ja, han bærer
sit navn med rette, – Maximos
er den største, som nogen tid
har levet. (HIS, 358)
…
CÆESAR JULIAN: Det var en
drøm, som jeg nys sagde.
Her har vi kejserens egne
ord: det var under kejserens
lykkelige forvarsler at den
riget overhængende fare blev
afvendt. (HIS, 422)

AGATHON: Back then, your
mind stood to become a great
and lykkelig warrior.
…
PRINCE JULIAN: I am the
lykkelgste son on earth, you
dear friends! And Maximos, yes, he bears his name rightly,
- Maximos is the greatest who
has ever lived.
…
CÆESAR JULIAN: It was a
dream I just said. Here we
have the emperor’s own
words: it was under the
emperor’s lykkelige omens
that the kingdom’s imminent
danger was averted.

On the opposite side, Glad is used mostly by Julius to refer to paganism; the old
customs and traditions that he tries to rebuild so desperately. “…glad is simpler in
conceptual structure than both lykkelig concepts. It does not felicitously lend itself
out to quantification, which probably relates to its emphasis on ‘immediacy’”
(Levisen, 218).
CÆESAR JULIAN: Det var glade
år, hine sex i Kappadokia. Var
årene længere i den tid, end
nu? Det tykkes så når jeg
drages til minde alt, hvad de
rummer. –

15
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CÆESAR JULIAN: Those were
glade years, those six in
Cappadocia. Were the years
longer in that time than now?
It seems so when I am drawn
to commemorate all that they
contain. -

A complete comparison between Glad and Lykkelig can be found in Carl Levisen’s 2012
publication, specifically the chapter “Are Danes truly the happiest people on earth?”

Ja, det var glade år. Vi ved
vore bøger, og Gallos på sin
persiske hest. Som skyggen af
en sky jog han over sletten. –
O, men et må du dog sige mig.
Kirken –? (HIS, 277)
...

Yes, those were glade years.
We know our books, and
Gallos on his Persian horse.
Like the shadow of a cloud
he jogged across the plain. Oh, but you must tell me one
thing. The Church -?
...

CÆESAR JULIAN: Var ikke
Sokrates skøn i symposiet?
Og Platon og alle de glade
svælgende brødre! Og dog
bedrev de ting, som hine
kristne halv-svin derborte
skulde sværge sig fra Gud
på, om nogen beskyldte dem
for det. Og tænk dig derhos
Ødipos, Medea, Leda –
(HIS, 341)

CÆESAR JULIAN: Was not
Socrates' estimate in the
symposium? And Plato and all
the glade devouring brothers!
And yet they did things that
the Christian half-pigs over
there had to swear to God if
anyone accused them of it.
And imagine there Oedipus,
Medea, Leda -

...

...

As a last note o Society. There these two affects appear once again with 6 and 11
occurrences respectively. The link between these two emotions will be discussed in
Chapter 3.2 in the context of Brand.
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ELLA RENTHEIM (kold og
rolig): Det er sandt og rigtig,
Borkman.
BORKMAN: Det er det. Og
derfor, – da de så kom og tog
mig, – så fandt de også alt dit
urørt i bankens kælder.
(HIS, 89)

{ELLA RENTHEIM (cold and
calm): That’s perfectly true,
Borkman
BORKMAN: Yes, it is. And that’s
why – when they came and
took me away – they found
everything that was yours
untouched in the bank vaults}.
(Ibsen et al., 195)

Borkman uses stronger emotions, Bittert-Træt could be an hypothetical pair
related to him, since he still suffers from his economic and social breakdown, hoping
in the redemption that will not come. In some instances, also Mrs. Borkman tends to
follow this path, displaying a certain usage of these affects. When it comes to words
with higher valence and arousal like Glad, Foldal and Erhart are the bearers of some
sort of happiness in the drama. Foldal naively praises the young generation, while
being the only friend Borkman has left, while Erhart encompasses the spirit of youth
that exceeds and escapes parents’ expectations. Despite this, the climate of supposed
tranquility built in the first dialogues of John Gabriel Borkman is completely
poisoned in the following acts. By the end of the drama everyone wishes to leave the
Borkman’s estate, and as Mark Sandberg says:
In John Gabriel Borkman, it is not just Erhart who flees the Rentheim
estate and its “parlor air [stueluften],” its Danse Macabre soundtrack,
its faded décor, its emotional chill, and its living-dead inhabitants...
Eventually, all of the characters flee for the exits: the son and his
traveling companions to the South, Borkman by making his own
prison break into the wintry cold, and Ella Rentheim and Gunhild
Borkman by following him up the mountainside. As Borkman says
definitively, ‘Never in my life will I set foot under that roof again!’ The
entire house is evacuated at the end of the play (11-112).

Ghosts has a much similar structure to that one of John Gabriel Borkman, even
if it can be seen a way stronger presence of Ræd. Ghosts is about the return of the
young Osvald at his homeplace, but he does not know that the father that he loved
and admired was actually an infidel husband. His widow mother tries to hide the
truth from him, while realizing that Osvald is developing the same behaviors of the
deceased father. The fear looming on every character is the consternation regarding
the (presumably) hereditary illness of Osvald. Ræd is an emotion word that is well
spread throughout the whole drama, that catches every character with a particular
insistence on Mrs. Alving. Rolig is more related to Osvald, especially when he starts
descending into his infirmity.
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OSVALD (drager hende atter
ned): Bliv siddende, mor. Tag
det bare roligt. Jeg er ikke
rigtig syg heller; ikke sådan,
hvad man almindelig kalder
syg. (slår hænderne sammen
over hodet) Mor, jeg er åndelig
nedbrudt, – ødelagt, – jeg kan
aldrig komme til at arbejde
mere! (HIS, 472)
…
OSVALD: Ja, ja, så skal du da
høre –. Du, mor, du har et
stærkt kraftfuldt sind, det ved
jeg. Nu skal du sidde ganske
rolig, når du får høre det.
(HIS, 517)

OSVALD (pulls her down again):
Stay seated, mother. Just
take it rolig. I’m not really
sick either; not what one
commonly calls illness. (claps
his hands over his head)
Mother, I’m spiritually broken,
- destroyed, - I can never get
to work again!
…
OSVALD: Yes, yes, then you
must hear -. You, mother, you
have a very powerful mind, I
know that. Now you have to
sit rolig when you hear it.

Glad-Ræd work almost as opposites in this drama. Glad is complementary to
Ræd in the sense that it is a well distributed emotion, almost every character presents
it especially at the beginning and the ending of the drama. Maybe it is the contrast
between these two emotions that joined the ‘loathsome’ feeling of the audiences,
the realism perceived by the theatergoers at the time of its staging. William Archer
considered the reality of the drama to be so vivid in Ibsen’s mind that he produced it
without realizing it. “Instead of no detail being omitted, no detail is given” (Archer,
212).
When We Dead Awaken is one of the dramas that diverges in this last period,
focusing on a couple of emotions and shattering the pattern postulated. This drama is
also one (if not the one) that generates most speculations in the literary field about its
true meaning, given the aura of mystery of the latest part of the play. It narrates the
story of a couple, Rubek and Maja, who tries to reshape their happiness by having a
vacation in a mountain cabin. While doing so, the ghostly apparition of Rubek’s old
lover manifests, Irene. She came to haunt Rubek because he refused her love, turning
to art instead. It is in this drama, one of the most mysterious of the whole production
of Ibsen, that the affects highlighted are those with a higher valence and a low
arousal.
FRU MAJA (skænker i hans
glas): Fy, Rubek! Drik nu og
vær glad.
PROFESSOR RUBEK (stryger
sig gentagende over panden
og læner sig tilbage i stolen):
Jeg er glad, Maja. Virkelig
glad. På en måde da.
(tier lidt) (HIS, 181)

MRS. MAJA (pouring into his
glass): Jeez, Rubek! Drink
now and be happy.
PROFESSOR RUBEK (strokes
his forehead repeatedly and
leans back in his chair): I’m
glad, Maja. Very glad. In a
way then.
(silent a little)
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Rubek more than Maya seems to be subdued by this idea that everything is fine,
that he is happy and satisfied. Conversely, when it comes to Irene, she never states
Glad. This affects appears linked to her only through stage directions, indicating
once more that she is in a sense detached from the two. When Rolig is mentioned,
most of the time to give an order or to establish a special kind of connection between
characters (Chapter 2.2). there have been several interpretations of this drama, many
of them rely on its link with apocalyptic passages in the Bible.
When We Dead Awaken, this play explores a “world historical” clash
between the oppos ing historical forces of paganism and Christianity.
These are depicted not only as objectively contending powers in the
fourth-century world of the play, but as subjective con flicts within
each dramatic figure. Eventually, we learn that the only solution to
the conflict lies in the future with the discovery and adoption of a
third way, a New Empire or kingdom (ISA, 5)

This reading of When We Dead Awaken is not too far-fetched, as it will be
showed in further chapters, a cognitive scenario can be conceptualized, a thread that
links both Emperor and Galilean and When We Dead Awaken, two of dramas in
which Ibsen fully pours his worldview.
IRENE (afværgende imod ham):
Bare rolig, rolig, rolig!
(ånder tungt og siger ligesom
lettet fra en byrde)
Sé så. Nu slap de mig. For
denne gang. – Nu kan vi sætte
os og tale sammen som før – i
livet. (HIS, 244)
…
PROFESSOR RUBEK: Jeg skal
sige dig det, hvis du vil sidde
og høre rolig efter hvad jeg
siger.
IRENE (gemmer kniven): Jeg
skal høre så rolig, som en mor
kan, når hun – (HIS, 250)

IRENE (repulsively towards
him) Just rolig, rolig, rolig!
(breathes heavily and says as
if relieved of a burden)
See so. Now they let me go.
This time. - Now we can sit
down and talk together as
before - in life.
…
PROFESSOR RUBEK: I have to
tell you that if you want to sit
and listen rolig to what I say.
IRENE (hiding the knife):
I must hear as rolig as a
mother can when she -

From this last period another play that exceeds like When We Dead Awaken is
Rosmersholm: there Glad is the dominant affect with 14 occurrences against the low
numbers of every other affect (with Rolig reaching only 4 occurrences and all the
other affects stagnating between 3 and 5).
Besides this, just Little Eyolf and The Master Builder focus on different words,
coming back to Langsomt and Ræd once more.
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Chapter 2.1 – NSM and a semantic
account of Glad, Rolig, Ræd.
2.1.1 – NSM in relation to other studies
As written in the introduction, from this chapter on I will apply the distinction
between linguistic-related chapters and the ones that are literature-oriented. This
chapter, being a linguistic sub-heading, will deal first with Anna Wierzbicka’s
theory, then proceed to construct a proper inquiry on the emotion words extracted
from Chapter 1. Using NSM allows to fragmentate single emotion words, allowing
a greater understanding of these. Now, only the content of the words will be
studied, while the context built by Ibsen and its relation to the characters will be in
Chapter 2.2. Glad, Rolig and Ræd perfectly show how emotions that appear simple
and easily-definable are not so, especially within Ibsen’s writings, and are fitting
examples for the NSM theory. Chapter 2.1 and 2.2 are the chapters in which a single
method is applied.
Before properly leaping in the argument of this chapter, it is wise to engage with
different semantic approaches who have considered themes near to Wierzbicka. Such
confrontation will help the reader to better understand Wierzbicka’s theory in a more
critical perspective.
First, the formal semanticists Kai von Fintel and Lisa Matthewson consider
whether semantic universal exists between natural languages. Their approach stems
from inquiries similar to the ones made by Wierzbicka: the erroneous allure of
Linguistic Relativity16; the strong Effability Thesis and the Translatability Thesis
proposed by Jerrold Katz in his work A hypothesis about the uniqueness of natural
language. Linguistic Relativity states that the deep grammatical difference between
cultures implies that also their worldview is drastically different at the core. On the
other hand, the Effability “…It would assert that all natural languages have the same
expressive power and that furthermore, that expressive power is complete in the
sense of being able to express any proposition whatsoever” (4), while Translatability
claims that “any meaning that can be expressed in any given language can also be
expressed in any other language” (ibidem). The last two theories, besides going hand
in hand, so much that “effability merely requires translatability” (5), are only implied
in Wierzbicka, whom does not acknowledge them directly.

16
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Also known as the Sapir/Whorf hypothesis (Sapir, Selected Writings).

More recent studies like the one of Delia Belleri, confirms the importance of
Effability by considering both thoughts that are propositional17 and those that are
non-fully propositional. Belleri supports that thoughts are effable: “By arguing that
thoughts are effable (be they fully or non-fully propositional), I take myself to have
‘closed the gap’ between what a person thinks and what a person says” (4449).
Returning to von Fintel and Matthewson, their study goes forward by considering
the topic of universality not only in the lexical area and in content morphemes, but
also in functional morphemes18 and pragmatics. It is in the first section that they
engaged in a dialogue with Wierzbicka and Goddard:
Perhaps the most careful studies of possible lexical universals have
been conducted by proponents of nsm; for an overview see Goddard’s
article (2001)… While it appears that some small list of lexical items
might survive close scrutiny, we do not think that there is much of
interest here: languages do differ almost without limit as to which
meanings they choose to lexicalize. (11)

And further in the notes they argue how they “…do not at all endorse the nsm
claim that there are primitive semantic elements from which all others are created by
combination.” (ibidem).
So, while von Fintel & Matthewson disregarded the NSM conceptualization, they
went further in their study by admitting that “we did find many proposed constraints
on the semantics of content morphemes, some of which may be amenable to nonlinguistic explanations” (47).
Regarding functional morphemes, they supported the idea that a small number of
compositional principles are universal, despite languages differing in their functional
categories. On pragmatics, von Fintel & Matthewson relied both on the Cooperative
Principle19 of Paul Grice and his conversational implicatures, which are based on
the assumption that the partner in a conversation will act rationally (von Fintel;
Matthewson, 44). All languages use Gricean principles, despite cultural difference
may disturb conversational implicatures. Nonetheless, von Fintel & Matthewson
17

“The thesis of the propositionality of thoughts has it that thought is propositional in the
sense of possessing complete and well-determined truth-conditions. An implication of their
joint endorsement is that thoughts are ineffable. That is to say, thoughts, qua mental contents
that possess well-determined truth conditions, cannot be fully expressed by sentences. This
consequence yields a picture in which there is a gap between thought and language, where no
sentence can manage to fully express a thought.” (Belleri, 4432).

18

With lexical morphemes it is meant a free morpheme, a content word (noun, verb, adj.), while
with grammatical or functional morphemes are considered those free morphemes that are used as
a function word (conj., prep., article ecc).

19

“Make your conversational contribution such as is required at the stage at which it occurs, by the
accepted purpose or direction of the talk exchange in which you are engaged”. (Grice, 26)
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underline how much work is still needed to polish all the possible solutions to the
dilemma of universals, besides asking more questions on the matter.
In Words and Meanings, Wierzbicka introduces the concept of semantic
molecules (indicated with [m.]). These molecules present meanings more complex
than semantic primes: semantic molecules are on a higher semantic level and can
be decomposed in semantic primes. Molecules are chiefly in semantic explications,
and express a context of dependency (for instance, the concept of hand [m.] would
be implemented in the explication for hold, since “the idea of holding something
includes the idea of doing something with one’s hands”) (Words and Meanings, 14).
Using them would allow not only to simplify semantic explications but also to add a
superior layer to the one of semantic primes within said explications. “Any use of a
semantic molecule in an explication presupposes that the molecule can be explicated
independently without recourse to the word in whose explication it appears,
otherwise circularity would result.” (59).
When talking about semantic primes or “atoms of meaning”, Cliff Goddard
considers in one of his conferences how they have an internal syntax, which is
universal. This means that “…all languages possess concrete exponents (words,
bound morphemes or phrasemes) which can be used to express the same inventory
of primes”. He goes further by defining semantic molecules as “complex lexical
meaning which functions as a semantic unit” within more complex concepts.
These intermediate structures must exist as ordinary lexical items in a specific
language. This constraint means “… that semantic molecules do not add any
additional complexity to the overall semantic system, in the sense that the meanings
which function as molecules are a sub-set of the lexical meanings already present
in the language”. This constraint has already been hinted out by von Fintel and
Matthewson, but despite all, Goddard stated that some of these semantic molecules
present themselves as good candidates, like the semantic molecule for hand[m].,
eyes[m.], body[m.] and even concepts like man[m.] and woman[m.]. This would
allow to go past the assumption made by von Fintel and Matthewson20 , allowing for
a fertile field of research that could spawn more universals bounded to the lexical
level.

20
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“…virtually no individual lexical items are universally attested” (16)

2.1.2 – What are semantic primes?
Since Russell’s theory has led to closely consider Ibsen’s emotions, now is the
time to select some of these words and to reproduce carefully each one of their
components in order to better understand these emotive terms. To do so, I will use
Anna Wierzbicka’s main theory of the Natural Semantic Metalanguage. Before doing
so, it is necessary to better comprehend what is the purpose of this theory and what
are its limits, in what terms it is accessible. This will allow the reader to construct a
more careful consideration of thesis here developed.
The source for most of my claims regarding Wierzbicka is her publication
Emotions across Languages and Cultures: Diversity and Universals. I already
mentioned in the methodology’s section that this choice has been made due to this
research being a summary of her previous studies on NSM, by adding also a wider
perspective on emotion words. This is far from being the first work of the author, she
began to outline the theory since her first major publication Semantic Primitives.
I will not go in depth relating the core motifs of Natural Semantic Metalanguage,
since its field of action and its purposes have already been explained throughout in
the methodology and the introductory chapter. On the other hand, what needs to be
to conveyed is how NSM do not focus on giving a simple evaluation of an emotion
word (i.e., happiness is a positive emotion word while sadness is negative), but
relies instead on a more in-depth analysis of emotive terms (i.e., in what happiness
differs from happy? Sadness and unhappiness have common features?)21. This is
done by experimenting which emotional terms are to be considered universal, since
researching with the knowledge of universal basis throughout languages opens
a whole different variety of possibilities. Once again, these terms are semantic
primes or primitives, irreducible concepts that (according to NSM’s scholars) link
different cultures, managing to fill the cultural gaps and to escape the “naïve picture”
that natural languages projects, “because every natural language contains its own
‘naive picture of the world’ (cf. Jurij D. Apresjan 1992[1974]), including its own
‘ethnopsychology’” (Emotions across Languages, 34). These semantic primes are
written in capital letters, to distinguish them from emotive terms. In addition to this,
Goddard comments on semantic primes:
21

For instance, one of the differences between happiness and happy lays in the contrast between
the components (c): [“some very good things are happening to me” vs. “some good things are
happening to me”] and (f) (Emotions across Languages, 51). On the other hand, the difference
between sadness and unhappy is in the more intense aspect of unhappiness and in the central
role played by thoughts in this emotion [namely their component (a): “X felt something because X
thought something” of unhappiness vs. “X felt something” of sad] (62-64).
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When Wierzbicka and colleagues claim … that GOOD, SAY and
BECAUSE, for example, are semantic primes, the claim is that these
words are essential for explicating the meanings of numerous
other words and grammatical constructions, and that they cannot
themselves be explicated in a non-circular fashion. The same applies
to other examples of semantic primes such as: I, YOU, SOMEONE,
SOMETHING, THIS … In the NSM system, both the prime meanings
and their syntax are taken from within natural languages. The minilanguage of semantic primes is literally a subset of natural language,
not an external system of representation. The natural language
principle also means that NSM primes are ‘non-abstract’ (“Semantic
Primes”,14).

Even so, the relationship between the meaning of the semantic primes and the
related form in a certain language is not one-to-one. To explain this, Wierzbicka
introduces the concepts of lexical polysemy (a word with different meanings that are
related to each other) and allolexy (in this case, “a given semantic primitive meaning
can have more than one exponent in a particular language, with the distribution of the
alternative forms often conditioned by the linguistic context”) (Words and Meanings,
13). While both the English verb do and the Spanish verb hacer belong to the same
semantic prime, DO, they have at their core language-specific meanings that are not
related to their being ‘exponents’ of a semantic prime.
Semantic primes are the minimal grammar22 that is used to describe emotions,
elements that are so basic yet so intuitive to be easily recognized and understood in
every culture, going past their culture-specific boundaries. Wierzbicka focuses as
well of the concept of universals, conceptualizations shared by all languages. This
being said, how can one distinguish these universals? Wierzbicka mentions often
how scholars are influenced by the English language and how this creates a bias
(Emotions across Languages, 1-34). Not every English emotion word is a universally
shared abstraction in the other languages, since every language has its own culturespecific emotion words. Wierzbicka explains that Anger is “not more real or more
revealing of human nature than the phenomenon of Rabbia [Italian]…or Song
[Ifaluk]” (Emotions across Languages, 273). Similar to this, the English concept of
emotion is no more real than the Russian Čuvsta23, per se. By taking the examples of
Anger and Song, Wierzbicka shows how these two are “overlapping but non-identical
22

23
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She describes them as part of a mini-language that can be considered the intersection of all
languages (Words and Meanings, 12-13).
Ibidem

cognitive scenarios”: she supports that, while certain components of the emotion
anger are normally manifested in actions against someone else, components of
Song are manifested through actions against oneself, like starvation or even suicide
attempts (274). Her conclusion is not that universals of feeling does not exists, rather
than in defining universals one should take into account how “people in different
cultures talk about what they see and how they feel…we should avoid analytical
categories based on culture-specific aspects of our language” (275). Therefore, to
deal with such emotion words like Rabbia or Song, one should build first a semantic
explication for each word based on pieces of evidence (linguistic/semantic studies or
even anthropologic hypothesis, the latter of which are often utilized by Wierzbicka
as well), then one should compare every component of the two explications. This
process would allow to match the differences and similarities, both of which have to
be substantiated by relevant studies. In this process, Ibsen texts will help by giving
not only a context for these emotions, but also explaining them from an internal point
of view (that of the characters) that is not always available in online corpuses.
Briefly, Semantic primes are needed to attempt an explanation of these emotional
universals. Wierzbicka has been working with semantic primes since her publication
in 1972, where she identified a list of 14 primes24. With time, this list was expanded
“as a result of systematic and rigorous meaning analysis of a large number of words
representative of a diverse range of lexical domains, including concrete vocabulary”
(Zhengdao, 6). Nowadays (2021), this list counts sixty-five (65) entries, more
investigations are being made on these primes in recent years. A translation of
semantic primes done in Danish has been made by Levisen (46).
Levisen’s work will be vital to develop a correct draft for Ibsen’s semantic
explications further in this chapter.

24

I, YOU, SOMEONE, SOMETHING, THIS, WANT, DON’T WANT, THINK, IMAGINE, FEEL, PART, WORLD,
SAY, BECOME.
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2.1.3 – What are semantic explications?
One could state that the main purpose of semantic primes is helping the formation of
a semantic explication. Semantic explications are “reductive paraphrases framed in
the metalanguage of semantic primes” (Levisen, 54), which could be oversimplified
in ‘scripts’ (a term that is widely used in many of Wierzbicka’s works as well)
based on semantic primes. I refer to Salvatore Attardo, who effectively summarized
a semantic script as such: “…it contains information which is prototypical of the
element being described, such as well-established routines and common ways to do
things and to go about activities. At the simplest level, a script is equivalent to the
lexical meaning of a word” (3). The aim of these scripts is to render accessible a
concept that is culture-specific in a certain language and to break it down in simpler
shared terms that are easily understandable by a speaker of a different language.
In this way, not only more rooted hypotheses on the culture-specific words can be
advanced, but also a deeper knowledge regarding the qualities embedded within a
specific concept or emotion.
In Semantics, Primes and Universals, Wiezbicka takes into account AHDOTEL25
then claims: “FEEL underlies exclamatory constructions, diminutives, “experiencer
constructions” of different kinds, and so on…” (49). In relation to SOMETHING,
she compares it to SOMEONE, inasmuch as both are part of the “most fundamental
form of human categorization” (38), since they derive form WHAT and WHO.
SOMETHING and SOMEONE can be combined with interrogative meanings,
“embedded questions” as Wierzbicka writes, to form structures like:
I know this about someone: this someone (this person) did It.
I know this about something: you see this something (this thing) (39).

Furthermore, she recalls:
As I argued in Lingua Mentalis fifteen years ago, to substitute ‘entity’
for someone and something is to avoid the categorization embedded
in all natural languages and to try to replace it with an artificial
device alien to them. The distinction between “persons” and “”nonpersons” is quite fundamental to human conceptualization of the
world. Natural languages differ in this respect sharply from artificial
languages relying on the abstract notion of “referential indices”’
(ibidem).

This more general sketch of a semantic explication shows which components
usually represent said explication. For instance, in the component (a) one can find
25
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The American Heritage Dictionary Of English Language.

the two semantic primes of FEEL and SOMETHING, which are classified as such
already since her 1994 work. In the components (b), a. and (d) there can be found
the semantic prime of THINK. THINK is considered as a mental predicate, much
like KNOW, WANT, SEE, HEAR and FEEL. Stating the universality of KNOW and
THINK appears to be rather difficult, since according to Hallpike’s The Foundations
of Primitive Thought, there are certain languages which do not include these two
concepts, like Ommura in Papua New Guinea. He claims that the speakers of this
language use the same verb to mean ‘understanding’, ‘comprehending’ and ‘hearing’.
Wierzbicka responds that this does not prove the point, since also in Polish “the
verb wiedzieć, is cognate with the word for ‘seeing’, widzieć” (198), and these come
from the proto-Indo-European veid-, namely ‘know/see’. THINK and KNOW are
‘evidentials’: words in which part of the meaning is encoded in the grammar, this part
being then language-specific. To analyze such meanings there is the need of a reliable
and language-independent base, what semantic primes are ought to be.
The following explanation works as a prototypical model for emotions. It has to
be read as a decontextualized narration of an event, this being the emotion felt by a
given person (X) under certain conditions. (a) shows that X felt something, because
he/she thought about something else (b). The subheadings a. and b. describe X’s
thought: it can happen that someone thinks this (Y) in a given situation. Given this
inner though of X, also X feels something due to his/her thinking to (Y). (c) and (d)
further explain the consequence of this thought on X. This patter simply a frame of
what an explication should look like, other emotions could include more detailed
components. It has to be pointed out that the internal thoughts of ‘person X’ are
always included in inverted commas for Wierzbicka’ standards, despite here being
shown in the subheadings a. and b.
Person X was angry/afraid/ashamed/worried etc.
(a) person X felt something
(b) because X thought something
a. sometimes a person thinks: [Y]
b. because of this this person feels something
(c) person X felt something like this
(d) because X thought something like this
(Emotions across Languages, 284-285)
By working with the link between interjection and emotions26, Goddard
26

Cfr. Gladkowa et al., The semantics of interjections.
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highlighted the two emotions of disgust and surprise. For instance, his semantic
explication of wow! Follows the same pattern of conventional emotional scripts.
The component (a) refers to an immediate reaction to an experience or knowledge,
the component (b) registers that the emotion goes beyond one’s expectations. The
component (c) is the resulting feeling caused by the previous two components, while
the component (d) is something unique, a “visual prototype component”.
Wow!

(a) I think like this: “this is very good”
(b) I didn’t know before that it can be like this
(c) I feel something very good because of this
(d) I feel like someone can feel when this someone sees
something very big (“Interjections and emotion”, 57)
Semantic explications are formed by components that follow alphabetic order.
Each component underlines a phase of the cognitive scenario presented by the
emotion: “I feel like…” or “One feels like a person feels in a certain situation”.
Crucial is the qualitative aspect of these components, “I feel good”, “I feel bad”,
“I feel this when…”, “I want/do not want this” and so on, until the emotion is
explained. The NSM gives voice to the qualitative difference of emotions proposed
by Russell’ scheme. How long does the emotion lasts? Is the emotion personal
(Happiness) or does it refer to others (Joy)? What are the bodily results of this
emotion (s ? Does it happen often? These enquiries are meaningful to construct
emotional scripts, since they help to narrow the field of action of a specific emotion.
Such an in-depth scrutiny of emotion words is possible thanks to the context
provided by Ibsen and his dramas. These questions can be answered by looking in
which particular event they do occur, considering the relevance of said event for
the plot, studying the motivations, scope and language of the character that used
the emotion, as well as its relation with the rest of the cast. As mentioned in the
methodology section, when these information will not be enough, further evidence
will be supplied by external linguistic corpuses and dictionaries. By analyzing Ibsen’s
drama with the NSM theory, a theory that well adapts to literary contexts, a judgment
of Ibsen’s use of emotion words and the evolution of his writing style is possible.
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2.1.4 - Difference between ‘feelings’, ‘thoughts’ and ‘emotions’
As a quick digression, the difference between ‘feelings’, ‘thoughts’ and ‘emotions’
has to be stated. According to Wierzbicka, feelings can be thought-related (“I feel
loneliness”) or not thought-related (“I feel hunger”) (Emotions across Languages,
2). This means that certain feelings can be “bodily feelings”, but not all feelings
are body-related: “if one says that one feels ‘abandoned’, or ‘lost’, one is referring
to a feeling without referring to anything that happens in the body” (ibidem). She
quotes Izard since he calls thought-related feelings as “emotions” (24). “Feeling” as a
concept is universal (Wierzbicka, 4) and, she deems, also self-explanatory.
Wierzbicka exemplifies how “In literature, feelings are frequently described by
means of comparisons…the expression ‘I feel like…’ itself cannot be defined or
explained any further: it is simple and clear as anything can be” (12-13). Despite this,
the way one feels can generally be described, and in most of the instances it can be
reduced to “I feel good/bad” or “I feel like a person feels in a certain situation” only
to later construct a prototypical situation (ibidem).
Thoughts, on the other hand, do not have a bodily counterpart, and only concern
the inside of the experiencer. Finally, when it comes to emotions, Wierzbicka states
clearly more than once that “The English word emotion combines in its meaning a
reference to ‘feeling’, a reference to ‘thinking’, and a reference to a person body” (2).
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2.1.5 – Structure of the chapter and the core analysis of Glad.
Three (3) semantic explications will now be sketched from the three (3) words
highlighted in Chapter 1, explaining them, and comparing them to Wierzbicka’s
model. Hypothesis and empirical generalizations will be build based on the
dictionaries mentioned in Chapter 1.
Glad, Rolig and Ræd have been chosen since they appear to be quite commonly
throughout the totality of Ibsen’s texts (Glad 207 times, Rolig 115 and Ræd 165).
When it comes to Ræd, the noun rædsel has been only briefly considered (both in
the examples and in my discussion), since it occurs widely in the drama examined
for this emotion word: The Pretenders. Nevertheless, rædsel has not been counted in
the radial graphs, and it did not influence the formation of the semantic explication
for Ræd. This happened because rædsel is a noun, and in these chapters (2.1 and 2.2)
the method does not implement the use of nouns or adverbs, but only of adjectives
to construct a coherent evaluation. Numerally, there is no need to consider also
nouns, since plenty of evidence can be extracted from adjectives. Furthermore, by
considering nouns, the emotive horizon would be uneven, since certain emotion
words have corresponding nouns that are frequently present, but others are not
represented at all. Thus, despite the presence of the noun, the focus has been laid on
the adjectives27.
Summing up the qualities of Glad, it is a personal, long lasting emotion (cfr.
DDO) that is physically enacted through small gestures (smiling) and can spawn
from every day’s actions (like enjoying food (Levisen, 215). Usually it relates to a
lighthearted, elated mood, which presupposes the absence of the idea that bad things
can happen or that negative thoughts can ruin this emotion. I would like to add the
unwillingness behind the emotion Glad. Even though Rosmer wants to be Glad, it is
not possible for him to reproduce this emotion, he can simply recreate the conditions
(chiefly, being with Rebekka or changing something in his life), to make this emotion
manifest itself (as in (2), “Å, hvor glad, – hvor glad jeg vilde føle mig”).
This script is heavily based on the models of Wierzbicka, but it encompasses in
a more comprehensive manner the sequence of components. At the component (b)
it is shown that the emotion takes place in the present, at the same time in which
“something good is happening”. Component (c) is a personal addendum and it is
typical of Glad: in the same moment in which a person realizes that “something good
is happening”, this person wants it. This is followed by (d), another realization, the

27
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An opposite approach is taken in Chapter 3.1 with the noun Vrede (cfr. Chapter 3.1).

understanding that the emotion felt is what one strived to reach before (maybe with
no avail, like in the case of Rosmersholm). In (d) the strictly personal setting of the
emotion (“to happen to me” vs. “to happen”) is also represented. It is unspecified for
how long someone wanted this emotion to manifest, it could be a matter of hours or
years. (e) represents the bodily response derived from the emotion, as mentioned by
Levisen, like the act of smiling. Still, the bodily response is in most cases minimal,
one “could do something good because of this”. I choose “could” instead of “can”
or “will” to underline the small margin of willingness behind the intention of “doing
something good”. Instead of “can”, which represent a possible option, “could” is
more distant, it is unlikely that it will happen. The component (e) returns in (2) as
well, immediately after that Rebekka mentioned Glad. From (b) begins the personal
thought of X, which ends in the component (f).
“Expressing the hypothetical objective possibility, opportunity, or absence of
prohibitive conditions” (OED). When compared to the Norwegian, ‘could’ could
be changed with “kunne”. This participial form of subjunctive is referred by Kristin
Melum Eide as ‘irrealis infinitive’: “In many dialects and Standard Norwegian, the
proper infinitive is unmarked as regards ‘irrealis’ or ‘realis’ and therefore it may
occur in place of the ‘irrealis infinitive’, the form identical to the past participle…”
(258). The link between past tense and counterfactuals, as mentioned by Melum
Eide, is also highlighted by Hogeweg (1).
When experiencing being Glad, one thinks: “bad things can’t happen to me” (f).
As supported by Levisen, it is a personal condition, but it is also a realization: “now I
know”, which means “now that I experience being Glad I know”. This is followed by
certainty, “bad things can’t happen to me”, in that instance one feels like nothing bad
will happen. Components (g) and (h) follow the Wierzbicka model and represent the
component (c.) in Levisen’s explication.
(Ⅰ) Glad (X felt glad)
(a) X felt something because X realized something
(b) “something good is happening
(c) now I want this to be happening
(d) I wanted things like this to happen to me
(e) I could do something good because of this
(f) Now I know bad things can’t happen to me right now”
(g) When this person thinks this this person feels something good
(h) X felt something like this
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Compared to an everyday sentence like: “ Jeg er iallefall utrolig glad på hennes
vegne” ‘Anyway I’m incredibly happy on her behalf ’(NoWaC), the explication (Ⅰ)
shines inasmuch X (in this case ‘jeg’) is incredibly happy for “something good” that
is happening to ‘her’. X wanted things like this to happen (“good things” that are not
limited to what ‘jeg’ feels) and, most importantly, X wanted to feel in such a way (d).
X wants to do something good because of it (already uttering the sentence could be
“something”) and component (f) (“bad thing can’t happen) is shown in ‘anyway’,
despite all.

2.1.5.1 Motivations for the analysis of Glad.
Glad is described as an elated mood, when one is cheerful and carefree (NAOB).
Checking in DDO, being Glad is characterized by persistent (“vedvarende”) liking
of something or someone. Glad is an emotion that lasts in time, that it has a long
duration. Levisen, in his work on Danish emotion terms, does not seem to agree on
this, since he consider Glad as “something more ‘immediate’ than happy” (215).
He gives an insightful analysis on the concept of Glad, which is often erroneously
compared with the English culture specific concept of Happy:
Happiness research has increasingly come under critique from
linguists who have called into question the validity of “happy”
as a meaningful category for cross-cultural and cross-linguistic
comparison…much “happiness research” suffers from an Anglocentric
bias. (Levisen, 199).

On the other hand, Glad is compared with Lykkelig and Tilfreds. “Lykkelig
conveys ‘feeling something very good’, Glad ‘feeling something good’, and Tilfreds
‘feeling something good, not feeling something bad’. However, the difference is not
purely a quantitative one” (200). Besides that, Levisen states how Glad lacks the
‘enthusiasm’ (ibidem) of Lykkelig, and it is often associated to the bodily gesture of
smiling, like in the case of the English Happy (210). “There is an ‘extrovertedness’
and ‘simplicity’ in glad, which is absent from the ‘heavier’ and ‘introverted’
‘lykkelig of intense emotion’” (214). The Danish Glad seems to stem from the same
etymology related to brightness as the English glad, but the latter express approval
and it is not an emotive term. In comparison to Lykkelig, Glad is a less complex
concept, furthermore in Glad there is the absence of thoughts about negative things.
Levisen proposes this semantic explication. The component (a.) of [D] expresses the
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temporal range of the emotion (“good things are happening now” and not in the past,
“something has happened now” (Wierzbicka, Emotions across Languages, 52), the
component (b.) represents the absence of negative thoughts and (c.) “links the double
cognitive scenario to good feelings. “(216-217).
[D] han er glad (‘he is glad’)
a. he thinks like this at that time: “good things are happening to me
now”
b. he doesn’t think like this at that time: “bad things can happen to me”
c. because of this he feels something good at that time like people feel
when they think like this
While I find this script correct and explicative for the Danish language, I think it
does not fully represent the usage of Glad made by Ibsen, for this research more can
be added to it.
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2.1.5.2 Glad in Rosmersholm.
The drama in which Glad appears with the highest count of occurrences is
Rosmersholm, so it is useful to take examples form the text. In (1) and (2), it seems
like Ibsen presents Glad in as a cardinal28 value. As mentioned by Levisen, the
etymology of brightness returns in Ibsen as well, in (2) with lysne lidt. In (1) one can
consider how the component (d) of the semantic explication (Ⅰ) is enacted by
Rosmer: he wanted to experience being Glad, but something stopped him. In (2) the
situation is similar, despite it being more an anticipation than a wish. The lighthearted
nature of Glad is once more specified in (3). It is always in (3) that one can find a
link with the component (d), since Rosmer pursued Rebekka to ply his chance of
finding glæde: he wanted this. Here are some examples taken from the text.
(1) ROSMER: Jeg skulde ha’
følt mig så glad, – så inderlig 
lykkelig ved det, som du
kalder frafaldet. (HIS, 366)

ROSMER: I should have felt so
glad - so deeply lykkelig about
what you call apostasy.

(2) ROSMER: Å, hvor glad, –
hvor glad jeg vilde føle mig,
om jeg kunde få det til at
lysne lidt i al denne skumle
styghed. (HIS, 435)

ROSMER: Oh, how glad, - how
glad I would feel if I could
make it lighten up a little in all
this sinister ugliness.

(3) ROSMER: –
kærlighedsforhold. Ja, du,
jeg mener det. Allerede mens
Beate leved, var det dig, jeg
gav alle mine tanker til. Det
var dig alene, jeg stunded
efter. Det var hos dig, jeg følte
denne stille, glade, begærløse
lyksalighed. (HIS, 439)

ROSMER: – love affair. Yes, you,
I mean it. Already while Beate
was alive, it was you I gave
all my thoughts to. It was you
alone I pursued. It was with
you that I felt this quiet, glad,
lustless bliss.

The quantifiable aspect of Glad is supported by NoWaC. The choice to rely
on a contemporary Norwegian corpus against the old Dano-Norwegian of Ibsen
aims to shed some light on the linguistic contrast between the two: by doing so, a
complete understanding of the emotion will be possible. The dictionary chosen is
Norwegian since the semantic difference between the Norwegian and the Danish
28
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A quantifier, for instance Itamar Francez and Katja Goldring consider them in a cross-linguistic
studies of Hebrew (359). Related to quantifiers are scalar quantifiers, studied by Yi Ting Huang and
Jesse Snedeker in “Online interpretation of scalar quantifiers”.

term is minimal. In case of severe semantic discrepancies between the corpus and the
original text, priority will be always given to Ibsen. The components (a) to (c)
“X felt something because X realized something”
+
“something good is happening”
+
“now I want this to be happening”

are well represented in [β1], since the person writing realized what was
happening and cheered for it.
[α1] «Kjoettet til Birger knirka.
Rotter, foreslo Vigdis. Birger
var ikke saerlig glad for dette
forslaget».

The meat of Birger creaked.
Rats, Vigdis suggested. Birger
was not particularly glad with
this proposal.

[β1] «Fantastisk video på
toppen, veldig glad at P3 blir
med! Urørtfinalen 2010 - siste
frist!»

You know I am incredibly
glad for your honesty, it is a
tool you can use a lot in the
future.

[γ1] «Vet du jeg er utrolig glad
for åpenheten din, det er et
redskap du kan bruke masse
fremover».

Fantastic video at the top,
very glad that P3 joins! The
Untouched Final 2010 deadline!

[From NoWaC, visited October 2020]

As mentioned above, Glad is presented as a long-lasting emotion that is different
from a “normal” state, but just slightly (the opposite scenario is the case of “glad
igjen”, when one return to a “normal” (happy?) state after a long period of distress
(Levisen, 216)). This is supported by (4), when Rosmer tells Rebekka that maybe
she considers him apt to be Glad (actually he is not), explaining how the emotion
can be a recurrent event. In (5) there is the use of gladelig, an adverb that is it used
by its own. I included this adverb to show how Glad could have taken the place
of gladelig“*Og nu går jeg – glad”, but it would not have had the same semantic
strength29. In (6) Rebekka deliberates on something similar to what is mentioned in

29

The interpretation of adverbs and adjectives can differ drastically given their position (cfr.
Louise McNally & Christopher Kennedy, Adjectives and Adverbs; Christopher Potts’s The Logic of
Conventional Implicatures with a regard on topic-oriented adverbs).
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the component (f), since she associates the experience of being glad with skyldfrihed.
(4) ROSMER: Alligevel. Du kan
tro, jeg har store anlæg til at
være glad. (HIS, 441)

ROSMER: Anyway. You may
think I have great aptitudes to
be glad.

(5) REBEKKA: (griber begge
hans hænder og bøjer hodet
mod hans bryst)
Tak, Rosmer. (slipper ham) Og
nu går jeg – gladelig.
(HIS, 497)

REBEKKA: (grabs both his
hands and bends his head
towards his chest)
Thank you, Rosmer. (releases
him) And now I go – gladelig.

(6) REBEKKA
Jeg vil gi’ dig igen, hvad du
trænger for at leve livet. Du
skal få din glade skyldfrihed
tilbage, kære ven. (HIS, 456)

REBEKKA
I will give you back what you
need to live life. You must get
your glad innocence1 back,
dear friend.

1

Skyldfrihed is literally a noun that conceives being guilt-free. In the 2019
Penguin edition, the pair noun + adjective (glad) is translated with “guiltyfree happiness”, which renders inverts the role and makes glæde the noun
(Dawkin; Skuggevik, 172).

Errol Durbach considers how in Rosmersholm Rebekka mocks the values of
Rosmer, and how his words seem archaic, difficult to grasp for Rebekka as well:
…both Rosmer and Rebekka must struggle with words, moving
through a thicket of apparent synonyms until there can be no
mistaking the subtlety of the impulse seeking definition. Again, finely
crafted concepts - the “mental poetry” of the moral or emotional life
- are spoken only to encounter blank or willful misunderstanding as
when Rebekka, in a moment of mocking humour, misrepresents one
of Rosmer’ s supremely important values. (Poetry and Performance,
246-247)

Durbach links the noun glæde in Rosmersholm to livingsglæde in Ghosts, where
consciousness strives to reach a good life (even if Durbach seem to state something
quite opposite to Levisen, this being the “ultimate happiness” (248)). He mentions
how in the final lines, (nu går jeg – gladelig), there is the enactment of joy, and how
this appears to be the end of the evolution of the emotion throughout Rosmersholm,
where the characters were speaking a “dead language”, to reach “joy”:
‘Så gar vi gladelig’ (VII, 91)- behind Rebekka’s final word there is a
structure of significant meaning, partially defined by Rosmer, shaped
by Romantic images of joy, grotesquely parodied in Brendel’s use
of the word, and finally rescued from his cynicism by Rebekka’s
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enactment of joy. It is not, I hope, too reductively abstract a
statement of theme to suggest that the central line of development in
the play is the evolution of ‘glaede’ from talemåde to a spiritual value
redeemed from the failure of liberal politics and romantic ideals by a
strenuous exertion of moral courage and passion.

(248).

In this debate between Durbach and Levisen, there seems to be a faint connection
point. The “simplicity” mentioned by Levisen is what Rosmer strived for, something
that is reached in the end through the adverb gladelig. Both Levisen and Durbach
agree on the more heavy and complex status of Lykkelig, which according to Durbach
presupposes “amoral delight” opposed to the “moral recovery” of the noun glæde
(251). The only path to moral enrichment and to Rosmer freedom from his “dead
language” is thus in the adverb gladelig, which fully embraces a more peaceful view
of Glad that is in harmony with Levisen’s script.
To pursue the matter further, Chapter 2.2 will focus on how this semantic
difference between Lykkelig and Glad is meaningful, it is what leads Rosemer and
Rebekka to jump into the waterfall: Lykkelig is but an illusion, agape is not enough,
and Glad cannot be reached due to social conventions, the eros that both secretly
desire.

2.1.6 – The core analysis of Rolig.
Rolig is an emotional term that, as the examples will show, represents a state, which
is supposed to last in time but that is easily influenced. Rolig does not presupposes
physical actions, if not just the act of “letting it go”, like sitting down or returning to
a state of quietness (5). One can willingly choose to be Rolig, furthermore it can be
used to describe the attitude or a characteristic of someone [ζ2].
This explication is based on the chapter “Happiness and human values” (Words
and Meanings, Wierzbicka). Even though Wierzbicka referred to the different
instances in which the English “happiness” can be conceptualized, there are certain
components common to Rolig as well. The components (a) and (b) hints to how
Rolig can also represent a personality trait of someone (it is not specified when “it
can be like this” or when “X thinks like this”, it can be a recurring event). When
considering the component (c) I took the distances from the Wierzbicka’s model. In
the component (c) it can be noted both the willingness behind the emotion, “Because
I want”, and the temporal range, “happened”. This is the consequence of a voluntary
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action, something that has been done by someone willingly in the recent past. This
something can be also done by others, but has to be planned by X nonetheless. The
component (d) is one of the most important: when someone feels Rolig, they are
enjoying the moment and they “don’t want anything more now”, in that specific
instance (not in the future).
As a bodily consequence in (e), one simply wishes to not act or to keep standing
still, so much that someone “can’t think” about changing this. It leads to the
unchangeability of one’s previous condition (the one established with the action in
(c). In (f) it is important to underline the duration of Rolig, “for some time”, which is
indefinite. Rolig can last until something comes to disturb someone or until someone
changes emotional state willingly, this can be both a short or a relatively long period
of time. The component (f) serves to indicate that it is not difficult for someone to
experience Rolig (as evicted in “like people feel at many times”), but that it is also
common to stop feeling Rolig because of something.
(Ⅱ) Rolig (X feels rolig)
(a) It can be like this
(b) X thinks like this:
(c) “Because I want, something happened
(d) I don’t want anything more now
(e) I can’t think: I want do something because of it now”
(f) because of this, X feels something good for some time
(g) like people feel at many times when they think like this
(h) it is good for X if it is like this
Considering the sentence “Jeg har hatt en rolig, fin lørdagskveld som jeg har
delt med ei veninne og min kjære samboer” ‘I had a calm, nice Sunday night
which I have shared with a friend and my dear cohabitant” (NoWaC). I assumed
the sentence to be appliable to the script since the subject had a 'calm night', thus
that event is considered to be calm according to X, it is a personal judgement. The
explication for Rolig is present in the tense of the verb (something happened, which
is something that X wanted). In addition, X does not make reference to anything else,
one can assume that he/she is ‘satisfied’, thus mirroring the components (d) and (e)
of the script. This something is definitely “something good”, since Rolig is paired
with “nice”, and it lasted for a whole evening. In addition, the sentence describes
something that could happen commonly, thus hinting to component (g).
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2.1.6.1 – Motivations for the analysis of Rolig.
Rolig is related to something or someone that does not move or that does not disturb
(NAOB). Only in the third occurrence NAOB mentions its emotive aspect, ‘without
preoccupations/carefeee; safe’ and later ‘controlled’. DDO follows the same pattern
of NAOB, repeating the first two entries. As third entry, DDO considers someone
unaffected by the conditions, free from worries. Unlike NAOB, DDO seems to
stress more the stoicism of one that is affected by Rolig, (later it mentions also
“beherskelse” ‘restraint’ opposed to “kontrollert”).
When looking at NoWaC, relevant examples can be found. Rolig seems to be
associated with other pleasant states. It is not uncommon to see Rolig associated with
positive emotive terms, like in [α2] or [γ2]. Similar to Glad, Rolig is also
quantifiable. The components (a) and (b) of the explication (Ⅱ), with their reference
to THINK and “it can be like this”, are included in [α2], since express the will behind
the emotion. Similarly, (c) is reflected in [γ2], due to the will behind the wish of
“kaffelskere”. [β2] and [ζ2] reaffirm how Rolig can be a trait of one’s personality.
[α2] … hver gang tenker jeg
«dette kommer til å gjøre meg
rolig og lykkelig».

… every time I think «this is
going to make me rolig and
lykkelig».

[β2] Toradora! handler om
Ryuuji Takasu som er en
rolig og snill gutt som blir
utestengt av andre fordi han
ser ut som en bråkmaker.

Toradora! is about Ryuuji
Takasu who is a rolig and kind
boy whom is estranged from
the others because he looks
like a troublemaker.

[γ2] Kaffeelskere som vil ha
en fredelig stund i et rolig og
hyggelig strøk.

Coffee lovers who want a
peaceful moment in a rolig
and pleasant neighborhood.

[δ2] Finner de først et åtsel
på vinteren vil de forholde
seg svært rolig og spise et par
ganger om dagen

By finding a first carrion in the
winter they will behave very
rolig and eat a few times a day

[ε2] Den første halvtimen av
kampen var ganske rolig og
ingen av lagene skapte noe.

The first half hour of the
match was pretty rolig and
neither team did anything.

[ζ2] Dessuten har han en
veldig rolig og ydmyk men
selvsikker fremtoning.

Besides, he has a very rolig
and humble but confident
appearance.

[From NoWaC, visited October 2020]
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Furthermore, Rolig seems to be a fixed, definite state: either one is experiencing
Rolig or he is not. This emotion can be felt willingly through specific actions or
through one’s will. This is also linked with the notions of “kontrollert” or
“beherskelse”, one chooses to be Rolig. The component (f) of the explication (Ⅱ)
reflects [θ2], which implies a prolonged period.
[η2] … så prøvde jeg rolig å
klatre med skinne…

… so I tried rolig to climb with
a rail…

[θ2] Det viktigste nå er å
forholde seg rolig, jobbe
hardt og finne løsninger på
problemene, sier han.

The most important thing
now is to remain rolig, work
hard and find solutions to the
problems, he says.

[From NoWaC, visited October 2020]

Being Rolig can be easily disrupted, so much that even if one wants to be Rolig,
one cannot due to external circumstances. When it comes to its counterpart in
English, Rolig can be associated with the emotion Calm without many discrepancies:
“Free from agitation or disturbance”. Even so, only in a translated meaning it is
related to a state of mind, “transferred and figurative of sound, utterance, of the mind,
feelings, actions” (OED).
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2.1.6.2 – Rolig in When We Dead Awaken.
Ibsen uses the emotion Rolig as a relevant term in When We Dead Awaken, which
is the drama with the highest number of occurrences. A better understanding of
the emotion can be acquired from Ibsen’s text. As shown in (7), it is mostly found
in stage directions during the drama (with variants like the present participle
beroligende, or the perfectum participle beroligt, both of which come from the
verb berolige. In addition, there is Urolig, which has been considered as a different
emotive term in Chapter 1). Once again, this indicates how Rolig appears to be a
physical and mental state, so much so that it could be considered a characteristic of
one’s attitude. The same can be seen in (9), where there is a willingness of being
Rolig (despite sounding almost like an order within the context of the drama). One
peculiarity of Rolig that can be grasped from Ibsen’s text it is how this emotion
can be affected by external influences and how it can be recreated by more or less
planned actions.
In (7) Maja is described as feeling Rolig because before, in the same act, she
reached Professor Rubek and chose to sit “i den bløde Lyngen” ‘in the soft heather’
instead than on the bench, specifically away and distant from him. In that moment,
Maya was described as “døsig” ‘drowsy’ and tired, this until she has been disturbed
by “de ungernes skrål” ‘the cries of the kids’. Later, the long dialogue between the
two proceeds (with Rubek asking to Maya once again to sit on the bench, followed
by a renewed refusal), stopping on the artistic life of Rubek.
Unable to break the barrier that Rubek has built around himself, and since he
does not recognize that he never showed Maya “al verdens herlighed” ‘all the beauty
in the world’, Maya finally leaves the question, choosing to feel detached and Rolig
To reach the emotion of Rolig, a complex situation in enacted, with different
causes that lead to the emotion. First, Maya sits down calmly, then she is disrupted
and, when she has found an interesting argument for her, she lets it go and ‘give up’
because her opinion is not considered. In the end, she returns to a state of quiet, in
Rolig.
(7) FRU MAJA (rolig)
Vil det med rene, simple ord
sige, at du er ble’t ked af mig?
(HIS, 236)

FRU MAJA (rolig)
Does that mean, in simple
terms, that you’re sorry for
me?

(8) IRENE (gemmer kniven)
Jeg skal høre så rolig, som en
mor kan, når hun – (HIS, 250)

IRENE (hiding the knife)
I will hear as rolig as mother
can, when she –

(9) FRU MAJA (slår ham over
hånden) Vil De så slippe, har
jeg sagt! Og være rolig –
(HIS, 267)

FRU MAJA (strikes him on the
hand) Will you then let go, I
have said! And be rolig –
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The link between Irene and the Sister of Mercy, as well as her use of the emotion
within a command, will be highlighted thanks to Rolig in Chapter 2.2. The emotion in
itself is a way to communicate between the characters. Rolig serves as a tool to stress
the substantial opposition that accumulates all the characters, their relationships of
dissonance.

2.1.7 – The core analysis of Ræd.
As a last emotive word, I will dissect Ræd. The spelling with æ is found in Danish,
the DDO mentions ‘very scared, fearful’. On the other hand, NAOB presents the
adjective redd, which like the Danish counterpart, comes from the old Norse hræddr.
NAOB describes it as ‘showing fear; anxious; scared’, later it is also presented as an
emotion ‘which gives expression for fear’. This latter description solidifies that Ræd
has a clear effect on the body of the individual who experiences it. For this script, the
semantic explication of Fear offered by Wierzbicka has been partly considered.
First, in (a) there is a reference to the past, “felt” and “happened”. It is only
because something happened in the recent past that X felt Ræd30. Also, in (b) is
shown how the emotion lasts for “some time”, and it is not just an effect that will
cease to be soon. The "many" in (c) is relevant, since usually (as seen also in most
of the examples relating Ibsen) it is not a single event that produces Ræd in the
individual, but a chain of impending events that keep hunting the experiencer. This
component comes from Wierzbicka’s explication of the German Angst (Emotion
across Languages, 134), since both emotions may have some components in
common. (d) portrays how Ræd is not a personal emotion (much like Fear in
Wierzbicka), and these “bad things” are directly connected with the event that just
happened. The component (f) has been adjunct to underline first the uncertainty
behind one’s actions when one is in Ræd (this comes up again in (g)), then also the
immediate decision in acting (“I will do this” vs. “I could do this”). The possibility of
doing something that may be considered harmful or even doing nothing is hinted in
(g), where the experiencer does not know it this something is good.

30
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In Ibsen’s texts, there seems to be no use of Ræd in relation to future events.

(Ⅲ) Ræd (X felt Ræd)
(a) X felt something because something happened
(b) Sometimes a person thinks for some time:
(c) “Because of this, many bad things can happen
(d) I don’t want these things to happen
(e) I want to do something because of this
(f) If I can do something, I will do this
(g) I don’t know if this something is good”
(h) Because of this this person feels something bad for some time
(i) X felt something like this.
Relating the script to a common Danish sentence, the explication can be better
conceived. “Men da var jeg usigelig ræd for hvad far vilde si” ‘But then I was
unspeakably scared of what Dad would say’(NoWaC). In the sentence it is not
explained what “happened” (the core of component (a)), but X thinks of all the “bad
things” that can happen (allegedly, the fact that “Dad would say something” implies
that many things can be said). The sentence does not go further, but one can picture X
doing all that is in his/her power to prevent “Dad” from making “bad thing happen”,
this is underlined by “unspeakably”, which emphasizes the fear.
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2.1.7.1 – English counterparts of Ræd.
As a link between Russell and Wierzbicka, I will now briefly outline how a face
expressing fear (posed that Ræd could have some elements in common with the
English Fear31), can be studied by two different points of views. These are the
psychological and external approach of Russell opposed to the semantic and internal
approach of Wierzbicka. I do not want to delve into a study of human faces, this
example is used for the sole purpose of showing how two different approaches of a
human emotion can spawn two different readings.
In Emotions across Languages and Cultures, when discussing the difference
between the “semantic reading of human faces” and the “psychological reading of
human faces”, Wierzbicka refers to Russell as one of the scholars that claimed that
the message sent by a specific facial expression is “less culture dependent, than ‘I
feel fear’ or ‘I feel afraid’” (Wierzbicka, 179). Using Russell terms, the face of an
individual that experiences something similar to what Wierzbicka identifies with
fear, is characterized by “intense displeasure, very high arousal, and visual attention”
(Russell, 310). Wierzbicka then chooses to focus on the point of view of the
experiencer of the emotion, not the viewer, stressing features like “I feel something
bad now”, “I think something bad can happen”, “I want to know more about it”.
Previously, in the same study, Wierzbicka identifies the English emotion word Fear
as follows:
Fear (X felt fear)
(a) X felt something because X thought something
(b) sometimes a person thinks:
(c) ‘‘I don’t know what will happen
(d) some bad things can happen
(e) I don’t want these things to happen
(f) I want to do something because of this if I can
(g) I don’t know if I can do anything’’
(h) when this person thinks this this person feels something bad
(i) X felt something like this
(j) because X thought something like this
(Wierzbicka, 75)
31
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Ræd has been compared to Fear and not Afraid because the latter refers to a future event (cfr.
Wierzbicka, Emotions across Languages, 75). Despite being Ræd an adjective and Fear a noun, here
I refer to them as emotions and not as elements of grammatical categories.

Wierzbicka states how fear is not a personal emotion32 (the absence of “to me” in
(d)), and how it is focused on the lack of knowledge on the future by the experiencer
(c). Furthermore, Fear is not specific, it refers to unknown “bad things” (like in
English the expression “fear of the unknown” (74)). As a last core concept behind
Fear, this emotion mobilizes the experiencer to action, it creates the urge to act to
exit this state of Fear.
All of this is based on the assumption that the Danish Ræd is in a way comparable
to the English Fear. Search in OED results in: “The emotion of pain or uneasiness
caused by the sense of impending danger, or possible evil.” or even “A state of alarm
or dread. Chiefly in phrase in fear; also, to fall into fear”. Oxford mentions concepts
like “evil” and “impending danger” (which is opposed to the view of Wierzbicka,
for her Afraid is related to a tangible danger, while Fear is not specific about the
nature of the danger). In the two Scandinavian dictionaries on the other hand, none
of these concepts of danger or evil is mentioned, they focus more similar emotions
like Engstelig ‘Anxious’ (NAOB). Cambridge’s definition on the other hand is more
focused on pain and dangerous events: “an unpleasant emotion or thought that you
have when you are frightened or worried by something dangerous, painful, or bad
that is happening or might happen”. Similarly, Cambridge uses “you” only to relate
on the fright that someone has for something painful/hazardous in general, once more
not personal.

32

Wierzbicka divides personal emotions (i.e., “something good/bad happened to me”) vs.
non-personal emotions (“something good/bad happened”). The second type of emotions are
more general and relate to something that, by the eyes of the experiencer and/or by his social
conventions, can be considered good/bad (43).
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2.1.7.2 – Ræd in The Pretenders.
To clear the matter, one can look to Ibsen. The drama with the highest number of
occurrences of Ræd is The Pretenders. Firstly, in (8) and (9) the spelling is different
once again, a way in between Ræd and Redd: Rædd. The Icomponent (a) of the
explication (Ⅲ) can be found in (9), with the reference to the past, and (b), since
the emotion that Nikolas felt lasted for a while, so much that he still remembers it.
Regarding the more specific qualities of the emotion, Ræd seems to be a status, this is
highlighted in all the previous examples, specifically in (9).
As adduced by Wierzbicka when writing about Fear, it is an emotion that pushes
the individual to act, like in (9) where Nikolas says “jeg flygtede oppover”. Against
Wierzbicka, one can observe how this Ræd is directed toward something highly
specific (“Jernbyrden” in (8) or the memory of the battle in (9)); this complies with
what is written in Oxford about the English emotion Fear as well. When discussing
example (10), one must mention how rædsel (in DDO) differs from Rædd. rædsel is a
noun that is used when one feels strong anxiety or fear, but later it is once again
mentioned in relation to something that causes anxiety or fear. The noun rædsel has
been included for its semantic relevance when considering the word Ræd, plus its
high number of occurrences in The Pretenders makes it a pertinent word to examine.
GREGORIUS JONSSØN (til Jarlen idet
Mængden holder paa at gaa):
Ved Jernbyrden tyktes Du mig rædd,
og nu ser Du saa glad og trøstig ud.
(HIS, 231)
BISP NIKOLAS: …men jeg kunde
ikke vinde med – jeg var rædd! Alle
Magnus’s andre Høvdinger stred
mandelig, og mange faldt, der de
stred; men jeg flygtede Stenberget 
oppover, løb og løb, og standsede
ikke før jeg kom ned til Fjorden
igjen, langt ude. Mangen Mand
maatte vaske sine blodige Klæder i
Throndhjemsfjorden den Kveld; – jeg
maatte ogsaa vaske mine, men det
var ikke for Blod. Ja, Konge, jeg var
rædd; skabt til Høvding – og rædd!
(HIS, 322-3)
SIGRID (med et Udtrykk af rædsel)
Skule, min Broder! Ve Dig, om Du
farer vild paa Vejen inatt! (HIS, 440)
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GREGORIUS JONSSØN (to the Earl
while the Crowd keeps going) During
the Ordeal of the Iron you seemed to
me to be rædd, and now you look so
happy and comforting.
BISP NIKOLAS: …but I could not win
- I felt rædd! All of Magnus’ other
Chiefs fought manfully, and many
fell where they fought; but I fled
towards Stenberget, ran and ran, and
did not stop until I came down to
the Fjord again, far out. Many men
had to wash their bloody clothes in
the Throndhjemsfjord that evening;
I had to wash mine too, but it was
not for blood. Yes, King, I felt rædd;
established as a Chief - and rædd!
SIGRID (with an Expression of rædsel)
Skule, my Brother! Woe to you if you
get lost on the road tonight!

2.1.7.3 – Corpus data for Ræd, Redd, Rædd
The situation seems pretty tangled: there are three words with different spellings
(Ræd, Redd, Rædd) and an additional noun (rædsel) that is present as much as the
adjective. To better understand the common usage of the word, I rely on NoWaC
once more. I will go through all the spellings of the word to see if there is any
semantic difference that is worth noting, adding in the end rædsel. The first two
spellings (form [α3] to [ζ3]) are mostly common in Danish, while Redd is purely
Norwegian. All three forms seem to be quantifiable (with slightly lower occurrences
for Rædd), and all three spellings confirm that it is a state, something that one
experiences and that requires some time to vanish, “å være redd for”.
Form Ibsen (in (8) and (9)) we can gather the information that Rædd is not
something that someone experiences willingly, there is always an external cause that
triggers the emotion, the same can be said for the other two forms. For instance, in
[δ3] the cause of Treje’s fear is “det derre foam greiene”; in [η3] are “høyhus”; in
[α3] people are scared because “han drikker”. The component (c) is implied both
in “så meget” of [γ3] and in “det” of [ζ3]. Both examples rely on the fact that the
subject the speaker is referring to in [γ3] and the subject in [ζ3] are ‘afraid’ of a
multitude of possible “bad things”, not only one.
[α3] …folk er ræd ham fordi han
drikker saa og er saa krakilsk , sier
de.

… people are ræd of him because he
drinks so (much) and is so crappy,
they say.

[β3] …nei , det vilde jeg ikke jeg var nok litt ræd, men gaa
vilde jeg ikke.

… no, I did not want to - I was
probably a little ræd, but I did
not want to go.

[γ3] Det er så meget du skulde
ha gjordt . Vær ikke ræd, gå på.

That’s so much you should
have done. Do not be ræd, go
on.

[δ3] Dette var bedre Terje jeg
var rædd for att du hadde blitt
helt opphegt i det derre foam
greiene.

This was better Terje I was
rædd you had been completely
hooked in that foam thing.

[ε3] Har inte lust att ta han så
hårt att han blir rædd mig, har
varit bestæmd de gånger jag
stoppat honom.

(I) do not want to take him so
hard that he gets rædd of me,
I have been determined the
times I stopped him.

[ζ3]…jeg har det slik at jeg bare
fængsles av det jeg er rædd
for.

… I have it so that I am only
captivated by what I am rædd
of.
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[η3] Samtidig så skjønner du
at høyhus ikke er noe å være
redd for.

At the same time, you realize
that high-rise buildings are
not something to be redd of.

[θ3] Så jeg er både veldig glad
på hennes vegne, og samtidig
litt redd for at dette ikke
kommer til å gå.

So I am both very happy on
her behalf, and at the same
time a little redd that this will
not work.

[ι3] Da er jeg stygt redd
for at visse menneskers
demokratiske rettigheter
kommer til å bli satt til side.

Then I’m terribly redd that the
democratic rights of certain
people will be set aside.

[From NoWaC, visited November 2020]

One point that has to be brought to the surface in this analysis is how the common
emotion behind these three words often pushes the individual who experiences it to
act in an uncontrolled way. Even if the empirical evidence proposed in [α3],[β3] and
[γ3] suggests that in Ræd this would not occur, further evidence shows the same
pattern. Thus, Ræd can bring the individual to act in an uncontrolled way, “hun ville
hoppe overbord” [κ3], this implies also that the experiencer can find it impossible to
act according to what he wanted previously, before the emotion came to be [λ3] “han
turde ikke komme hjem”. [κ3] and [λ3] both indicate the components (f) and (g) (“I
want to do something” and “I don’t know if I can do anything”), since Lovisa and
Svend did something to escape the oppressiveness given by Ræd.
[κ3] Jeg trodde Lovisa var blit
tullerusk, saa ræd var hun.
For tænk, hun vilde hoppe
overbord.

I thought Lovisa had become a
jerk, she was so ræd. To think
she would jump overboard.

[λ3] Ja, men Svend - han sa
- han var saa ræd . - Var han
ræd du ? - Ja saa forfærdelig.
Og saa sa han at han turde
ikke komme hjem.

Yes, but Svend - he said - he
was so scared. - Was he ræd?
- Yes, so awful. And then he
said he did not dare come
home

[From NoWaC, visited November 2020]

Chapter 2.2 will demonstrate how Ræd affected the people around Skule and
Bishop Nikola, then the characters themselves. Both characters are tainted by Ræd,
due to their actions in life, and they will get rid of the emotion exactly before death:
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for Skule in the combined suicide with his son, to purify him, and for Nikolas, in his
envisioning the ‘perpetuum mobile’ in his deathbed.

2.1.7.4 – Considering rædsel
What about the noun rædsel? In [ν3] it can be seen how also rædsel moves to action,
similar to the previously mentioned adjective.
[μ3] Med en slags rædsel
tænkte jeg på ørnespejderemblemet, at jeg var en Phi
Gam , og på at jeg var kommet
ind ved lægeuddannelsen.

With a kind of rædsel,
I thought of the Eagle Scout
emblem, that I was a Phi
Gam, and that I had entered
medical school.

[ν3] Er jeg den eneste, som
vilde have flyet i rædsel fra
Salen , hvis man tænker
sig sin Moder i en sådan
Situation?

Am I the only one who would
have flown in rædsel from
the hall if one imagines one’s
mother in such a situation?

[ξ3] Løver spreder skræk og
rædsel.

Lions spread fear and rædsel.

[From NoWaC, visited November 2020]

In Ibsen, the noun is mentioned either in the stage directions (determining it
being as a fixed status that perpetuates over time) or it comes up as a pair with other
concepts, which in the play are often repeated (“HERTUG SKULE: Bispen død og
Brevet brændt! Et Liv fuldt af Tvivl og Kamp og rædsel!” (HIS, 329). ‘The Bishop
dead and Letter burned! A Life Full of Doubt and Struggle and rædsel’).
Repetition is an important dramatic tool, especially in The Pretenders, where
also in the dialogue between Lady Ragnhild and Margrete are often repeated the
themes of the play (the historical accuracy of the conflict between Hakon and Skule
and the tragic undertone). It is important to iterate what has been written on these
words, Ræd, Rædd and Redd: they create conditions in the individual that lasts over
time (in (9) Nikolas still recalls clearly the feelings associated with the emotion as
well as the events); they have clear effects on the body of the experiencer; there are
emotions that erupt unwillingly; they lead to unwilling actions (considering also the
“non-action”); they emerge in correlation of a specific event. So there seems to lack
meaningful semantic differences between the three words.
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2.1.8 – Comparing semantic explications (Glad, Rolig, Ræd)
To better assert the field of action of each of the three emotion words investigated
in this chapter, it will be forwarded a comparison between the different scripts. It
can be noted how Glad and Ræd begin with the semantic prime FEEL33 in their
component (a), on the contrary Rolig starts with “It can be like this”, it can happen.
Going further, in the component (b) of Rolig there is the prime THINK, which sets it
apart even more from the other two emotions. Its first component relies also on the
possibility of repetition within Rolig, given by its lack of specificity about when one
experiences it. Subsequently, while both Glad and Ræd originate from a feeling, Glad
spawned from a realization and Ræd from an external input.
Glad –

(a) X felt something because X realized something
+ (b) “something good is happening…

Rolig –

(a) It can be like this
+ (b) X thinks like this:

Ræd –

(a) X felt something because something happened
+ (b) Sometimes a person thinks for some time:

Glad is the only emotion that takes place in the present ("thinks" is present), as
clearly shown in the component (b), despite the component (d) being linked to a past
event: “I wanted things like this…”. Rolig, on the other hand, considers how given a
certain event in the past, now the experiencer does not want anything anymore (d).
The component (d) of Ræd contrasts with the previous two, since the experiencer
undoubtedly wants the emotion and “things like this” to end.
Glad –

(c) now I want this to be happening
+ (d) I wanted things like this to happen to me

Rolig –

(c) “Because I want, something happened
+ (d) I don’t want anything more now

Ræd –

(c) “Because of this, many bad things can happen
+ (d) I don’t want these things to happen

Glad and Ræd are once more put together when it comes to components (e), in
Glad there is the possibility of doing something to make the others aware of such
emotion or simply to externalize it, in Ræd the will to act is, once more, to change the
negative emotion into something else or even just to stop it. The experiencer of Rolig
does not want anything else, quite the opposite, is the upcoming of other emotions

33
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A thought-related feeling, given the fact that leads to a realization.

that disrupts the balance of Rolig.
Glad – (e) I could do something good because of this
Rolig – (e) I can’t think: I want do something because of it now”
Ræd – (e) I want to do something because of this

The components (f) of Glad and (h) of Ræd present two polar scenarios, one
in which the experiencer is sure that nothing bad can happen in the present, and
the other feels “bad things” not only in the present, but “for some time”. A last
component that is uncommon is (h) in Rolig, “it is good for X if it is like this”.
This implies that Rolig, differently from Glad which is as well an emotion related
to “something good is happening”, it is still more personal. This is because Glad
considers the possibility of doing “something good” in (e), which in the end could
affect the other positively. Rolig, by not urging the experiencer to act, has no
consequence on the others, and affects strictly X.
Glad – (f) Now I know bad things can’t happen to me right now”
Rolig – (h) it is good for X if it is like this
Ræd – (h) Because of this this person feels something bad for some time

For these three emotion words, there are groups of three components each that
are typical and that best defines them. For Glad, there are the components (b), (c)
and (d), which stress the simplicity and the present realization of the emotion. For
Rolig the components are (c), (d) and (e), since they underline the willingness and the
satisfaction derived from it. Ræd has (d), (e) and (f) as chief components, X will do
anything to stop those things from happening.
Now that these emotions have been investigated to their core, it is important to
understand how and why they are used within Ibsen, how Ibsen conceived them and
what he accomplished by adding such emotions.
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Chapter 2.2 – Literary perspective
about Glad, Rolig and Ræd.
2.2.1 – Introduction
This chapter will mostly regard Ibsen’s texts, with a thorough investigation of the
emotion words hitherto brought up as central in the three Ibsen’s periods. What will
follow is a literary inquiry that takes Ibsen’s language as the principal subject.
Every single occurrence of the emotive terms will be considered. Particular attention
will be laid specifically on how these emotion words (namely Glad, Rolig and Ræd)
are used in their own context (in order Rosmersholm, When We Dead Awaken and
The Pretenders). These emotions have been extrapolated from the group of sixteen
(16) words due to their numeric relevance and their frequency in each period of
Ibsen’s dramas, as shown in the previous chapter.
For each drama, the occurrences will be shown first, following a proper examination
on how specific characters utter these emotion words, and what consequence this has
for both other characters and the plot. In this chapter, the employment of NSM made
in chapter 2.1 will be set aside to consider how and why Ibsen used certain emotions
from a literary perspective.
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2.2.2 – Glad and its occurrences in Rosmersholm
The first emotion word is Glad, found chiefly in Rosmersholm. There are 14
occurrences of the word throughout the drama, and Rosmer appear to be the character
that is uttering that emotion the most.
(1)

ROSMER

Jeg skulde ha’ følt mig så glad, – så inderlig lykkelig ved det, som du
kalder frafaldet. Men så led jeg pinligt alligevel. For jeg vidste jo nok, at
det vilde volde dig en bitter sorg. (HIS, 366)

(2) ROSMER

Fordi jeg syntes, det var en sag, som kun vedkom mig selv. Og så vilde jeg
da ikke volde dig og de andre vennerne nogen unødig sorg. Jeg tænkte,
jeg kunde bli’ ved at leve her som hidtil, stille og glad og lykkelig. Jeg vilde
læse og fordybe mig i alle de værker, som før havde været lukkede bøger
for mig. Rigtig inderlig leve mig ind i den store sandhedens og frihedens
verden, som nu er ble’t mig åbenbaret. (HIS, 369-70)

(3) REBEKKA

Nu skulde du begyndt at leve, Rosmer. Du var alt begyndt. Du havde gjort
dig fuldt fri – til alle sider. Du følte dig så glad og så let – (HIS, 416)

(4,5) ROSMER

Glade adelsmennesker.

REBEKKA

Ja – glade. (HIS, 417)

(6) ROSMER

ser op på hende Den stille, glade skyldfrihed. (HIS; 418)

(7,8) ROSMER

går om på gulvet. Her må bringes redning. Alt, hvad godt er i menneskene,
går tilgrunde, hvis dette får vare ved. Men det skal det ikke! Å, hvor glad,
– hvor glad jeg vilde føle mig, om jeg kunde få det til at lysne lidt i al
denne skumle styghed. (HIS, 435)

(9) ROSMER

Lykke, – kære Rebekka, – lykke, det er først og fremst den stille, glade,
trygge følelse af skyldfrihed. (HIS, 436)

(10) ROSMER

– kærlighedsforhold. Ja, du, jeg mener det. Allerede mens Beate leved,
var det dig, jeg gav alle mine tanker til. Det var dig alene, jeg stunded
efter. Det var hos dig, jeg følte denne stille, glade, begærløse lyksalighed.
(HIS, 439)

(11) ROSMER

Lad det være, hvad det være vil. Hvad hjælper det, når jeg nu ikke kan
komme ifra det? Og du kan tro mig, Rebekka. Det er, som jeg siger. Den
sag, som skal vinde frem til varig sejr, – den må bæres af en glad og
skyldfri mand. (HIS, 440)

(12) ROSMER

Alligevel. Du kan tro, jeg har store anlæg til at være glad. (HIS, 441)

(13) REBEKKA

Jeg vil gi’ dig igen, hvad du trænger for at leve livet. Du skal få din glade
skyldfrihed tilbage, kære ven. (HIS, 456)

(14) REBEKKA

Skyldfriheden, ja. I den er lykken og glæden. Det var jo den lære, som du
vilde gøre levende i alle disse vordende, glade adelsmennesker –
(HIS, 482)
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2.2.2.1 – How Glad is used.
It would be redundant to claim that the use of Glad made by Rosmer is a way to cope
with the existential anxiety and dissatisfaction of his life, since literature on the topic
has been established for years (cfr. Durbach’s “Temptation to Err”). For instance,
Durbach considers how Rosmer's language has been emptied of any meaning, and to
obtain purifications only symbolic actions are to be used, not words anymore (482483). “Like Rebecca, he too must abandon language for a form of symbolic action”
(484). They both abandon language to finally be together, using Glad34 and not
Lykkelig, the heavier counterpart (cfr. Durbach “Skønhed, Lykke, Glæde”).
Basing the research on the text, a deeper knowledge of the way in which
Glad works in specific dialogues can be acquired. In (1), (3) and (10) it is an emotion
referred to the past (one could include (2) as well, since it mentions “som hidtil”
‘as before’).
Life has a disturbing way of pursuing its own purpose despite man’s
well-made plans to curb it, and the function of the dramatist is to
observe and reveal as best he can the joining of dramatic issues
where man meets life head on in his struggle to maintain a decent
existence, or, failing of this, at least manage to survive… Johannes
Rosmer and Rebekka West, the central figures in Rosmersholm, are
only two of the victims of such a struggle which we come upon in
Ibsen’s later dramas. (Gustafson, 4)

In accordance with Gustafson’s claim, this thesis aims to show how Ibsen’s
actually amplified his emotional range in the last period. In a way, Ibsen’s writer
techniques could be compared to what Alison Denham considers the Imagination
Theory, a theory according to which emotions are felt by the reader only if the reader
believes the thing represented to exists. Denham consider the case, but also adds that
emotions can be “reason responsive” or “reason resistant” (201). In the latter case, if
emotions do not follow reason’s patterns (in the case of Rosmersholm, how should
the reader interpret the joy of Rosmer when he thinks about a broken marriage, or the
happiness of Rosemer and Rebekka when jumping from the mill’s fall?), this does
not mean that emotions are incoherent. “Different accounts of artistic expression tie
such judgements to actual, experienced emotions in different ways” (ibidem). When
talking about the reader’s perspective, Denham states:
…our experience-based judgements are not inferred or reasoned
from beliefs about those properties of the work; they are based on
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In particular, the last scene with the adverb gladelig.

and caused by our listening [reading] experiences and the affectivity
with which those are embued. They do not derive from ‘good
reasons’… simply because experiences are entailed by nothing: they
are caused… Nonetheless, they are not arbitrary nor ungoverned by
rational norms…Likewise, our emotional responses to fictions, and
especially our empathic responses to fictional characters, arise from
natural, psychological trajectories. Those trajectories, as psychologists
describe them, are causal, not inferential ones. (203)

The reader reaches an understanding of the apparent irrational emotions
experienced in the last period of Ibsen dramas. The causal factor of such
comprehension is Ibsen’s writing: the hint he leaves in the text, the difference
between the different emotions expressed in a drama, the unveiling past and fears of
the characters. Such explaination could also be applied to dramas of the last period,
like When We Dead Awaken.
What Rosmer is seeking for is a state of quietness and calm that precedes the
‘guilt’ that he shares in some way with Rebekka, even though Ibsen never clearly
discloses it: he leaves the judgment to the reader (Gustafson, 5). Supporting this,
in (6), (9) and (13) it can be observed that Glad is followed by skyldfrihed, namely
“uden skyld” ‘free from guilt’.
This kind of behavior could be interpreted as longing for the past, but in
Rosmersholm this is not the case: Rosmer does not miss the past in itself, as an event
or a point in time; he misses the emotions associated with it. Even so, one has to
consider how “their efforts to stave off the past ultimately give rise to the tragedy
they wish to avert” (Stanton-Ife, 350). It is worth studying how Glad engages with
the hopes and dreams of Rosmer. In (4) and (14) Rosmer (and Rebekka) refer to
adelsmennesker ‘noble people’. These represent the final intent of Rosmer, that of
being “a guest bringing liberation – winning the wills and minds of all – creating
noble people … in ever-widening circles. Noble people” (Ibsen et al., 154). I think
the context of this dialogue between Rebekka and Rosmer is purposely left unclear.
One has to bear in mind that this dialogue happens after Mortensgård visited the
mansion to talk about Rosmers’ new political and religious views which “announce
his defection from the conservative position of his family’s tradition” (Gustafson 7).
Thus, the reader is left wondering whether Rebekka is alluding to his will to create
noble minds through politics or through his apostasy. On the matter, Ibsen leaves the
hint “…det er glæden, som adler sindene, Rebekka” ‘It is happiness that ennobles the
mind, Rebekka’ (Ibsen et al., 154). Rosmer is striving to reach this emotion, i.e., that
of being Glad, because it would acquit him from his doubts, but it would also free
him from the weight of the choices he made (regarding politics and religion).
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On the matter, Anne-Marie Stanton-Ife claims that Rosmer fights to accomplish
true democracy and tolerance. Rosmersholm is a drama about “happiness and how to
achieve it” (348) and also that “the kind of happiness Rebekka and Rosmer espouse
is a utilitarian variant of happiness35…” (349). Stanton-Ife focuses as well on the
tension between utilitarian and tragic concepts within the play, supporting that Ibsen
was against the approximation that happiness is the only valuable thing in life. The
type of happiness sought by Rosmer is not a Romantic one; on the contrary it is
almost a duty for Rosmer, as well as his goal in life (which outdistances him from
other Ibsen’s characters like Solness or Borkman) (352).
Different is the stance of Rebekka, who tried to push Rosmer away from guilt
by urging him to action, but she finds out that Rosmer is stuck in the realization
that it was not madness that led Beate to her suicide (Stanton-Ife, 356). Again, it
is in (10) that Rosmer reaches the same realization of Beate, that his relationship
with Rebekka was the nearest to a concept of happiness and glæde. From the third
act, the perception of being Glad of both Rosmer and Rebekka changes, it is not
“the happiness that ennobles the mind”, but a happiness that is earthly, concrete.
Following what Stanton-Ife mentions (358), I claim that glæde is different from
lyksalighed36 inasmuch it goes beyond intellectual and spiritual agape, but it includes
passion and physical love, eros. This moves Rosmer to want Rebekka as his renewed
wife and, despite Rebekka also mentioning her passion to Rosmer (the feeling
that led her to influence Beate), her refusal is due to her unwillingness to seize the
higher and most noble happiness that both strived for. One can see Rebekka and
Rosmer agreeing on taking the same path of Beate (“Har du mod til, – er du villig
til, – gladelig, som Ulrik Brendel sa’, – for min skyld, nu i nat, – gladelig, – at gå
den samme vejen, – som Beate gik?” ‘Do you have the courage, - are you willing to,
- gladelig, as Ulrik Brendel said, - for my sake, tonight, - gladelig, - to go the same
way, - as Beate went?), not only because Rebekka “… adds a belief in action in a
world where all verbal signs are compromised” (Stanton-Ife, 364), but also because
it would be the only way to enact glade (a physical act) without breaking the noble
purpose of Lykke. Stanton-Ife comments on the adverb gladelig that ends the play:
“There is good reason to read gladelig as ‘willingly’ in the sense of freely chosen
action as opposed to ‘gladly’ (Samlede 436; Oxford 378)” (365).
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Stanton-Ife writes about Lykke (“happiness”), not Glad (which is more toward a simpler kind of
‘joy’, as shown in Chapter 2.1). Nonetheless, her contribution is poignant for this case.
Compound formed by lykke + salig, cfr. (Stanton-Ife, 368)

2.2.2.2 – Why Glad: escaping a dead language.
Here I outlined a background for the use of Glad within Rosmersholm, answering
how the emotion word was used. Now the focal question is why Rosmer uses it.
Besides the connection to more carnal emotions, there is another aspect, that is
related to the elated and lighthearted feeling it generates. Thus, I deem Glad to be a
word that, despite all, is not proper of Rosmer. Beate and Rebekka had (supposedly)
the chance of knowing the word: the first through her carnal and mental liberation
from hysteria in her death, the second through the carnal suppression and mental
adaptation to the Rosmer’s way of life. Specifically, Rebekka sought for Glad in the
marriage with Rosmer, but later realized that there is none.
Nonetheless, Rosmer never got a complete hold of it, not even conceptually. On
the same page, one can understand how Rebekka, in a way, knew what to suppress,
while Rosmer wanted to become Glad for the sole purpose of having the chance of
enacting the emotion, like in his past relationship with Beate – despite he has never
done it in the past as well. Rosmer does not know what he is afflicting himself for,
he suffers and dies for the idea of it. He uses the word exactly because he thinks he
knows the meaning of it, while the reader learns with the progress of the plot the
many doubts that shed Rosmer’s mind.
Not all the aspects of Glad allude to religious themes. While Lykke and
lyksalighed both refer to themes that are next to Christianity (supported also by
Stanton-Ife, “Happiness as End”), the carnal conception of Glad is devoid of any
link with Christian faith. Thus, Rosmer seeks for, while toiling and mentioning, that
concept also to dissociate himself from the biblical language employed by Kroll
and Brendel throughout the drama (Rem, Tore in Ibsen et al., 357-8). A reading that
could help to visualize the fight between Rosmer and Kroll is Phil Emery’s “Fighting
talk”, who considers dialogues between the two characters similar to a swordfight.
Specifically, the “playscript is excerpted and glossed using fencing terminology to
anatomize the emotional cartography of sequences” (315).
Emery provides a semantic interpretation of the battle within the prose, Rosmer
and Kroll seem to often give away a sense of lack of control. “Rosmer’s and Kroll’s
attacks seem to me to lack the sharp reversals of authentic counterstrikes” (317). The
climate within the play is dense, Rosmer not only has to survive from the doubts
created by his mind, but also the external attacks to which he responds poorly.
In this sense, it can be understood how the character seeks for a “material”37,
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Brackets added to emphasize the word. I refer to the paragraph above.
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non-transcendental solution (exemplified by the emotion Glad) instead of a more
abstract term that with the unwinding of the tragedy seems ever more distant (Lykke).
Language, in Rosmersholm, is progressively emptied of meaning;
words no longer convey unequivocal truths; and verbal assurances
become unsubstantial. Indeed, the whole play has been a
brilliant explication of the semantics of deception, a Pinteresque
demonstration of evasionary tactics. (Durbach, 482).

This statement of Errol Durbach clearly summarizes the way language is
constructed in Rosmersholm, which is often referred to as broken or roughly outlined.
Rebbeka makes it clear to Rosmer: “Talemåder, Rosmer. Ingen fejghed og flugt nu
igen, du! Hvor kan du tro mig på mit blotte og bare ord efter denne dag?” (HIS, 495)
‘{Empty phrases, Johannes. No more cowardice or running away now! How can you
belive me merely on my word after today?}38’. Durbach also links talemåder with
the adverb gladelig, and the use made of it by Brendel. Brendel tries to convince
Rebekka to cut off her fingers, and to do that “in joy” (“Poetry and Performance”,
252). The continuous struggle to keep the language together is seen especially in
Rosmer, who seldom is shown to be speaking more than two sentences in a row.
A shift in how much and to whom he speaks is noticeable in the transition from
the first two acts of the drama39 to the last two. In the first part of the drama, Rosmer
appears to be way more talkative to Kroll, way less to Mortensgård and Brendel.
From the third act, Rosmer opens himself to Rebekka in contrary fashion than before,
leaving other characters but with few, short answers.
It does not mean that he is leading the dialogue (this happens only when he
is presenting core concepts in the plot, like when he explains his plan for the
reformation of the noble people or when he talks about his past wife)40, on the
contrary. In most of the instances Rosmer appears passive, he is the object of the
discourse even though he is in conversation with someone else (here one could link
once again this character trait to Emery’s article).
38
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Translation taken from Dawkin; Skuggevik, 190.

39

In which he seems to talk extensively only to Kroll. Evidence of this can be found in the first act,
in his 4th, 5th and 6th dialogue scene when he first appears on the stage (Ibsen et al., 117), and when
Brendel and Rebekka leave the scene, before the act draws to a close (129-132), cutting to short
dialogues when Rebekka returns in the scene. In the second act, the same happens when Kroll
comes back (137-143), only to be interrupted by Mrs. Helseth first and by Mortensgård later. This
trend is only broken at the end of the second act, when Rebekka returns on the scene (151- 157).
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When he is reading the newspaper in the third act (Ibsen et al, 162) and his first dialogue at
(163); he shifts topic by talking about Beate immediately after (164), just to return to short answers
as soon as Kroll shows up. In the fourth act this tendency can be seen through the whole act, with
exception of the Brendel’s appearance. Notable are the lines from (188), where he talks to Rebekka
about their relationship, without leaning on Beate.

Closing the discussion on Glad and Rosmersholm, it is an emotion word used to
convey the evolution of a character (Rosmer) through the adjustment of his purposes,
from Lykke to Glad. The latter is a simpler emotion, more physical, devoid of all the
anxieties of the past that completely shattered Rosmer, his world and his language.
This blindness of Rosmer affected Rebekka as well, who kept her identity secret until
the very end. Purification comes at a cost, because both Rosmer and Rebekka realize
that their relationship can only be freed through the supreme sacrifice.
Once more, Glad is supposed to be both a carnal and spiritual experience, but given
the events in the past and the weight that the Rosemer’s mansion holds in itself, the
only way to experience that emotion for Rosmer and Rebekka is spiritually.

2.2.3 – Rolig and its occurrences in When We Dead Awaken
Going past Rosmersholm, When We Dead Awaken contains the word Rolig both
in the body of the text and stage directions (as written in Chapter 2.1). Rolig is
a vital component in understanding the relationship of the characters, as well as
their personae in themselves. All the characters are linked together, yet they repel
themselves at the same time.
(1) INSPEKTØREN henvendt til fru Maja
Tør man spørge, om herskabet har havt en rolig nat? (HIS, 185)
(2) INSPEKTØREN
(3)
(4,5,6)

FRU MAJA
IRENE

(7,8) PROFESSOR
RUBEK
IRENE

rolig, uden at svare ham
Er godsejeren kommen med dampskibet? (HIS, 193)
rolig
Vil det med rene, simple ord sige, at du er ble’t ked af mig? (HIS, 236)
afværgende imod ham. Bare rolig, rolig, rolig!
(ånder tungt og siger ligesom lettet fra en byrde)
Sé så. Nu slap de mig. For denne gang. – Nu kan vi sætte os og tale
sammen som før – i livet. (HIS, 244)
Jeg skal sige dig det, hvis du vil sidde og høre rolig efter hvad jeg siger.
gemmer kniven
Jeg skal høre så rolig, som en mor kan, når hun – (HIS, 250)

(9)

FRU MAJA

kaster med nakken. Å lad mig bare herefter få skøtte mig selv, så –!
(nikker og lér skælmsk) Farvel, – og god rolig sommernat på vidden!
(HIS, 263)

(10)

FRU MAJA

slår ham over hånden Vil De så slippe, har jeg sagt! Og være rolig –
Men hvor har De så Deres jagtslot, som De snakked så vidt og bredt om?
Det skulde jo ligge et steds her omkring, sa’ De. (HIS, 267)
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(11) PROFESSOR
RUBEK

Vær bare rolig, Irene! (HIS, 282)

2.2.3.1 – How Rolig is used.
What can be pointed out how there is a higher degree of differentiation between
the characters that utter Rolig, contrasted to the prevailing figure of Rosmer in
Rosmersholm. The word is used exactly the same number of times by both Maja and
Irene, who use Rolig slightly more than Rubek. When looking at this, one must have
in mind the parallels between characters underlined by John Northam as well.
Irene seeks spiritual marriage with Rubek; Ulfheim wants a love affair
of sorts with Maja. Irene is a walking statue; Ulfheim a human wild
animal. The process and the language of temptation are the same, but
the two ‘allegorical’ figures represent opposed principles (108).

Related to the examples however in (2) and (3) Rolig is used as a stage direction
to express a state (as wrote in Chapter 2.1), but from (4) to (6) and in (11)41 the word
is used in a different way, to impose the emotion of Rolig over the interlocutor. The
use of this command starts from Irene to Rubek in Act 2 and it is mirrored in Act 3.
In the first case, Rubek and Irene are in proximity of a river. There, Irene tries once
more to explain her true nature to Rubek, when she finds out that finally the Sister of
Mercy has loosened her grip. She utters the word to calm Rubek, she does not want
to be heard from the Sister (so much that the stage direction also reports “ligesom
lettet fra en byrde” ‘like lightened from a burden’). The exact opposite happens in
Act 3, where on the mountain Rubek and Irene hears Ulfheim shout that men with
ropes will come.
Irene, by hearing this, misunderstands the context of Ulfheim words, thinking
that they will come to get her. While Rubek urges her to calm down, she starts
panicking by thinking of the Sister of Mercy once more “Og hun, den sortklædte, –
hun vil også komme. For nu må hun ha’ savnet mig for længe siden. Og så vil hun
gribe mig, Arnold!” ‘And she, the one dressed in black, - she will come too. Because
now she must have missed me for a long time. And then she will grab me, Arnold!’.
In addition to this last scene, Irene is described as ‘terrified’ in the stage directions.
What is the meaning behind this comparison? While in the first scene the Sister of
41
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I did not include in this category neither (8) nor (11) for these two hold no
command. In (8) there is a hypothesis.

Mercy was, in a way, exorcized through the use of Rolig (which serves to relieve
Irene as well), in the second the use of Rolig has an opposite effect, it amplifies
the anxiety of Irene, transforming it in stigende rædsel, ‘mounting horror’. While
Irene embodies the peace of mind and represents the reality, Maya represents the
imaginary, as stated by Evert Sprinchorn (570). Is this being so linked to reality that
connects Irene with the Sister of Mercy, death, the state from which she presumably
came back. This creates a relationship of discordance that is typical of all the
character within Ibsen’s last drama:
…Ibsen’s dramatic epilogue, essentially about the artist’s human
complexity but also the final move toward full-blown Apollonian
individualism…the play’s opposites could not be more pronounced:
between anti-civilized Ulfheim’s crude atavism, Maja’s decadence, and
super-civilized Irene—all epochal prototypes (Houe, 347)

Therefore, is it understandable how this permanent dissonance between Irene and
the Sister of Mercy is mirrored on a textual level, in a repulsion that attracts the two
character evermore together. Sprinchorn highlights this duality by recognizing the
morals of past characters in When We Dead Awaken. He compares Maya with Peer
Gynt, making her a female version of the erratic dreamer from the earlier Ibsen’s
period42. Along with her there is Ulheim, which is also Gyntian. “Irene is another
Agnes, willing to be sacrificed to Brand’s idealism” (Sprinchorn, 574), so IbsenRubek should be Brand, given their idealism. According to Sprinchorn, When We
Dead Awaken tried to enact the project of the Third Kingdom mentioned in Emperor
and Galilean, with no success: “In this last work, however, in this epilogue to the
whole series of realistic plays, Ibsen says clearly enough that the entire endeavor
was misguided. The Third Kingdom was a chimera, a will-o’-the-wisp, that lured
him from the great work.” (573). The concept of the Third Kingdom will return in
Chapter 3.2, with the discussion of Emperor and Galilean.
It is useful to return on (3), where it can be seen that Maja, in answering to
Rubek, remains Rolig. The situation that leads to the emotion Rolig has been
described in Chapter 2.1. Now I want to focus on (3) alone because, if accosted to
Emery’s article, it is clear how Maya's response is a passive-aggressive one. She lost
her hopes in being understood by Rubek, but her answer is an attack nonetheless (or
a “Counter” in Eremy’s fight language’s terms). Northman comments on this: “Rubek
is mentally divorced, from the first scene or earlier. Emotionally estranged, he is not
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In her mountain’s exploration, her attitude to discover and conquer, her chant of freedom “I am
free!” (Ibsen et al., 282)
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even held by those ties of obligation, duty, guilt that held Allmers, say, or Solness
or Rosmer. Maja means nothing to him.” (105-6). This detachment between the two
characters is felt by the reader as real and coherent also thanks to Ibsen’s careful use
of emotion words.Going in details on one character would be unfruitful for When We
Dead Awaken, since I share William Storm’s idea that all the characters in the drama
are deeply entwined, even more than previous Ibsen’s works:
Rubek… is shown collectively as not only sharing encounters with the
other characters but as being those figures together with himself, as
if they are projections of his psyche or that he has summoned them
into being. To borrow Richard Schechner’s perfect term, the people
in When We Dead Awaken are “aspectival”. Maja is Rubek’s wife, Irene,
his former model and muse, and Ulfhejm, the earthy hunter who
attracts Maja away—but all are aspects of the sculptor, the creator
of “Resurrection Day’ and are figures of his memory and vision, his
artistic and existential reckoning. (27)

Each character corrects the other, and shows different sides of the human mind. In
this light, Rubek is only one of the of the possible points of view. Going back to what
it is written above shows that Rubek is both detached and necessarily linked with all
the characters of the drama, since they all represent possibilities of a life that with
time slips away from Rubek. It is as if the contingency of real and possible cannot
and will not hold up, leading to the ending of the drama: “the relation of life and
death is interwoven and paradoxical” (Storm, 28).
Considering all of this, it is time to point out how and why characters use Rolig.
It has been hinted before that Rolig is used mostly to define a state of non-action that
presupposes a laid-back attitude or a passive reaction (like in (3)). But this is not
all, the word is used in (1) and (2) it appears lacking the connotations described in
Chapter 2.1, it appears as an adjective that on the first case defines a question ‘Dare
one ask if the lordship has had a quiet43 night?’, while in the second it once again
shows the attitude of the Manager. On the other hand, from (4) to (6) and in (11) the
word is used to define the precise dichotomy of Rubek and Irene in two different
instances in the drama.
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Here the term is used in is more commonly, it is not a proper emotion word but an adjective. So
much that Stanton-Ife translation changes Rolig with “restful” (in Ibsen et al., 2014: 246).

2.2.3.2 – Why Rolig: relationships of dissonance
Answering the why though generates labyrinthine answers: one cannot (and should
not) get into the mind of the writer, since only he knows the true reason behind his
word’s choice. My speculation is that Rolig is used as a device to shift the perspective
from one character to the other (like in the case of Rubek and Irene), but also as a
mean to overturn the interlocutor’s perspective or, as stated by Storm, to oppose
Rubek. This is another gimmick that shows to the reader how every character is
deeply opposed to the other, almost in a polarizing way, while being at the same time
linked together by a light thread of unexpressed possibilities.
If one considers Rolig to be used to silence the interlocutor, it may be conceptualized
as a kind of punishment. If one considers silence, one can see how it affects in a
certain way all the characters of When We Dead Awaken:
This drama of emotional frigidity is acted out in an atmosphere
where the silence is pervasive. … How a person can function in such
surroundings becomes a central problem in Ibsen’s plays… Thus, the
silence can become one of the strongest weapons in dealing with
the world. But in Ibsen’s plays, silence destroys the people, because
those whose life it affects become themselves its victims. (Oster,
390-1)

Rose-Marie Oster contemplates the psychological framework. She mentions
how Rubek both represses Maja’s emotions (for instance, as mentioned also in the
previous Chapter, by avoiding the woman to sit on his lap), and uses it as a weapon,
since it manifests Ruberk’s “disdain” (391) to connect with the others. Despite not
being in accordance with such view, this perusal is valid, and would lead to consider
Rolig as a marginally negative emotion, opposed to its more common meaning. On
the language of When We Dead Awaken, Inga-Stina Ewbank comments:
More keenly and explicitly than in any other Ibsen play we are asked
to interpret what we hear. This is because the play is constructed
almost entirely as a series of confrontational duologues - Rubek-Maja,
Maja-Ulfheim, Rubek-Irene - and because in these confrontations
speakers interact through metaphors which feed into the play’s
central theme of creativity in art and life. Every character is, more or
less self-consciously, a ‘dikter’… (150)

By approaching a more universal view, one can discover how every character
in When We Dead Awaken speaks in a fixed manner. I do not mean that characters
are predictable, but that with every line of dialogue every character brings forward
the idea already presented by Storm, that being of different versions of Rubek
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experiencing the same reality. The dialogues in the last of Ibsen’s plays have to be
read swiftly, in a rhymed succession: even though the action is minimal, the answers
are always quick, sharp and on the point. Therefore, one would expect pauses to be
brief and scarce in number, but this is not exactly correct. While one can interpret
these pauses the be brief, given the steady pace of the discourses, there are several
interruptions throughout the whole play. These are indicated by dashes, present also
in the original text, which seem to increment with the approaching of the final act.
Roberto Alonge emphasizes the importance of dashes in Ibsen. They do not serve
only as pauses, but they give rhythm to the text, to give meaning to the thoughts of
the character (Alonge, 6). Dashes can be also considered as an approach to realistic
writing, something that can be found in a later realist writer, James Joyce. Elizabeth
Bonapfel comments: “…Joyce does not necessarily say that dashes better represent
reality, but that they are less unreal than the effect given by invert commas” (79).
According to Bonapfel then, dashes mark the boundaries of speech, they can be
used as punctuation to end a sentence or, most importantly, they work as “point of
suspension” (81), thus supporting the statement of Alonge.
In When We Dead Awaken the latter two elements are prominent, but Ibsen does
not use dashes to mark the margins of dialogues: being dramatic texts, Ibsen’s writing
is not interrupted by thoughts (like the streams of consciousness that characterize
Joyce’s works). Rather, Ibsen seems to use dashes as asides. In the examples, the
second utterance of Irene reflect a use of dashes as asides, which cover with a pause
(or, in a staged adaptation, one could consider the word to be said in a lower tone)
what should not be said (“og i hævn”, ‘in revenge’).
IRENE sidder lidt og grunder
Hvis jeg dengang havde gjort
min ret, Arnold – (HIS, 201)
…
IRENE: Bagefter har jeg dræbt
det utallige gange. Ved dagslys
og i mørke. Dræbt det i had
– og i hævn – og i kval. (HIS,
202)
…
PROFESSOR RUBEK: afledende
Hm, – lad os ikke tale mere
om det fordums – (HIS, 203)
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{IRENE (sits a little and
ponders): If only I had done
then as I should have done,
Arnold –} (Ibsen et al., 254)
…
{IRENE: Since then I have
murdered it countless times.
In the light of day and in
darkness. Murdered it in
hatred – in revenge – and
in torment.} (ibidem)
{RUBEK (changing the subject):
Hm – let’s not talk any more
about what is past –}
(Ibsen et al., 254)

Rolig is a term that implies a state in between emotions, which can be reached by
a character willingly, as mentioned in Chapter 2.1. Despite this, said state of being
cannot endure in time since it will eventually be disrupted by the intervention of
other characters or even by the surfacing of other emotions. Specifically, Rolig can
be used within a command, but in Ibsen it represent also a linguistic bond between
akin characters (meaningful is the link Irene/Sister of Mercy). This link is used as a
narrative element to highlight not only when and in relation to whom these characters
utter the word (for instance, Maja’s shouting her freedom on the mountain is, in a
way, an attack to Rubek), but also the particular clash that happens between every
character, what I named the relationships of dissonance.

2.2.4 – Ræd and its occurrences in The Pretenders.
The situation described in the previous paragraphs changes once more in The
Pretenders, where there is a pattern in which specific characters that seem to utter
Ræd way more than all the rest of the cast (these two being Skule and Nikolas). On
the contrary of When We Dead Awaken, most of the occurrences appear in dialogues
and seldom in stage directions.
(1) GREGORIUS JONSSØN
til Jarlen idet Mængden holder paa at gaa
Ved Jernbyrden tyktes Du mig rædd, og nu ser Du saa glad og trøstig ud.
(HIS, 231)
(2) HAAKON

Næsten er jeg rædd der maa mere til. Jeg trænger nu til at samle om mig
alle dem, som jeg fuldt kan lide paa. Dagfinn Bonde, lad strax gaa Bud
nordover til Haalogaland; Vegard Væradal skal kaldes her ned igjen. (HIS,
287)

(3) BISP NIKOLAS

Rædde er de Allesammen; det tør jeg sværge paa! Der paa Bordet ligger
et stort Brev med Segl for; giv mig det. (Peter bringer Brevet) Det er til din
Moder. (HIS, 304)

(4) BISP NIKOLAS

Nej, gaa; jeg er ikke rædd for at være alene. (HIS, 306)

(5) BISP NIKOLAS

Derfor vil jeg holde min egen Ligtale nu; før i Tiden var jeg altid saa rædd
for at Kong Sverre skulde komme til at holde den – (HIS, 321-2)

(6,7,8,9,10) BISP NIKOLAS
Solen randt, og der gik glittrende Lyn fra tusinde blanke Vaaben. Magnus
og alle hans Mænd gik frem, som til en Leg; jeg alene kjendte mig klemt
om Hjertet. Haardt foer vor Fylking frem; men jeg kunde ikke vinde med
– jeg var rædd! Alle Magnus’s andre Høvdinger stred mandelig,
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og mange faldt, der de stred; men jeg flygtede Stenberget oppover, løb
og løb, og standsede ikke før jeg kom ned til Fjorden igjen, langt ude.
Mangen Mand maatte vaske sine blodige Klæder i Throndhjemsfjorden
den Kveld; – jeg maatte ogsaa vaske mine, men det var ikke for Blod. Ja,
Konge, jeg var rædd; skabt til Høvding – og rædd! Det slog ned som et
Lyn i mig; jeg blev hver Mand ond fra den Time; jeg bad lønligt i Kirkerne,
jeg græd og knælte for Altrene, jeg gav rige Gaver, gjorde hellige Løfter;
jeg fristede og prøvede i Slag efter Slag, ved Saltøsund, paa Jonsvoldene
den Sommer Baglerne laa i Bergen, – altid faafængt. Sverre var den, som
skjønte det først, han talte det højt ud og med Spott, og fra den Dag lo
hver Mand i Flokken, naar Nikolas Arnessøn gik frem i Hærklæder. – Rædd,
rædd –, og endda vilde jeg være Høvding, vilde være Konge, følte mig
skabt til Konge forresten, kunde fremmet Guds Rige paa Jorden; men det
var de Hellige selv, som stængte Bommen for mig. (HIS, 322-3)
(11)

MARGRETE – Nej, det er ligesom jeg ikke rigtig kan tro paa Lykken; jeg har Vuggen
staaende foran min Seng; hver Natt, naar jeg vaagner, ser jeg efter om den
er der, – jeg er ligesom rædd for at det skal være en Drøm – (HIS, 332)

(12)HERTUG SKULE Haakon, jeg er rædd, den kunde komme fra mig! (HIS, 335)
(13)BAARD BRATTE Men det var ilde, at vi slog saa Mange og jog dem saa langt; nu vil der gaa
en hel Tid, før de vover sig imod os igjen, er jeg rædd for. (HIS, 353)
(14) KONG SKULE O, saa ser jeg, at jeg endda har trofaste Mænd. I stod her rædde og veg
tilbage, I, som skulde være mig nærmest, – og dernede i Flokken har jeg
dem, som turde tage saa stor en Brøde paa sig for min Skyld. (HIS, 409)
(15)

PETER Fader, Fader, tænk ikke paa mig; vær ikke rædd for mit Ve og Vel. Det er jo
din Vilje, jeg har fuldkommet, – hvor kan det regnes mig til Last! (HIS, 411)

(16) KORSBRODEREN rejser sig
…Jeg var rædd da vi skiltes; der var Uvejr og Natt;
En Høg i min Sjæl sine Kløer havde satt; (HIS, 428)
(17)

PETER Ligegodt, om det saa sov paa Alteret! Jeg har hentet Olafs Helligdom ud,
– jeg er ikke rædd for at hente Kongsbarnet heller! (HIS, 443)

(18) KONG SKULE Og vær ikke rædd for det, som nu kommer. (HIS, 450)
(19)
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PETER

Nej, Fader, jeg er ikke rædd, naar jeg gaar sammen med Dig. (HIS, 450)

2.2.4.1 – How Ræd is used.
Despite Bishop Nikolas being the one that utters the emotion word the most (also in
its variation of the noun rædsel), with 10 occurrences versus the 8 of Skule, it is to
this latter character that Ræd is more strongly affiliated with. The reason for this is
that Skule is the subject to which the fears of the entire cast are mostly referred to,
like in (1), (2), (15). For instance, Gregorius is talking to Skule in (1); in (2) Haakon
is concerned that something may lure in the next future, this calamity is later revealed
to be Skule’s self-declaration to king. Even later Gregorius admits to Haakon that
under Skule “Jeg ræddes for at høre Lyden af mine egne Ord” (HIS, 343). ‘I was
scared to hear the sound of my own words’.
Peculiar is the use of Ræd by Peter who, contrary to his father Skule, always
utters the word with the negation ikke: he is the opposite of Skule inasmuch as he
never experiences being Ræd. Another constructive regard is that Peter, by not being
obsessed by kingship, manages to be free from being Ræd in a fashion similar to
Haakon, since it is also mentioned by Skule in the second act that Haakon “…is
made of different stuff from me? He is one of Fortune’s children? Of course. Don’t
all things prosper at his touch, and all things turn out well when he’s concerned? ...”
(Ibsen et al., 246). Once again, in like manner to Haakon, Peter succeeds in his action
because he believes in the dream of unifying Norway. The core difference between
Peter and Haakon is that the young man has been tainted by the rædselsgjerningen
“The deed of sacrilege” (in Ibsen et al., 320) but more literally ‘the act of horror’,
and subsequently by Skule’s cupidity.
Due to the sins of his son, Skule chooses to die with him, to purify both from
the misdeeds enacted in life (as shown in (18) and (19)). In (18), for the first time,
Skule mentions Ræd in connection with the adverb ikke. The final suicide fulfills the
promise that Skule made to Ingebjorg. Skule utters the word in (12), (14), (18).
When his expectations of overturning his fate and dethroning Haakon burns, he
says: “Et Liv fuldt af Tvivl og Kamp og rædsel!” ‘A life full of doubt and struggle
and horror!’. Thus, is by having no more plans that Skule endures being Ræd, since
he finds himself with no other certainty but to sketch another strategy by his own.
Skule proves to persuade Haakon in (16). Regardless, Skule is reminiscent of the
previous victory against Haakon, so much that in the stage direction it is written that
“Spændingen i hans Trækk slappes” ‘The tension in his face relaxes’. This relief
is only momentary, since Ræd returns fully in (24), when Skule prepares for the
battle. Finally, there is a change in his use of Ræd, he acknowledges that he brought
trembles and fear to Ragnhild.
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As written above, Bishop Nikolas is another character that uses the emotion
word particularly often, despite being Ræd inholding a different meaning than the
one given by Skule. For Bishop Nikolas, his fear is the fear of punishment and
judgement: “…Der har været Tider, da det tyktes mig sligt Krav kunde være billigt;
her har jeg ligget paa Sottesengen slagen af rædsel for Straf og Dom! ”(HIS, 324).
‘… There have been times when it seemed to me such a requirement could be cheap;
here I have been lying on the cot bed, terrified of punishment and judgment!’. While
Ræd for Skule was the growing terror of not being able to stand alone on the throne,
which later grew to a paranoic extent into the pursue of absolute power, for Nikolas it
is God’s judgement. He mocks Peter and tries to move away the upcoming afterlife in
(3) and (4): “Nej, gaa; jeg er ikke rædd for at være alene.” (HIS, 306).
‘No, go: I’m not afraid of being alone’. Lying is a feature typical of Bishop
Nikolas, since the reader learns his mischievous nature already from the first act:
{BISHOP NIKOLAS (aside).
Haakon Haakonsson is king –
but Earl Skule holds the seal
– very good! Very good!
HAAKON. What’s that, my lord?
BISHOP NIKOLAS. I was saying
“May God and St. Olaf protect
our Holy Church”}.
(Ibsen et al., 235)

His fear of confrontation appears from (6) to (10), when he recalls his first
experience as a soldier: he wanted power but was too afraid of the battlefield, so he
chose the clerical path instead. This feeling of his can be found as well in (5), where
he refers to King Sverre. In a further monologue he discloses : “Ja, jeg har hadet
meget; hadet hvert Hoved i dette Land, som højnede sig opp over Mængden. Men jeg
hadede, fordi jeg ikke kunde elskeˮ (HIS, 323). ‘Yes, I have hated a lot; hated every
head in this land that rose above the crowd. But I hated because I could not love’.
His major sin is having spawned the clash between Haakon and Skule, by burning
the letter that could have proven Haakon legitimacy or not he simply rekindled this
stride. Despite all the chants and the final act, Bishop Nikolas returns as a ghost, as
shown in (16), clearly coming from the underground to corrupt Peter’s soul. In all of
this, he still recalls being Ræd of his death, like if he was constantly experiencing that
event.
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2.2.4.2. – Why Ræd: Shakespearean tragedy and the accomplishment of history.
Here is the place to understand how Ræd is used as a central knot of the plot, why in
The Pretenders this emotion is so frequent, where its meaningfulness lies. Explaining
why Skule and Nikolas used this emotion word is strongly connected with the how,
that has already been discussed.
I refer to Sverre Arestad, who looked into the many similarities of The Pretenders
with other Shakespearean tragedies. “In The Pretenders Ibsen created a tragedy
which, although it falls below most of Shakespeare, nevertheless rises above some
of Shakespeare, and thus there is established a real basis for study in influence” (90).
Although this Shakespearean link is to be considered only for those dramas that
fall in the first period of Ibsen’s writing, it shines a light on the reasons that might
have influenced Ibsen in composing a drama so strongly revolved aro the concept of
Ræd. Ibsen’s knowledge of Shakespearean plays is confirmed by Thomas van Laan’s
“Ibsen and Shakespeare”, but the depth to which he knew the British author still
remains uncertain. We know from Tore Rem and Narve Fulsås that “In the leading
public library in Kristiania, the Danish-Norwegian playwright Ludvig Holberg
(1684-1754), Shakespeare and Schiller were among the most popular authors in
the 1820s” (11), so it would appear strange that someone like Ibsen would have not
known the Shakespearean dramas44.
As commented by van Laan, probably most of Ibsen’s knowledge on Shakespeare
was given by the tours in Denmark and Germany.
The most important result of his deepening experience with
Shakespeare during these years is the play he wrote in 1863,
Kongs-emnerne [The Pretenders], which is by far his most overtly
Shakespearean play. I find almost certain echoes in Kongs-emnerne
of Henry VI, Richard III, I Henry IV; Henry V, Hamlet, King Lear, and
Macbeth. Shakespeare’s history plays in general are echoed by the
concern in Kongs-emnerne with the nature of kingship and the
qualifications required by the role… (van Laan, 3)

What can derive from these corroborations is that Shakespeare’s themes
definitely influenced Ibsen and maybe even moved him to create his own universe
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The Pretenders has been staged in 1864, in Christiania. As mentioned by the historian Ivo de
Figueiredo: “The play, on the contrary, gave Ibsen his greatest success so far in the capital when
it had its premiere on 17 January 1864. Despite the fact that it ran for five hours it captivated the
audience: ‘When the curtain fell,’ wrote one reviewer, ‘there were the usual cries for the author;
and when he appeared it turned into a storm of applause.” (182)
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with settings, characters, plots, and nonetheless emotions which shared similarities
with Shakespare himself. This means that a feasible answer as to why Ibsen chose
to implement Ræd with such frequency in The Pretenders may be given by the
Shakespeare’s tragedies. Another, more solid point of view is stated by Attle Kittang,
who mentions:
When Ibsen wrote his historical dramas, he was deeply influenced by
Herman Hettner, whose work on Das Moderne Drama (1852) contained
a precise conception of ‘historical drama’…History is dramatic only
insofar as it provides characters and psychological pattern with which
a contemporary audience can identify (78)

As Kittang states, the “tragic aspect of this conflict is generally concentrated
in Duke Skule and, to a certain extent, in Bishop Nikolas” (81). A focus on the
psychological and the historical view of each character is what could have caused
such a frequent use of Ræd. Bishop Nikolas’s vision of history is not based on
theological values or trust in human deeds (83), which lead his view to be almost
nihilistic. He is struck with rædsel when the meaninglessness of life leads him to his
deathbed, until he realizes the concept of the “perpetuum mobile”, the never-stopping
machine of history. He manages to pass the idea of the “perpetuum mobile” to Skule,
breaking his hesitation (Kittang, 84-85). Contrary to Nikolas, Skule desires to find
a meaning in history and existence, despite being “unscrupulous and egoistic” (85).
It is this conflict that leads him to being Ræd, uncertain of the future. In the end, he
choses willingly to become part of Haakon’s plan.
As supported by Kittang, the characters of The Pretenders are conscious of the
historical relevance of their gestures, and the force that guides them is not simple and
pure luck but the accomplishment of historical and romantic values. Thus, the rædsel
felt by them could be considered as an ominous emotion, which strikes them and
hints to their failure in the grand scheme of the unification of Norway.
As a final paragraph of this chapter, I would like to focus on the way the language
of Skule and Bishop Nikolas is constructed. While dashes are highly present also in
this historical tragedy (even if not even remotely as frequent as in When We Dead
Awaken), they appear to be used mostly for the last section of a sentence, as to close
it. Dashes are also interchanged with other punctuation signs, like suspension points
and exclamations, the latter being implemented often both by Haakon and by Skule.
While for Haakon (and, with lower occurrences, also the rest of the cast) most of the
times these are to indicate surprise or concern, in Skule’s case they are used to shout
orders and to cry out his desires. Bishop Nikolas, on the other hand, scarcely uses
exclamation marks in the first two acts, recurring to them only in the third act, when
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he is on the verge of death. His language appears to be more variegated than the
one of Skule, with the inclusion of symbolism that recalls his clerical affinity. This
of course escalates when he returns in the last act with a monk’s robe, using prose
to convey his hermetic narration. It worth mentioning how both Skule and Bishop
Nikolas are the characters who have the longest and most complex dialogues in the
whole drama, which shows as well their relevance for the culmination of the plot.
Ræd is thus used in The Pretenders as a mean to announce fate, a hint of the
defeat of nihilism that lured in Skule and Nikolas and the victory of Christianromantic values (mentioned by Kittang as well). When a character experiences Ræd,
it acts in an uncontrolled manner, doing everything possible to end that emotion, to
avoid the tragedy.

2.2.5 – Conclusion – affects and theatre.
We have seen how these three emotion words actually deeply relate to the text, how
Ibsen has constructed a plot that is not only coherent on a surface level, but also in
the relationship between characters and in their emotions.
In relation to Rosmersholm, the weighty Lykke do not find a place, it is something
that is understood by the characters at the end of the drama. On the other hand, Glad,
in his carnal and spiritual/mental aspect, it is something accessible, even if through
death. This was the only way through which Rosmer and Rebekka could escape from
social conventions and the past, closing the cycle that began with Beate’s suicide.
When We Dead Awaken shows how Rolig have been used in strong, direct
sentences within a command. More importantly, the word was used to create a
subtext of relationships of dissonance, relationships between the characters that
highlighted their opposite roles and constraint to each other. Irene is irremediably
bounded to the Sister of Mercy, but she tries to escape from her; Maja is experiencing
her freedom, she does so to face Rubek’s apparent apathy. Rubek in itself is a quite
complex character, to whom all the cast is bound, in one way or the other.
The appearance of Ræd discloses the project of unification, it reflects the history
that is deem to happen by instilling doubts and fear in Skule and Bishop Nikolas.
For the first, his plans of greatness and conquer are tainted by Haakon’s luck, and
his pride in the last section of the drama is also what leads to his end. His constant
state of being Ræd vanquish only when, in a last strife to save the soul of his sone,
walks with him in suicide. When it comes to Nikolas, his being Ræd of godly
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judgement and his lack of courage always led him to act in the shadows, crushed
by his ineptitude. Just before death, Nikolas understand the never-ending process
of history, thus liberating him from his anxieties and fears, going over his nihilistic
views. These three (3) emotions have shown how the knowledge of these dramas
can be advanced through the understanding of specific emotion terms: Glad hinted to
the desires of Rosmer, Rolig showed the connection between Rubek and the rest of
the cast and Ræd anticipated the future role of Skule and Nikolas.
When it comes to the affect theory, close to the work made by Houen, there is
an article written by Adam Isaksen, which discussed the affect theory proposed by
Brian Massuri (studied by Anthony Uhlmann as well in Affects and Literature) within
a close reading of Danish short stories. Isaksen well describes Massuri’s concept of
“in-between-ness” (Isaksen, 293), through which an individual experiences the world
on one hand by consciously relating to the surroundings, and on the other, at the same
time, this individual is psychologically influenced by the outside. According to this
model, affects are not a continuity, but rather a conglomerate of variations and shifts.
Are these variations, as well as the realizations and the progressive thoughts of
the individual, that shine in the various semantic explications (especially Glad, Rolig
and Ræd).
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Chapter 3.1 – Exceptions and a
semantic account of Træt,
Dæmpet and Vred(e).
3.1.1 – Introduction
In this chapter, some of the emotion words left aside will be looked at. Since up to
now the focus has been laid only on the most common terms in this research, further
evidence will be provided by working on emotive terms that do not present the same
number of occurrences, but that nonetheless are worth studying. By shifting to these
words, the method of inquiry applied up to this point will be adapted, to portray how
different resolutions can expand the research and bring up findings that proceed a
comprehension of Ibsen’s use of emotive terms. Diverging from Chapter 2.1, this
chapter proposes several methods of inspecting the frame if Ibsen’s emotions. The
context and the relation to characters discussed here will be contemplated in Chapter
3.2. Chapter 3.1 and 3.2 are the chapters with multiple method implemented.

3.1.2 – Breaking free from the method
The words targeted are Træt ‘tired’, Dæmpet ‘subdued’, Vred ‘furious’. Each of
these words, if studied with the method used in Chapter 2, would lead to meagre
results. To stress their particularity, different methods of textual analysis will be
implemented, all of which will lead to the formulation of a semantic script when the
perusal of the word will be completed. In detail, regarding Træt, it will be shown
how the implementation of the emotion in Brand actually links this Dano-Norwegian
word with the English concept of ‘Anxiety’. Subsequently each emotion evaluated
will have a different method, which will fit the needs of each one of them. This is an
attempt to show how an open gaze can result in fruitful marks.
Regarding Dæmpet, for having a thorough understanding of the emotion,
examples relating its occurrence will be taken not from a single Ibsen’s drama, as
done in previous chapters, but from several of them, to form a clearer outlook. To
dissect the last emotion word, the focus will shift from the adjective vred to the
substantive vrede: this is done not only due to the number of occurrences of the
substantive within the play, but to show a different perspective by considering the
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effect of substantives over adjective. Although the focus will be different, I will
still take into account adjectives in my analysis of this emotion, even if they will be
placed on a different level.

3.1.3 – The core analysis of Træt
Presenting Træt, it is a status, which does last for a certain extent of time. It can be
brief, or lasting until something happens to make this condition change (both for
the physical feeling and the emotion). Another example is that one “begins to be
Trett” (Jeg begynner å bli litt trett av alle disse bemerkningene om bildeskarphet,
støy osv45), but does not “stop to be Trett”, since the suspension of this emotion
presupposes that something else replaced it.
One can say “to not experience Træt anymore”, which means that someone is
in another state, because Træt is a disturbance of an activity or a state. Surely, it is a
personal emotion, that does not affect the others directly, but that potentially could
since it can lead to a lack of action or the interruption of something. A Wierzbickastyle semantic script for Træt is given in (Ⅳ). Starting from (a), it can be discerned
how Træt is the consequence of something that happened in the past, this leads to
a realization. The realization spawns a feeling, which in turn spawns a reflection
(mentioned by the component (b)) and that starts in (c). I considered it as “something
bad” since it results in an alteration of a previous state that blocks something from
being perpetuated.
The component (c) reflects not only this realization (“now I don’t want this”) but
also the present effect of experiencing Træt. (d) is the direct continuation of (c), when
someone realizes that something is off, this someone wants a change (“something
else” vs. “something good”). I used “can” in (e) to underline the possibility of an
action derived to Træt, but this action remains unspecified or unnecessary. (f) is
typical of Træt: once one experiences this emotion, one does not want to keep doing
something, but the experiencer does not immediately know how to stop this emotion
from extending in time.
When it comes to (b) and (h), these components are almost similar to the ones
in Rolig to highlight their link, while (g) is somewhat unique. With (g) I wanted
to emphasize how Træt is the cause of a change of state, this could foreground
something good or bad.
45

Taken from NoWaC as well.
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(Ⅳ) Træt (X feels træt)
(a) X felt something bad because X realized something
(b) X thinks like this:
(c) “Now I don’t want this anymore,
(d) I want something else
(e) I can do something because of it
(f) I don’t know if I will do it”
(g) because of this, X feels something else
(h) X feels something bad for some time
Within a common Danish sentence, the script can be easier to understand. “Men
jeg gik snart træt under dette Arbeide og der blev for meget andet at tænke paa” ‘But
I soon got tired of this work and there was too much else to think about’ (NoWaC). In
the sentence, the emotion was just perceived by X, “I soon got tired” (“I don’t want
this anymore”), which also implied that X did something to change his/her work,
hinting to component (d) and (e). The component (h) could be part of the additional
context provided, “there was too much else to think about”. It is meaningful to note
how both mental and physical tiredness could be considered in this context.
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3.1.3.1 – Motivations for the analysis of Træt.
Træt is the Danish form of the Norwegian Trett, which NAOB reports as exhausted,
worn-out. In addition, NAOB mentions Ibsen when considering the example “Jeg var
træt af mit ubundne liv” ‘I was træt of my unbound life’ (Lady Inger from Østraad);
“Folket er træt af de hundreårskrige”, ‘The people are træt of the Hundred Years’
Wars’ (The Pretenders). While the first entry on DDO reflects NAOB, with regard
on the bodily status, the second entry of the Danish dictionary acknowledges a more
careful perspective: someone who has begun to feel boredom, lack of inspiration or
interest. What can be distinguished is the major impact that feeling Træt has on one’s
body, namely that of feeling down and without energies, and the subsequent results
of this emotion. This, as exemplified by DDO, leads to a cessation of psychological/
emotional activities.
Surprisingly enough, when investigating once more NoWaC, related to the
Danish word Træt it can be seen how occurrences that relate to a mental state are
not outnumbered by the occurrences of Træt that considers it both psychical and a
mental state. Quite the opposite, the two seems to go hand in hand. For instance, in
the semantic explication (Ⅳ) both have been considered: the component (b) clearly
refers to a mental state, but the following component (c) could be linked also to
something physical, (i.e., “I don’t want to walk anymore”, “I don’t want to talk
anymore” ecc).
One can infer how the Norwegian spelling Trett seems to hold a meaning that is
close to the Danish counterpart Træt already from these few cases that are brought up
below. Despite this, Trett holds, at least in these examples, a higher degree of concert
toward the bodily influence46.
Regarding the use of the emotion, it can be pointed out how feeling Træt implies
a status (not dissimilar to what I’ve considered for Rolig) as evicted by [α1] and [γ1].
Træt is the cause for the cessation of something (an activity or, more commonly, an
emotive or mental state).
[α 1] Han forstår det bare
ikke selv og er træt af
mudderkastning.

He just does not understand
it himself and is træt of
mudslinging.

What needs to be clarified is how this last propriety of Træt is what distinguishes
it from Rolig: while Rolig is an event that happens after a previously different
46

This result is given by an examination of ten pages of the corpus. I exempt myself from continuing
the research on the matter, since it would exceed my purposes.
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emotive state, Træt can be the cause of halting of the emotion. For instance, one can
imagine the following of [β1]: if he/she is tired of hearing the researcher, it is
plausible that he/she chooses to stop hearing them, or that he complains because he/
she is in disagreement with them. In both ways, this would lead to a change of status,
thus it is improbable that in [β1] the subject will remain passive and Træt (even
though not impossible).
[β 1] Jeg er så træt af at
høre forskere og eksperter
forklare, at unge indvandrere
diskriminere.

I am so træt of hearing
researchers and experts
explain that young immigrants
are discriminated.

Related to the component (e), [γ1] shows an action that took place to get rid of
the emotion of Træt, namely the call from the climate minister, because he was “tired
of waiting”.
[γ 1] Resten er kommet i
gabestok på internet, fordi
klimaministeren er træt
af at vente.

The rest have come in droves
on the internet because the
climate minister is træt of
waiting.

[From NoWaC, visited January 2021]

While [α 1.2] focuses on the bodily perspective, [β 1.2] shows, through a
somewhat medial sentence, how Træt is embedded in sløv and deprimert, as if it was
a phase in between the two. Such a comparison could be read in the component (f) of
the semantic explication (Ⅳ), but more evidence should be provided in merit47.
Even if on a lesser note, one can bring up how Træt can be gradated (Jeg er
dødssliten og kjempe trett derfor vurderer jeg å legge meg ‘I am dead tired and very
trett so I consider going to bed’). [α 1.2] alludes to the duration of Træt, which is
hasty and it will cease once one returns to a natural state or when one is rested, as
hinted by the component (a) and (c). Though, in the semantic explication the brief
duration of the emotion it is not directly stated, since Wierzbicka uses to mention in
the explication only when the emotion lasts through time.
[α 1.2] IKKE tro at du støtter
meg ved å fortelle meg
hvordan du også blir trett
av og til etter en hard dags
arbeide eller en lang sykkeltur
47
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DO NOT think that you are
supporting me by telling
me how you also get trett
sometimes after a hard day’s
work or a long bike ride.

In the case of explication (Ⅳ) such discourse was not deepened due to the limitation provided by
semantic primes.

[β 1.2] Du føler deg sløv,
trett og deprimert. Øynene
Løsemiddeldamp irriterer
øynene og gjør dem røde.
Dampen kan også skade det
ytterste laget av.

You feel lethargic, trett and
depressed. Eyes Solvent
vapors irritate the eyes and
make them red. The steam
can also damage the outer
layer.

[γ 1.2] is one of the many examples that led to the construction of the components
(c) and (d), when the emotion occurs, the experiencer is prompted to do something to
change this status.
[γ 1.2] Etter dette stor verket
var Hamsun “trett av romaner,
og dramaet jeg alltid har
foraktet”

After this great work, Hamsun
was “trett of novels, and
the drama I have always
despised”.

[From NoWaC, visited January 2021]

From Ibsen’s quotations it can be assumed how the dramatist brings up the
mental and internal use of the emotion. It is place to tackle Brand, the play in which
the emotion occurs a significant number of times. It has to be pointed out how Ibsen
uses the spelling Trætt, which blends the Danish Træt and the Norwegian Trett,
maybe it is to be considered as a stage of the language that was still not completely
crystalized.
It has to be marked how in (1) and (2) Trætt is used as to highlight the contrast
between a negative condition and a positive (or at least, different) one. Examples of
this in (1), where to one end it can be found “dine høje Himle” and to the other “trætt
og jordtung er min Fod”. Plus, Ibsen seems to mix the physical condition of Trætt
with a mental/spiritual anxiety which is at the base of Brand’s plot (I will return on
this in Chapter 3.2). it is meaningful to understand whether Træt is physical of
mental: Agnes is tired only physically of Brand’s requirements, which lead to harsh
living conditions, or also mentally?
(1) AGNES
Ja, det skal være, som du
siger. O, løft mig, løft mig, hvor
du stiger; led mig mod dine
høje Himle; stærk er min Hug,
men sløvt mit Mod; tidt Angst
mig slaar, mig tykkes svimle,
og trætt og jordtung er min
Fod. (HIS, 281)

AGNES
Yes, it should be as you say.
Oh, lift me, lift me where you
rise; lead me to your high
heavens; strong is my hug,
but dull is my courage; timeAnxiety strikes me, I feel dizzy,
and trætt and earthy is my
Foot.
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(2) explicates how the component (e) leads also to (f), since it can be seen how in
it remains uncertain whether gaa ifra ham ‘walk away from him’ could lead to
something that could be noted as positive or negative in emotive terms. These doubts
are shown in the semantic explication (Ⅳ), which took in consideration both the
physical and the mental ‘tiredness’.
(2) BRAND
O, men du kan se ham nær,
se ham som en Fader kjær,
i hans Favn dit Hoved bøje,
hvile, hvile, er du trætt,
gaa ifra ham, sund og lett,
med hans Afglans i dit Øje,
bære Glansens Glorie med
ned till mig, som led og stred.
(HIS, 329-30)

BRAND
Oh, but you can see him up
close, see him as a Father
dear, in his arms your head
will bow, rest, rest, are you
trætt, walk away from him,
healthy and light, with his
brilliance in your eye, carry
the Glory of Glory with down
to me, who suffered and
struggle.

In (3) there is the compound dødstrætt, a form that is not uncommon in spoke
language (as evicted in my mention of “dødssliten” above).
(3) AGNES brister i Graad
O, sig mig da, hvor langt gaar
Kravet! Min Fod er dødstrætt,
– Vingen faldt – (HIS, 363)
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AGNES (Bursts into tears): Oh,
tell me then, how far does the
Requirement go! My Foot is
dead-trætt, - The wing fell -

3.1.3.2 – English counterparts of Træt
As a brief digression, given the physical and mental relevance of Træt, I will consider
also its English counterpart. On an ending note for the emotion, the comparison with
the English ‘Tired’ displays: “Weakened or exhausted by exertion, etc.; fatigued,
wearied; also, sick or weary of, impatient with (something)…” (Oxford). The last
meaning of “being impatient with” it is something, that besides the bodily and
physical effects, equates Træt with ‘Tired’ but for an exception. In fact, the (d) and
the (e) components in my semantic explication refer to the will to act, which is
semantically different from being impatient. Being impatient is glossed in Oxford
as a lack of will, someone “That does not willingly endure delay; uneasy or restless
in desire or expectation”. Cambridge reflects a simpler meaning, which creates
discrepancies with Træt: “in need of rest or sleep; to be bored with an activity or
person”.

3.1.4 – The core analysis of Dæmpet.
Dæmpet is a word that defines a specific event that happened in the near past and
creates a brief effect; it cannot be presented as a state: due to Dæmpet relation to
discourses, one can assume the emotion to last until the discussion is over or the
experiencer is not in presence of the person that made Dæmpet arise. I considered it
to be related to “something bad”, but this assumption of mine is linked only to the
definition of the English adjective ‘subdued’ which, despite being a term that I deem
best describing the emotion in English, does not line up completely with the Danish
word. In fact, in Ibsen the word is found paired with Langsomt, an emotion with low
arousal and low valence (7). In (4) I have commented how Miss Tesman appears to
be enacting it willingly. Besides, it is definitely a personal emotion that has effects on
the body (DDO, ‘become weaker in strength’), Dæmpet weakens or softens up one’s
emotional and physical state.
Starting from the component (a) and (a.2), the first relates to the discursive
settings in which X notices that Y said something that implied a different stance than
X, by bringing up an argument dear/despised by X for all that matters. In (a.2) on
the other hand, is implemented the self-realization made of X regarding a difference
between him/her and Y. The component (c) introduces purposefully an absence of
judgement (“something happened” versus “something good/bad happened”), since as
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wrote above Dæmpet could be both forced upon the experiencer as well as enacted
by him/her. The negative connotations of the English ‘subdued’ does not always fit
here. In (d), the “I don’t feel like Y” means that the disparity now present between X
and Y could go in one of the three directions I have assumed. (e) reflects the personal
environment of Dæmpet, since also the consequences are related to the experiencer
and are uncertain (“some things can happen” vs. “some bad things can happen”).
In the components (f) and (f.2) the two prospects of acting versus non-acting are
sketched, and the subsequent bodily response (“I don’t know if I can” implies the
lack of strength and “I know I can” implies a strong response to Dæmpet).
(Ⅴ) Dæmpet (X felt dæmpet)
(a) X felt something because Y said something
(a.2) or because X realized something
(b) sometimes a person thinks:
(c) ‘‘I know something happened
(d) because of this, I don’t feel like Y now
(e) some things can happen to me
(f) I feel like I could do something because of this, but I don’t know
if I can’’
(f.2) or ‘’I want to do something because of this, I know I can’’
(g) when this person thinks this this person feels something
(h) X felt something like this for some time
(i) because X thought something like this
‟Atmosfæren var rolig og dempet , akkurat det vi ønsket oss”, ‘The atmosphere
was calm and subdued, just what we wanted’ (NoWaC). X realized that the
‘atmosphere’ was dempet(corsivo) (evicted in a.2) but, since the atmosphere is not a
person and it cannot experience emotions, the component (d) does not appear in the
sentence. Nonetheless, the component (f.2) could be enacted, X could 'want to do
something' since 'we wanted' this to happen.
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3.1.4.1 – Foreword for the analysis of Dæmpet.
Considering Dæmpet, it is mentioned as early as in Chapter 1 how its meaning can
range from ‘serene’ to ‘subdued’. On DDO the only reference to Dæmpet is in the
verb dæmpe: ‘to make someone relax or be quieter; reduce or prevent emotional
outburst’. This goes near to the adjective ‘serene’, but in relation to Danish common
expressions it states how dæmpe sig means to behave or speak more quietly but also
‘to become weaker in strength’. Already from these results it can be outlined how
often the two meanings of Dæmpet can be strictly linked, adding as well a physical
point of view.
Contrary to this, NoWaC is rich of occurrences, both for on the Danish side and
the Norwegian one48: by implementing more examples, I tried to convey the larger
variety of meaning linked to the word Dæmpet.

3.1.4.2 – The ambiguity of Dæmpet
Before delving into the scrutiny of the word, it is worth mentioning how, due to the
high ambiguity of Dæmpet, I will not refer to the semantic meaning given by past
and present English translations of the emotion in Ibsen’s text. On the contrary, what
I will do is consider those cases that present a context coherent enough to evaluate
the emotion. Nonetheless, for the clarity of this thesis, the official English translation
will be added to the right of each example, even though they are not acknowledged
in the study of the word. These translations will be wrapped in curly braces. Such
examples begin in 3.1.4.6.

48

The following examples related to Dæmpet did not consider the Norwegian Dempet, since only
the spelling changed but not the semantic undertone.
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3.1.4.3 - Motivations for the analysis of Dæmpet.
Two conclusions can be drawn from this first survey. The first is that the most
probable implementation of the word, the one most close to Ibsen when considering a
structural interrogation over emotions, is in [β 2] and [γ 2]: someone that is
“subdued”, Dæmpet. The other consideration is that a corpus alone does not help
clarifying the employment of Dæmpet. I will proceed by giving evidence of the
different uses of the word. In [α 2] Dæmpet is used to express “få dæmpet [to
alleviate]:
[α 2] Khaled Alsubeihi fra
Nørrebro har foreslået et
forsoningsmøde mellem
indvandrerunge og politiet for
at få dæmpet problematikken

Khaled Alsubeihi from
Nørrebro has proposed
a reconciliation meeting
between immigrant children
and the police to get dæmpet
the problem.

[β 2] and [γ 2] are the only occurrences here reported that employ Dæmpet
in a similar manner. In both cases the word could be translated as ‘subdued’, even if
in [γ 2] it is used as a verb passive form and in [β 2] as an adjective:
[β 2] Rektor Holst holdt aldrig
lange taler. Det gik kort,
dæmpet og urokkelig alvorlig
gjennem det almindelige om
skolen og over til artianerne

Rector Holst never gave long
speeches. It went short,
dæmpet and unshakably
serious through the ordinary
about the school and over to
the Artians.

[γ 2] Der maatte forresten
til en kald dusch av
brandsprøitene før kampmotet
blev dæmpet.

By the way, there had to
be a cold shower of fire
extinguishers before the
fighting spirit was dæmpet.

Still another meaning can be given to Dæmpet in [δ 2], where it could be
conceived as “softly”:
[δ 2] Du ut os førte paa
sangens skjønne elv, hvor
Nøkken sange dæmpet på os
kaldte
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You led us out on the
beautiful river of song, where
Nøkken sang dæmpet on us.

When talking about belysning in [ε 2] it is used as “dim”; in [ζ 2] it implies the
sound of the chord, which is “muffled”.
[ε 2] Fx at tage billeder af
en hyggelig fest i dæmpet
belysning , uden at plage folk
med blitz hele tiden

For example, taking pictures
of a cozy party in dæmpet
lighting, without bothering
people with flash all the time.

[ζ 2] [Henrik Wergeland] Som
døende Harpe som dæmpet
Akkord da lød ikke længer den
Himmelskes Ord.

Like a dying harp like a
dæmpet chord when the
Heavenly Word no longer
sounded.

[From NoWaC, visited January 2021]

3.1.4.4 – Examples of Dæmpet from other corpuses.
I will add other five examples, the first three [α – γ 2.2] taken from the online corpus
daTenTen17 and the last two [δ, ε 2.2] from noTenTen17. The web application Sketch
Engine has been used to enter these corpuses. Approximately, there is a certain
concordance with NoWaC when taking on consideration Dæmpet. In [α 2.2] it is used
as a verb, once more with a meaning similar to [α 2], ‘to stop/reduce’. Its use as a
verb is the most common, both in NoWaC and in daTenTen17. In this case, the
original site is mentioned in curly braces.
[α 2.2] {wikipedia.org} NS’
anknytning til heroisk,
førkristen norgeshistorie skal
have støttet flere kristne
og dæmpet udbredelsen i
Vestlandet.

NS ‘connection to heroic,
pre-Christian Norwegian
history must have supported
more Christians and dæmpet
the spread in Western Norway.

Another finding is that, when associated with voices, like in [β 2.2] and [ε 2.2],
it can mean as an adjective ‘soft/subdued/muffled’, as to indicate a low tone and a
hushed conversation. When referred to the lightning on the other hand, the best fitting
translation is “dim”, as in [ε 2] and [δ 2.2].
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[β 2.2] {wikipedia.org} En
oktoberdag 1742 indtraf en
begivenhed, der ændrede hans
liv: Han overhørte en dæmpet
samtale i en vinduesniche
mellem preussiske og saksiske
diplomater, der omtalte en
hemmelig traktat.

A day of October, 1742, an
event that changed his life
occurred: he overheard a
dæmpet conversation in
a window niche between
Prussian and Saxon diplomats
mentioning a secret treaty.

[γ 2.2] {histsamling.dk} Man
talte dæmpet sammen og
bevægede sig lidt omkring for
at holde varmen

They talked dæmpet together
and moved around a bit to
keep warm.

[δ 2.2] {itbergen.no} Den
største avdelingen heter
Hollywood og er inspirert av
Hollywood og the american
way. med lekre sofaer og
dæmpet belysning og figurer
af kjendiser skaper det en lun
og hyggelig atmosfære

The largest department is
called Hollywood and is
inspired by Hollywood and the
American way. with gorgeous
sofas and dæmpet lighting
and figures of celebrities,
it creates a warm and cozy
atmosphere.

[ε 2.2] {wikisource.org} – Nej!
nej! hører jei henne hviske me
dæmpet stemme, og føler som
en bløt kjærli motstann

– No! no! I hear her whisper in
a dæmpet voice, and feel like
a soft love of resistance.

[From daTenTen17, noTenTen17. Both visited January 2021]
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3.1.4.5 – English counterparts of Dæmpet.
Since defining a correct English word for the original Dæmpet appears to be
complex, given the many implications of the word, I will turn back to Russell’s
model. The only proposed meaning for Dæmpet that occurs in Russell’s model is
‘serene’. While serene is a correct equivalent for the Danish emotive term Dæmpet,
this English word lacks all the other meanings that are entwined within Dæmpet.
When related to a person, Oxford considers ‘serene’ to be, “tranquil, untroubled,
unperturbed” or “expressive of inward calm” when considering the countenance;
Cambridge argues the same. The only other reference mentioned by Oxford is
regarding the weather and the sky, which can be “…Clear, fine, and calm (without
cloud or rain or wind)”, or “as a poetic epithet of color”.
A voice can be serene without having a low tone, a sound and a light cannot
be serene/dim and to alleviate/stop lacks the connotation of constraint typical
of subdued. Given wider range of meanings covered by ‘subdued’ in relation to
‘Dæmpet’ when it comes to the word’s uses concerning light/sound/voice etc., I
claim that the most fitting translation ‘subdued’ and not ‘serene’. Despite the valence
of ‘subdued’ being lower than ‘serene’, the emotion embeds a passivity that is only
implied in ‘serene’, thus linking the two words.
This newfound adjective is more relevant when considering its context
within each Ibsen’s play. ‘Subdued’ appears in OED as “Reduced to subjection;
characterized by submission; overcome; submissive”. Oxford offers, in its secondary
definition for the adjective, a clarification of its use unrelated to a person: “Reduced
in intensity, strength, or vividness; lacking vibrancy; restrained; toned down; quiet”.
More of the same, the Cambridge dictionary adds: “If a person is subdued, they are
not as happy as usual or they are quieter than usual”. The latter piece of information
given by Cambridge mentions both the status of “not-happiness” and the quietness,
something that seems to return in the word Dæmpet. Cambridge also clarifies that, by
assuming that Dæmpet has certain points in common with ‘subdued’, the experiencer
feels “something bad” when ‘subdued’. In Oxford on the other hand, one has to
notice how the emotive delineation of ‘subdued’ is compiled before the secondary
description which is unrelated to the individual.
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3.1.4.6 –Dæmpet in various dramas.
In Ibsen, Dæmpet appears only in stage directions, something that outdistances it
from the previously discussed emotions. This is meaningful for a drama analysis
perspective; thus, it will be considered throughout in Chapter 3.2. To have a better
picture of the emotion in particular, it is cogent to bring up a play like Hedda Gabler,
in which the word does not occur in many samples, but it is used in a matter that
is significant for this enquiry. Here, in both cases, the meaning of it is linked to the
English ‘subdued’, since it relates also to the emotion that one experiences in relation
to someone else.
As a quick mention, in (4) Miss Tesman is experiencing Dæmpet when she has a
conversation with her husband. By acting in a submissive manner (and/or lowering
the tone of her voice), Miss Tesman tries to extrapolate details on Tesman’s journey.
This provides also the notion that one could act willingly in a submissive manner
when considering Dæmpet, even if in more common instances this implies a forceful
enacting of the emotion (cfr. Oxford): someone overcomes someone else, and this
someone experiences Dæmpet. (4) also exemplifies the component (a.2) of the
explication (Ⅴ).
(4) FRØKEN TESMAN
Ja, det er vel så, det.
(fortroligere og lidt dæmpet)
Men hør nu her, Jørgen, –
har du så ikke noget – noget
sådant extra at fortælle mig?

{MISS TESMAN
Yes, that’s right, I’m sure.
(More confidentially and
quietly) But listen now, Jørgen
– haven’t you got something –
something special to tell me?}
(Ibsen et al., 296)

Something similar to (4) could be said of (5), even if in different circumstances
and with other characters in play. Supporting my choice, the official translation use
‘quiet’ (4) and ‘hushed’ (5) in the place of Dæmpet, something that is far from the
meaning of ‘serene’. A fitting comparison will be in Chapter 3.2, where I will go in
detail by taking into account when and in relation to whom certain characters
experience Dæmpet. This process will look upon power relations between characters
as well, since they are implied in the emotion.
(5) LØVBORG (dæmpet, som
før) Svar mig så, Hedda, – hvor
kunde du gå hen og gøre dette
her?
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{LØVBORG (hushed, as before)
Answer me then, Hedda, my
dearest – how could you go
and do that?}
(Ibsen et al., 335)a

Further pieces of information can be found in other Ibsen’s plays as well, like in
The Master Builder. Dæmpet can be quantified, like in (6) and (7) with “noget
dæmpet” and “dæmpet men med efertryk”.
(6) BROVIK (noget dæmpet)
Jeg vil ikke, at de stakkers
barnene skal vide, hvor ilde
det har sig med mig.

{BROVIK (lowering his voice)
I don’t want those poor
children to know how bad
things are with me}.
(Ibsen et al., 8)

Another necessary comment on (7) is how it depicts the component (a) of the
explication (Ⅴ) (X felt something because Y said something), since Solness reacts in
that way only due to the previous utterances of Hilda. In addition, it can be stated that
Solness goes through the components (d) and (e), since he is in a different position
than Hilda, he does not know he she is tricking him or not.
(7) SOLNESS (dæmpet men
med eftertryk) Jeg må ha’
tænkt på alt dette her. Jeg
må ha’ villet det. Ha’ ønsket
det. Havt lyst til det. Og så–.
Skulde det ikke hænge slig
sammen?

{SOLNESS (softly, but intently)
I must have thought all this.
I must have willed it. Have
wished for it. Have desired it.
And then – . Might that not be
the way of it?}
(Ibsen et al., 30)

In (8) there is a usage of the word that directly refers to ‘inner turmoil’, and could
be interpreted as the presence of another emotion that tries to contrast Dæmpet within
Solness when he confesses to Hilda the consequences that his working life brought
upon him and his family. Solness’ ‘inner turmoil’ has been used in the component
(f.2) of the semantic explication (Ⅴ): the consequence of him experiencing Dæmpet
is to communicate his torment to Hilda.
(8) SOLNESS (dæmpet, i indre
bevægelse)
Læg mærke til, hvad jeg siger
Dem, Hilde. Alt det, som jeg
nåde til at virke, bygge, skabe
i skønhed, i tryghed, i lun
hygge, – i storladenhed også
– (knytter hænderne) Å, er det
ikke forfærdeligt at tænke sig
bare –! (HIS, 309)

{SOLNESS (softly, in inner
turmoil)
Mark what I say, Hilda. That
everything I’ve succeeded in
producing, building, creating,
all the beauty, security, the
warmth and the comfort
– and the grandeur too – .
(Clenching his hands) Oh, isn’t
it terrible to think – !} (Ibsen
et al., 49)
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In (9) there is the use of both Langsomt and Dæmpet, the first of the two being
one of the relevant emotion words showed in Chapter 1. This hints how the two
emotions are not far from one another (thus their proximity in my spider-graph
schemes). Langsomt as well as Dæmpet, encloses a certain share of meanings that
range away from the merely emotive scope, thus a complete examination of the word
here in this context would create a lengthy digression. Contrary to (8), here there is
no reference to inner emotions, thus Dæmpet could refer only to the tone.
(9) SOLNESS
Fordi jeg gik i funderinger.
(langsomt og dæmpet)
Gennem den lille svarte
sprækken i skorstenspiben
kunde jeg kanske vinde mig
tilvejrs – som bygmester.
(HIS, 317)

{SOLNESS
Because I got to thinking.
(slowly, softly) Through
that tiny black crack in the
chimney I might win my way
to the top – as a master
builder}.
(Ibsen et al., 53)

One last finding is how Dæmpet appears in Ibsen only in relation to other
characters, there are never events that lead someone to experience this emotion. It
is plausible to hypothesize that, within Ibsen, one experience feeling Dæmpet only
through someone and not something. Anyway, this seems to be far from the common
use of word nowadays: while in [β 2] the rector experiences Dæmpet due to the
publicum that listens to him, not because of the argument he is making; in [γ 2] it is
the ‘fighting spirit’ that needed to be sedated.
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3.1.4.7 – The literary relevance of Dæmpet.
Digressing from the linguistic track, it is useful to note how Dæmpet can be used
as a literal device to introduce other emotions to the reader. In fact, I argue that
Dæmpet works as a prompt to circumstances in which different emotions can take
place. For instance, one could experience being Dæmpet and decide to accept it, by
leaving the place to Træt or, in a hypothetical frame, even Rolig. On the other hand,
one could feel Dæmpet and react against it, in an emotive rebellion that could lead
to Vred or Urolig. More of the same, if one plans to experience Dæmpet (or tricks
his/her interlocutor in believing that he/she is experiencing the emotion) to achieve
something, when this something will be achieved, it will spawn Forbauset. Ibsen
seems to implement Dæmpet as an emotive turning point for its characters, as I will
point out in Chapter 3.2.

3.1.5 – The core analysis of Vred(e).
The last emotion word of this Chapter will be vrede. I considered this emotion to be
close to the English ‘fury’, with some minor elements taken from ‘anger’ and the
Ifaluk word Song. To help the reader understand the discrepancies between ‘fury’ and
‘anger, a comparison with similar words will be undertaken.
It is worth to take into account also other possible counterparts like
‘rage’/’enraged’/ ‘ireful’ mainly due to Wierzbicka’s track. ‘Rage’, on the contrary
of ‘anger’, do not presents in the semantic explication “something bad” that has
been done by someone (Emotions across Languages, 88) but “something very bad”
(92). Besides, while ‘anger’ is bonded to the past, ‘rage’ takes place in the present.
The reaction of the experiencer to ‘rage’ is not simply to do ‘something’ but to do
‘something bad’. The person that feels ‘rage’ thus does not want to think to the
possible consequences of his/her actions: “maybe something bad will happen because
of this” and “I don’t want to think about this (about what will happen)”. ‘Enraged’
has a wider scope than ‘anger’, since it can refer to matter “Enfevered, vitiated”,
to creatures “Made furious, maddened” or desires and passions “Inflamed, ardent,
furious” (Oxford). The link to “something” made by “someone” then completely
lacks in this adjective. Cambridge mentions a link with ‘anger’, “to cause someone
to become very angry”, but does not go in detail. For ‘ireful’ Oxford comments it
briefly as “Full of ire; angry, wrathful; Choleric, passionate, irascible”. This word
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may have had a stronger connection with Vred (given also the quotation made
by Oxford of James Henry Leigh Hunt: “The want of this sympathy from others
made him ireful, revengeful, impious.”), but no further information is given and its
frequency in common use is scarce. Another word that better encompasses being
Vred could be ‘fury’:
The fact that one can be furious ‘‘with someone’’ - as one can be
angry ‘‘with someone’’ - suggests that the bad event is seen as due to
somebody’s action (‘‘something very bad happened because someone
did something’’). But unlike in the case of anger … the action itself
doesn’t have to be regarded as ‘‘bad’’ … But although the action may
be seen as neither “bad” nor unexpected the emotion occasioned by
it is very strong (‘‘this person feels something very bad’’, rather than
simply ‘‘this person feels something bad’’, as in the case of anger).
What is more, furious implies not only an impulse to do something
(as does also angry) but an impulse to do something to the person
responsible for what has happened. Thus, an angry person may simply
slam the door and leave; but someone who is furious is more likely
to ‘‘want to do something (bad) to’’ the person involved. On the other
hand, this impulse of the furious person to ‘‘do something to the
other person’’ is usually short-lived…
(Emotions across Languages, 90-91)

At first sight vrede is, like ‘fury’, targeted to a specific person, with a consequent
action that is understandable. Although this, being Vred does not seem to be shortlived, and the impulse to act is not directed specifically to the person that caused the
emotion. I do not consider being Vred to be associated with something “very bad”,
on the contrary of ‘fury’, since there is no evidence that supports the extreme distress
of the experiencer. Definitely, being Vred’s consequence is rational, as it is portrayed
with vrede in (12) and as it will be explained in Chapter 3.2.
Vrede refers, like ‘fury’, to something that happened in the unspecified past
(mentioned in (10)). The causes for this emotion could be the most diverse, so
focusing on them would derange from the a more general outlook.
To sum up the discussion on being Vred, it can be stated that it is clearly directed
to a person, and that it lasts through time. When it comes to the bodily feedback
for the emotion, one can turn pale: this expresses a repression, the impulse to react
physically that is not carried out. This opens onto both a justification of the emotion
from the point of view of an external individual (that does not fit in the context
that spawned the emotion), and a spoken inquiry that enunciates the problem or
the causes of Vred, so that the emotion can be avoided in the future. Despite this,
there is not enough evidence to confirm that being Vred is linked to “something bad
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happening”:
In fact, emotions labelled here as “anger-like” do not necessarily
involve any ‘‘bad feelings’’ at all… The semantic components proposed
here as the universal common core of the category in question are ‘‘I
don’t want things like this to happen’’ and ‘‘I want to do something
because of this’’. What is “negative” about this category is the
volitive component ‘‘I don’t want things like this to happen’’, but the
‘‘hedonic tone’’ of the emotion does not have to be negative (‘‘bad’’).
(Wierzbicka, Emotions across Languages, 292)

In my sketch, I have tried to mix both the semantic explication given by
Wierzbicka related to ‘fury’ and ‘anger’ as well as the one related to Song, since I
claim Vred to possess elements of all three of them. Starting from “X was Vred (with
Y)”, I addressed to Y by “with” and not “at”, since Y is a person and not a concept/
an event that generated the emotion. Another addition of mine was to expel all the
references to “something bad”, it cannot be stated distinctly that Vred is linked with
it. This connects with what has been written by Wierzbicka on ‘fury’, which also
presents the first component without referring to “something bad”.
On top of that, one could claim that the experiencer felt “something bad” in
the component (a.2), but not that what Y did was something bad at its core. The
component (e) is a core element shared by both ‘anger’ and ‘fury’. The internal
struggle is represented by (f), which leads X to stop his/her physical intervention due
to social norms, restraining oneself. This causes what Carolyne Larrington called
“action readiness”, a stance that prepares to execute the though just elaborated,
but that in the end expresses it just through bodily symptoms (i.e. turning pale,
contracting muscles).
…the concepts of appraisal and action readiness help to explain the
ways in which emotion in embedded within the texts we scrutinize.
Emotion does not occur without a proximate cause, and it results in
some action; it often appears in the text to explain the motivation:
‘emotions arise out from the interaction of situational meanings and
concerns’. (Larrington, 254)49

The following step is in the component (g), in terms prompting to an act of
speech.

49

This claim of Larrington can be tied with the definition of appraisal mentioned by Read and
Carroll.
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(Ⅵ) X was Vred (with Y)
(a) X felt something because X thought something
(a.2) or X felt something bad because X thought something
(b) sometimes a person thinks about someone else:
(c) ‘‘this person did something
(d) I don’t want this person to do things like this
(e) I want to do something because of this
(f) I know I can’t do this something
(g) but I want this person to know this
(h) when this person thinks this, this person feels something
(i) X felt something like this
A sentence can ease the understanding of the script. “Hadde jeg oppdaget at jeg
enda en gang var tvangsinnmeldt hadde jeg nok blitt vred, men utløsning av den
vreden ble jeg snytt for” ‘Had I discovered that I was once again forcibly registered,
I would probably have been angry, but I was cheated out of that anger’ (NoWaC). In
this sentence, it is not specified the subject Y, but it is certainly involved. It can be
understood that X “felt something” (a), which is not completely negative since it is
related to an hypothesis “I would have been”. The forced registration that would have
generated anger could have been justified, in addition X is stating the fact also to hint
to component (g) “I want this person to know this”.
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3.1.5.1 – Motivations for the analysis of Vred.
In NAOB, Vred is glossed as justified anger, which is a peculiarity of the word.
In addition, NAOB mentions A Doll’s House: “du må ikke være vred på mig! (Et
dukkehjem), ‘you must not be Vred with me!’. As secondary meanings, it can be
found that being Vred shows signs of resentment or revolt. This time DDO pictures
‘full of Vrede’, and turning to the noun it mentions it as a ‘strong emotion as a result
of violation, wrongdoing, etc.’. So, DDO confirms the assumption that Vred is linked
up to a certain degree with a right answer to a ‘wrongdoing’.

3.1.5.2 – English counterparts of Vred.
Studies on a cross-cultural perspective of the English adjectives like ‘furious’ or
‘angry’ are common, but it is useful to bring up the work of Thomas Wieben Jensen,
who explains why in a Danish perspective Vred can be considered as a ‘just’ reaction.
Wieben Jensen mentions an example: “The man (M) has just been telling about how
for a while he has been feeling rejected by the woman (W) in various ways. Now the
therapist (T) asks the woman to imagine how the man must feel about this.” (150)
And the man later answers with Vred. Wieben Jensen comments:
This simple ‘expression’ of how he feels is then transformed by the
woman in the subsequent turns in which she produces an explanation
and a context for his choice of emotion. Firstly she makes it explicit
that she understands why the man feels as he does ‘yes but actually
I can quite understand that’ which in itself can be relevant in this
context … Being angry, therefore, is often being angry at something
or someone. In this case the obvious object is the woman herself,
since in a way she has caused the anger by allegedly rejecting the
man…[the therapist] explains the emotion as something natural and
acceptable, something you can understand and relate to. It simply
arises since there is a need that is not met. (151)

In this example, what stands out are the component (e) and (f) of Vred. Both of
these components are recognized from a person (the woman) next to the experiencer
(the man), this is why she classifies the emotion as ‘understandable’. Vred then is
certainly revolved around someone or something; it is a long-lasting emotion (since
the man recalls precisely how he felt in a particular event in the past); but most
importantly it is understood and accepted when considered in the context to which
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it belongs to. This also leads to a (possible) lack of an action by the experiencer that
implies hurting the other.
When considering the similarities of Vred with Anger, Wierzbicka has written to
a great extent about how it acts differently in different cultures. She goes further by
stating that “All languages appear to have a word which shares at least two semantic
components with the English word anger. These two components are: I don’t want
things like this (to happen) I want to do something because of this” (Emotions across
languages, 287).

3.1.5.3 – Other English counterparts of Vred: ‘anger’ of ‘fury’?
To better understand to what extent ‘anger’ and ‘fury’ connected to one another,
Sophia Yat Mei Lee’s Emotion and Cause will be taken into cause. In the beginning
of her book, beside referring to Russell, she depicts other scholars that advanced
Russell’s case, like Plutchik’s Psychology and Biology of Emotion and Turner’s
Evolution of Emotions in Humans. While Plutchik promoted: “…primary dyads,
i.e., emotions that are mixtures of two primary emotions. For example, remorse is a
blend of disgust and sadness, whereas love is a blend of joy and trust” (Mei Lee, 15),
Turner took this finding a step further, by showing how emotions can be combined
in first and second order combinations. By combining two basic emotions, Turner
derived a first order emotion word. Looking in the case of ‘anger’ and ‘fury’, he
considers both emotions on the same level, due to their spawning from anger with the
addition of surprise.
The implementation of surprise is telling since, in Oxford, the secondary meaning
of the noun is addressed as a “a sudden attack”, which accordingly could be related
to the reaction of ‘fury’ being comprehensible or justifiable. Thus, differentiating
between the two emotions is mandatory, even though a wide range of similarities are
present.
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3.1.5.4 –Vred in Emperor and Galilean.
The research on all of Ibsen’s texts turned on Emperor and Galilean, a double-drama
that presents the highest occurrences when it comes to vrede (noun) as well as a fair
number of appearances of vred (adjective). My concern will be mostly the noun and
only secondarily on the adjective. In this set of examples, I have kept a quite wide
context to understand also the reaction that vrede causes, another theme that I will
look at with a literary critic eye in Chapter 3.2. Already in (10), when Prince Julian
talks about the emperor Kostanzios, Wierzbicka’s claim of a need for action returns.
In fact, what Kostanzios wants to do is talking to Gallos “han vil tale med dig” (HIS,
303), he looks for an answer of a sort.
What can be understood from (10) is, once more, the long-lasting duration of
Vred, since Kostanzios addressed this topic in the beginning of Act I (cfr. “Hvor er
Gallos?”), while (10) takes place almost at the end of it. Turning back to the first
dialogue between Julian and Kostanzios the vrede of the emperor here is but implied,
it is shown not verbally but physically, even if the action is contained and stopped by
Eusebia. This point will return in the next Chapter, where it will be shown how
Julian’s vrede is never physical.
FYRST JULIAN (blegner)
Gallos? Hvad vil du Gallos?

PRINCE JULIAN (pales)
Gallos? What do you want Gallos?

KEJSER KONSTANZIOS
Der greb jeg dig!

EMPEROR KONSTANZIOS
There I grabbed you!

 YRST JULIAN
F
Herre –!

PRINCE JULIAN
Mister -!

KEJSERINDE EUSEBIA
fatter kejserens hånd
Kom; kom!

EMPEROR EUSEBIA
takes the emperor’s hand
Came; came!

KEJSER KONSTANZIOS
Samvittigheden skreg.
Hvad pønser I to på?

EMPEROR KONSTANZIOS
The conscience screamed.
What are you two thinking about?

FYRST JULIAN
Vi?

PRINCE JULIAN
We?

KEJSER KONSTANZIOS
Du og han! (HIS, 268-9)

EMPEROR KONSTANZIOS
You and he!
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This scene gives to the reader another small piece of evidence about the range of
Vred, during the which the experiencer wants to act physically, but he/she knows that
it is not allowed. The component (f) of the explication (Ⅵ) shines in this instance,
where “I know I can’t do this” actually manifested after the previous components.
This repression could be linked back to the just and understandable reaction of Vred,
as stated above by Wieben Jensen:
(10) FYRST JULIAN
Ja, ja; han vil tale med dig.
Han syntes at være i den
yderste vrede.

PRINCE JULIAN
Yes Yes; he will talk to you.
He seemed to be in the
utmost vrede.

FYRST GALLOS
Hvoraf ved du det?
Hvad sagde han?

PRINCE GALLOS
How do you know that?
What did he say?

FYRST JULIAN
Jeg forstod det ikke. Han vilde
vide, hvad et orakel havde
svaret.

PRINCE JULIAN
I did not understand it.
He wanted to know what an
oracle had answered.

FYRST GALLOS
Ah!

PRINCE GALLOS
Ah!

FYRST JULIAN
Dølg intet for mig. Hvad
gælder det?

PRINCE JULIAN
Do not hide anything from me.
What is it about?

FYRST GALLOS
Det gælder død eller
landsforvisning.

PRINCE GALLOS
This applies to death or
deportation.

 GATHON
A
Nådige frelser! (HIS, 303)

AGATHON
Gracious Savior!

In (11) the key element of så vredt på mig appears, which highlights how Vred it
is used in relation to someone. Og sagde hints once more how the most natural
response to being Vred is stating the problem, which establishes a conceptual link
with Song, in which there is the element “I want this person to know this”.
(11) CÆSAR JULIAN
…Der åbenbared sig for mig en
skikkelse med en lyskreds om
hovedet; den så vredt på mig
og sagde: vælg! Dermed løste
den sig op, ligesom en stigende
morgendamp … (HIS, 464)
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CÆSAR JULIAN
A figure with a circle of light
around his head appeared
to me; it looked at me with
Vred and said: choose! Thus it
dissolved, like a rising morning
vapor…

Moreover, in (12) there is bleg af vrede (pale with Vred), a bodily reaction that
does not pair with the English ‘anger’ (usually, a person that experiences ‘anger’ is
livid with anger or “red with anger”50). Turning pale is something that Wierzbicka
associates with ‘fright’ rather than ‘anger’ (74), and Larrington with “action
readiness” (255), something that fits both the context of (12) and of (10). There
seems to be a particular connection between “fear-like emotions” and “anger-like
emotions”:
It is interesting that of the three potentially universal categories
discussed here, two - ‘fear-like emotions’ and ‘anger-like emotions’
- correspond to two hypotheticals ‘basic human emotions’ which
seem to ‘appear on every list’ (Plutchik 1994: 57), whereas the third –
‘shame-like emotions’ - does not.” (Emotions across Languages, 289).

This connection evicted by Wierzbicka solidifies the point made by Turner, who
associated ‘anger’ and ‘fury’ with ‘surprise’, which is a “fear-like” element. Still in
(12), the only response that Emperor Julian gives to express his vrede is bursting
out in a tirade against Ursulos. The lashing out of Julian is a manifestation of the
component (g) of the explication (Ⅵ), where the Emperor understands he cannot act
physically, but wants to make his emotion heard nonetheless.

50

(12) SKATMESTEREN URSULOS
Sandt; lykken har været vore
våben imod i hine egne. Men
rygtet om de store rustninger,
som kejser Konstanzios
påtænkte til våren, var det,
der ængsted Armenierne og
de andre folkeslag. – O, regn
dog tiden efter, herre; tæl
dagene, om du vil, og sig så
om andet er muligt. Dit tog
hid fra Gallien skede med en
vidunderlig hurtighed; men hine
mænds rejse fra de indiske
øer –; det vilde dog være tifold
vidunderligere ifald –; spørg
dem, og du skal få høre –

TREASURER URSULOS
True; happiness has been our
weapon against in their own.
But the rumor of the great
armor which Emperor Constance
intended for the spring was what
frightened the Armenians and
the other peoples. - Oh, count
the time after, sir; count the
days if you want and then say if
anything else is possible. Your
train came here from Gaul with a
wonderful speed; but the men’s
journey from the Indian islands
-; it would, however, be ten
times more wonderful in case -;
ask them and you will hear -

KEJSER JULIAN (bleg af vrede)
Hvorfor siger du mig alt dette?

EMPEROR JULIAN (pale with vrede)
Why are you telling me all this?

{1d4chan.org} “The dwarf’s face went red with anger, its fist clutching the axe white with strain.
Its face contorted, mouth spewing words like a plague victim spew”. (enTenTen15, visited January
2021).
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SKATMESTEREN URSULOS
Fordi det er sandhed og fordi
jeg ikke kan tåle at se din
unge skønne hæder formørket
af en lånt kappe. (HIS, 510)
…

TREASURER URSULOS
Because it’s true and because
I cannot stand to see your
young beautiful honors
darkened by a borrowed cloak.
...

KEJSER JULIAN
Det kan du ikke tåle? Så! O,
jeg kender dig bedre. Jeg
kender alle eder gamle ved
dette hof. Det er guderne, hvis
hæder I vil forringe. Thi er det
ikke gudernes hæder, at de
mægter store ting gennem et
menneske? Men I hader dem
– disse guder … (HIS, 511)

EMPEROR JULIAN
You cannot stand it? So! Oh, I
know you better. I know all of
you old men at this court. It
is the gods whose honor you
will degrade. For is it not the
honor of the gods that they
might do great things through
a man? But you hate them these gods - …

3.1.6 - Comparing semantic explications (Træt, Dæmpet, Vred).
As a last segment, I will compare the three semantic explications studied in this
chapter. While both Træt and Vred share the component (a) that “something bad
happened” (even though Vred contains it only in (a.2)), Dæmpet is the only one of
the three that mentions the active intervention of Y (which is a person different from
X, the experiencer) in the occurring of the emotion, this can be seen in component
(a), and it refers actively to Y once more in (d). On the other hand, Vred is directed
toward Y, but Y is not active in the emotion itself. This is given by the relevancy of
an external agent in Dæmpet, the emotion is prompted by someone else.
This is true as well in Vred, even though in this emotion the experiencer first
constructs a personal ‘thought’ and only later thinks about the action made by the
other person in the past. Another link is between Dæmpet and Træt, always in the
component (a), is that both emotions begin with a ‘realization’51, something that is
absent in Vred. This is given by the higher degree of subjectivity involved in Vred.
For example, an act that caused Vred for a person X in a context Z, will probably not
spawn the emotion for a person J in a context W. On the other side, if a person feels
Dæmpet52, the emotion is going to be still highly subjective (what caused Dæmpet in
51
52
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In Dæmpet “X felt something because Y said something or (a.2) because X realized something”
and in Træt “X felt something bad because X realized something”
Or Træt.

X could not cause it in J), but the context will not be relevant for the arising of the
emotion. This means that Vred has two variables that have to be fulfilled (personal
and contextual), against the single variable in Dæmpet and Træt (only personal).
Træt and Vred share a lot of common features in their central components
((a-c) for Træt and (c-e) for Vred). In addition, in both the experiencer wants
something and the action is not completed. The main difference between the two lays
in the aforementioned realization of the component (a) in Træt, underlined by “now”
as well as its generalization.
Træt –

Dæmpet –

Vred –

(a) X felt something bad because X realized something
+ (b) X thinks like this:
+ (c) “Now I don’t want this anymore
(a) X felt something because Y said something
+ (a.2) or because X realized something
+ (b) sometimes a person thinks:
+ (c) ‘‘I know something happened…
(a) X felt something because X thought something
+ (a.2) or X felt something bad because X thought something
+ (b) sometimes a person thinks about someone else:
+ (c) ‘‘this person did something

While the person that feels Vred does not want “things like this”, in Træt
the experiencer simply wants “something else”, without disclosing any further
information. Also, while the person that feels Træt “can do something because of it”,
the person that feels Vred cannot act directly (as described by (f)).
Dæmpet considers the possibility of doing something but, even in its more
decided ramification (f.2), this intent is given by the component (e), which is absent
both in Træt and Vred. This tract splits the emotion in two, the components from
(a-e) being the unassertive ones, with (f) and (f.2) being the two latter assertive
components.
Træt –

Dæmpet –

Vred –

(d) I want something else
+ (e) I can do something because of it
+ (f) I don’t know if I will do it”
(d) because of this, I don’t feel like Y now
+ (e) some things can happen to me
+ (f) I feel like I could do something because of this,
but I don’t know if I can’’
+ (f.2) or ‘’I want to do something because of this, I know I can’’
(d) I don’t want this person to do things like this
+ (e) I want to do something because of this
+ (f) I know I can’t do this something
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The component (g) in Vred is unique as well (“but I want this person to know
this”), since both Træt and Dæmpet do not contemplate the reception of the external
person (Y), they simply consider whether the act in itself is “good” (component (d) in
Træt) or if they can do this something (component (f) in Dæmpet). Common to Træt
and Dæmpet is also a deep uncertainty
Summing up, the uniqueness of these three emotions lays in the component (f)
for Træt, since it shows the doubt and the possibility of action, in the component (d)
for Dæmpet, given by the inequality that X feels toward Y, and the aforementioned
component (g) of Vred, the justified rage that finds an outlet in stating the emotion.
Since a more complete understanding of these exceptions has been given, the reader
needs to comprehend how and why they are used within Ibsen, especially what are
their particularities related to Ibsen’s dramas compared to the emotions studied in
Chapter 2.
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Chapter 3.2 – Literary perspective
about Træt, Dæmpet and Vred(e).
3.2.1 – Træt and its occurrences in Brand.
As foreshadowed in the previous chapter, now it is time to return on the literary
inquiries of Ibsen’s texts, considering both the contexts and the characters. Mirroring
Chapter 2.2, also this chapter will include all the occurrences of a specific emotion
word to fully present the context in which it is enacted. The focus will be laid on
Træt, Dæmpet and Vred. Going back to 3.1 it has been mentioned how the emotion of
Træt relates to the continuous anxiety that lingered in Brand.
(1) BRAND (kommer tillsyne højere oppe
og lytter ud mod den Kant, hvor Bonden gik)
De famler hjem. Du slappe Træl,
sprang i dit Bryst en Viljes Væld,
var ikkun Evnen det, som skorted,
jeg skulde Vejens Møje kortet,
paa dødstrætt Rygg, med Foden saaret,
jeg skulde glad og lett dig baaret; –
men Hjælp er gavnløs for en Mand,
som ikke vil, hvad ej han kan. (HIS, 202-3)
(2) AGNES
Nej, ikke nu; – nu er jeg trætt. (HIS, 221)
(3) AGNES
Ja, det skal være, som du siger.
O, løft mig, løft mig, hvor du stiger;
led mig mod dine høje Himle;
stærk er min Hug, men sløvt mit Mod;
tidt Angst mig slaar, mig tykkes svimle,
og trætt og jordtung er min Fod. (HIS, 281)
(4) FOGDEN
Det gjør igrunden alle vi
fra denne Byggd; – dog alt med Maade;
i Livet bør den aldrig raade, –
kun mellem Klokken syv og ti
om Aftenen, naar Folk er fri,
naar man, af Dagens Gjerning trætt,
kan trænge till en Løftnings-Tvætt. (HIS, 301)
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(5) AGNES
Og trætt og matt.
Jeg har længtet, spejdet, stundet, –
og saa har lidt grønt jeg bundet, –
lidt; men det var, hvad jeg ejed,
alt ifra isommer plejet
till at pynte Juletræet. (HIS, 326)
(6) BRAND
O, men du kan se ham nær,
se ham som en Fader kjær,
i hans Favn dit Hoved bøje,
hvile, hvile, er du trætt,
gaa ifra ham, sund og lett,
med hans Afglans i dit Øje,
bære Glansens Glorie med
ned till mig, som led og stred. (HIS, 329-30)
(7) AGNES brister i Graad
O, sig mig da, hvor langt gaar Kravet!
Min Fod er dødstrætt, – Vingen faldt – (HIS, 363)
(8) AGNES
Dengang var den altfor lang,
men den blev ham snart for liden –;
den skal lægges her ved Siden. –
Vanter, Strømper, – hvilke Ben! –
og hans nye Silkekyse,
som han fik for ej at fryse –;
den er ubrugt, ren og pen. –
O, der ligger Langfærdsdragten,
han blev svøbt i lunt og tætt,
for at rejse lindt og lett; –
da jeg atter havde lagt den
bort, jeg var till Døden trætt. (HIS, 369-70)
(9) EN MAND
Vent, vent; min gamle Faer er trætt. (HIS, 436)
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3.2.1.1 – How Træt is used.
Well renowned studies on Brand are those of Narve Fulsås and Tore Rem (Fulsås ;
Rem, the Making of a World Drama) as well as Jakobsen (Jakobsen, “To waste one’s
life”), just to mention a couple of them. Fulsås and Rem both give a biographical and
literary account of the play. They consider how Ibsen, whilst admiring Brand, also
leads him “all the way to social isolation, to the frontiers of madness and to death”
(45). On the other hand, Jakobsen takes into account the use of Biblical language
that Ibsen makes to convey despair, anxiety and hardships (30). These studies are
meaningful, since they underline Brand’s character (in Fulsås and Rem) and the clear
references to the Bible (Jakobsen).
Besides highlighting the religious correlation of the emotions presented in Brand,
it is useful to note how Træt acts differently for both Brand and Agnes. Related to
the priest, it seems as if Brand is the cause and the bringer of træthed. Examples of
this can be evicted from (2), (3) and (5). Agnes admits to be Træt immediately after
Brands leaves her and Einar in (2), in (3) Agnes talks to Brand once more when she
confesses to have no courage in front of “tidt Angst” ‘Time-anxiety’, in (5) she refers
to Brand’s homecoming, when she is found by Brand to be not only pale but “Trætt
og matt”, ‘Træt and dull’. Another aspect worth mentioning is the role of anxiety in
the text and how (especially “how much”) it is linked with Træt. Returning to (2), in
the lines preceding the quotation, when Brand leaves the first time Agnes, she “staar
et Øjeblik som aandsfraværende; derpaa farer hun opp, ser sig Urolig om” ‘stands for
a moment like absent-minded; then she gets up, looks around Urolig’.
The bond between this perception of Anxiety (which here I consider both with the
adjective Urolig and the noun angst), and Træt is poignant, since the two are opposite
emotions. According to Russell’ schemes, while angst/Urolig imply a high level of
valence, Træt presents a valence almost equal to Rolig, which is characterized by
an absence of actions. So are these two emotions that push the characters in Brand
toward sacrifice: “The cruel logic of absolute ethics” (Fulsås; Rem, 45).
This is true not only semantic-wise (as shown in Chapter 3.1), but literally as
well. What Brand leaves in Agnes is Træt, a tiredness given by the burden carried by
Brand’s words, a weight which the priest lays on others. “Brand demands absolute
and unwavering commitment in those around him as he does in himself and finds
it as difficult as anyone else to carry his ideal unscathed through the vicissitudes of
life” (Garton, Peer Gynt and Brand, xxi). Opposite to this, angst is born long before
træthed, as Anxiety strikes first, right after Brand’s religious reprimands.
What Brand does through his use of language is creating doubt in the conscience
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of the interlocutor, whom feels unfit, a sinner. This leads to actions that are frantic
due to Anxiety, after them one can experience only træthed, then act again. This
cycle of sermon-Anxiety-tiredness is what affects every character close to Brand, in
particular Agnes.
Agnes is constantly distressed by Brand’s requests, this means that, in a way,
her unhappiness and ultimately her death gave her emotive freedom, by creating
instances in which even the preacher could not enter. If even this freedom would have
been taken away from Agnes, namely the freedom to explore a mother’s grief, she
would have probably had no manner to let off steam. One could speculate how, if Alf
did not die and Agnes did not have the chance to vent, the marriage between Brand
and Agnes could have turned in something similar to Brand’s parents in Epic Brand.
Agnes could have lashed out at the body of a dead Brand after realizing how her life
was drained: no human being is capable of bearing a lifetime of wretchedness.
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3.2.1.2 – Træt and Anxiety.
When considering anxiety, the influence of the Danish philosopher Kierkegaard
over Brand has to be taken in account (on the similarities of Brand and the Abraham
in Fear and Trembling see John M. Hems, “Abraham and Brand”). On the matter,
William Banks mentions Trausti Ólafsson:
Both Brand and Fear and Trembling are deeply preoccupied with this
conflict between ethical and the religious, and, furthermore, both
texts appear to reach roughly similar conclusions. And yet, as
Ólafsson correctly asserts, this is hardly the entire story, for there
remains the more essential task of making the pastor humanly
comprehensible, or, as Kierkegaard would say, addressing that ‘dread
which can make a man sleepless’ (181)

Banks mentions the dread, which in Brand appears as rædsel. This emotion
surely functions as another narrative drive through Brand, as it can be evicted by the
frequent occurrence of the word in the 2016 translation by Rem; despite this, Anxiety
remains crucial. Another point worth discussing is the clear repetition’s pattern in
Brand. This arrangement can be evicted simply by gazing at the examples above: (6)
recalls (2), (8) recalls (7) and (3). For the first pair, Agnes’ uttering of being tired in
(2) is repeated by Brand, who says to her “rest, rest, you are Træt”.
What Brand says stands either for a mockery (even if he could not have
heard Agnes pronouncing the words in (2), since he was not in the scene), or as a
confirmation that Ibsen gives to the reader: Brand made her ‘tired’. When considering
(8), (7) and (3), the repetition of dødstrætt or Trætt…er min Fod and related concepts
appears evident. A connection shines with Jeremiah 12:5 and with other verses of
the bible: “If you have raced men on foot and they have tired you out, how will you
compete against horses? If you fall in open country, how will you manage in the
thickets along the Jordan?”53, which clearly shows how it is another biblical trope
quoted by Ibsen. More on this topic, Jacques Lacan deems anxiety to be one of the
only affects that do not deceive, since its quality is that of an object: “this object is
lack” (Rabaté, 124), it links it to the Unconscious.
…it is an affect that does not lie, and it is accompanied by
recognizable bodily manifestations (it can be measured by heartbeats,
blood pressure, sweats, etc.). Freud opposed anxiety to fear because
he believed that fear had an object, whereas anxiety appeared
deprived of objects and was triggered by vague, diffuse, or abstract
sources of worry like the fear of dying. (Rabaté, 124)
53
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Further references can be found at openbible.info/topics

If the Lacan’s logic is to be followed strictly, then also being Træt, by manifesting
bodily symptoms and by leaving the experiencer in a status of ‘absence’ (lack of will
to continue an action), could be paired with Anxiety.

3.2.1.3 – Why Træt: the ‘Brand effect’.
One could consider the subjective aspect of Træt on the characters, that of an
overlooked premonition. Especially on the bodily level, Træt can be conceived as
“something bad”, since it is an abnormal state. As hinted in Chapter 3.1, Træt implies
also the lack of other emotions, a break that leads to something else.
Agnes in the beginning follows instinctively the reactions suggested by Træt,
since she is the character that mostly is affected by this emotion. She does so by
opposing to Einar, who suggested her to “lad ham gaa sin bratte Trapp” (HIS,
221) ‘let him go up his steep stairs’ and resuming their activity, later she does not.
Eventually in (5) and (7), despite feeling Træt, Agnes continues to follow Brand’s
schemes and ignores her bodily suggestion to stop (or act) to prevent the return of
the emotion. On a psychological level, being in a semi-constant state of tiredness
prevents her from feeling something else. Her only way out of this is the grief felt by
the death of Alf and the loss of his son’s clothes. These two events, while giving her
a precious emotive space, also definitively breaks her, since these are difficulties that
leaves her devoid of any strength.
To sum up, in Brand the feeling of Træt not only leads to action, but to
suppression and sacrifice, which are values promoted by Brand himself. In doing so,
Brand oppresses every fellow human being in his path by projecting on the others his
torment, hoping in a positive reception of the emotion that never comes.
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3.2.2 – Dæmpet and its occurrences in various dramas.
Shifting toward the second argument lifted in Chapter 3.1, I will attest the
occurrences that imply Dæmpet’s proximity to the semantic explication of the
previous chapter. While working with this emotion, I did not rely on the translations
or interpretations of the word given by other commentators of Ibsen’s texts since,
similarly to all the other emotions, I will follow a translation that is strictly literal.
Wr 3.1, this investigation considers Dæmpet to be linked to the English adjective
‘subdued’. This is why, in case of ambiguity (i.e. Dæmpet referring to the volume
of the voice rather than a specific character’s emotion), it will be directly stated.
Therefore, a precise account of when and in which scenarios the emotion arises is
due.
When considering the occurrences (some of them shown in Chapter 3.1), I will
refer to them with two capital letters that mirrors the name of the drama and the
number of the examples taken in account (i.e., HG-1 for Hedda Gabler – 1). What it
will be reflected on is a fraction of all the possible instances of Dæmpet in the totality
of Ibsen’s drama, this serves solely to create a sample that can support a logical
assessment on the emotion.
(Hedda Gabler – 1)
FRØKEN TESMAN
Ja, det er vel så, det. (fortroligere og lidt dæmpet) Men hør nu her,
Jørgen, – har du så ikke noget –
noget sådant extra at fortælle mig? (HIS, 19)
(Hedda Gabler – 2)
LØVBORG (dæmpet, som før)
Svar mig så, Hedda, – hvor kunde du gå hen og gøre dette her?
(HIS, 105)
(The Master Builder – 1)
BROVIK (noget dæmpet)
Jeg vil ikke, at de stakkers barnene skal vide, hvor ilde det har sig
med mig. (HIS, 214)
(The Master Builder – 2)
SOLNESS (dæmpet men med eftertryk)
Jeg må ha’ tænkt på alt dette her. Jeg må ha’ villet det. Ha’ ønsket
det. Havt lyst til det. Og så –.
Skulde det ikke hænge slig sammen?
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(The Master Builder – 3)
SOLNESS (dæmpet, i indre bevægelse)
Læg mærke til, hvad jeg siger Dem, Hilda. Alt det, som jeg nåde
til at virke, bygge, skabe i skønhed, i tryghed, i lun hygge, – i
storladenhed også – (knytter hænderne) Å, er det ikke forfærdeligt
at tænke sig bare –! (HIS, 264)
(The Master Builder – 4)
SOLNESS
Fordi jeg gik i funderinger. (langsomt og dæmpet) Gennem den
lille svarte sprækken i skorstenspiben kunde jeg kanske vinde mig
tilvejrs – som bygmester. (HIS, 317)
(The Lady from the Sea – 1)
WANGEL (ser smertefuld på hende)
Tænke sig til – at her har du gået i hele tre år og båret kærlighed til
en anden mand. Til en anden! Ikke til mig, – men til en anden!
ELLIDA
Å, du tar så rent fejl. Jeg bærer ikke kærlighed til nogen anden end
til dig.
WANGEL (dæmpet)
Hvorfor er det da, at du i al denne tid ikke har villet leve med mig
som min hustru? (HIS, 578-9)
(The Lady From the Sea – 2)
WANGEL (ser hen på hende)
Ikke i – frivillighed!
ELLIDA
Nej. Det var ikke frivillig jeg rejste med dig.
WANGEL (dæmpet)
Ah, – jeg mindes – vendingen fra igår. (HIS, 647-8)
(Pillars of society – 1)
KONSUL BERNICK
Ypperligt! Fortræffeligt! – Ja nu, svoger, må du sandelig have mig
undskyldt sålænge. (dæmpet og med et håndtryk) Tak, tak, Johan;
og vær overbevist om at alt, hvad jeg kan tjene dig i, – nå, du
forstår mig nok. – Kom, herr Krap. (HIS, 94-5)
(Pillars of society – 2)
JOHAN TØNNESEN (sagte, griber Bernick om armen)
Karsten, Karsten, hvad har du gjort!
FRU BERNICK (dæmpet og i gråd)
O, Karsten, at jeg skulde bringe dig ind i al denne skændsel.
(HIS, 117)
(Little Eyolf – 1)
BORGHEJM (i dæmpet glædesudbrud)
Om jeg vil! Ja, ja, ja! (HIS, 512)
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3.2.2.1 – How to read stage directions.
As mentioned in Chapter 3.1, Dæmpet is found only in stage directions. To better
understand what role stage directions have in a text, Frode Helland states:
“…begrepet sidetekst dekker
alle andre elementer I teksten,
dvs. Alle angivelser av tid
og sted for handlingen, hav
personene gjør, hvor gamle
de er, hvordan de ser ut,
hvilke rekvisitter som inngår,
rolleliste, titler, undertitler
osv.” (81)

‘…the term stage direction
covers all other elements in
the text, i.e. all indications of
time and place for the action,
what the people do, how old
they are, what they look like,
what props are included, cast,
titles, subtitles, etc.’

While this is true, this definition clearly lacks some specifications. In fact,
Helland later adds how the use of stage direction changes from author to author, from
period to period. This means that, while stage direction can give marginal
information in authors like Aristoteles, in Ibsen they are frequent and substantial
(82). He mentions as well how, especially in Ibsen, particular attention should be
given to stage directions, since they unveil the relationship between the characters in
Ghost; a subtle irony in Peer Gynt and the presentation of power relations issues in A
Doll’s House. When considering Brand, Helland brings up:
“… sideteksten kan innholder
elementer som er ment for
lesningen, og som kan være
vanskelig å realisere på scenen …
Noe av det som skaper dramatisk
spenning …er at vi i dramæt
møter forskjellige stemmer, eller
endog forskjellige verdenssyn
– i konflikt eller spenningsfylte
relasjoner til hverandre” (85-86)

‘…the stage direction may contain
elements that are intended
for reading, and which may be
difficult to realize on stage…
One of the things that creates
dramatic tension… is that in
drama we meet different voices,
or even different worldviews - in
conflict or tense relationships
with each other’

But at the same time, it is also true that stage directions state a clear point of
view. So, what can be said of Dæmpet? It certainly can be conveyed on the stage if
it relates to a change in the speech of a character, but it will be harder to express its
emotional counterpart.
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3.2.2.2 – How Dæmpet is used.
The number of occurrences that strictly relates to the emotion Dæmpet in each play
is limited. This claim is true the more one reflects on specific instances: (LC -2),
(PoS - 2) and (LE - 2) still remain quite ambivalent since they could refer both to
the emotion and the sound of the voice. Another valuation is how much Ibsen uses
Dæmpet as a single word by its own, especially in his first period and in some dramas
of the last one, creating a certain degree of confusion: it is not completely clear
whether it refers to the emotion or to the tone of the voice. He refers clearly to the
voices of the character only when writing dæmpet til, (which appears commonly in
his historical dramas).
As briefly explained in the previous chapter, in (HG – 1) Miss Tesman
experiences the emotion when talking to Tesman, while in (HG – 2) the emotion
surfaces in the dialogue between Hedda and Løvborg. In particular, this happens
when Løvborg confronts Hedda about her marriage with Tesman: “Å Hedda, Hedda,
– hvor kunde du dog kaste dig slig væk!” ‘Oh Hedda, Hedda, how could you throw
yourself away like that!’54. Due to the hermetic reaction of Hedda and the sudden
appearance of her husband, Løvborg acts Dæmpet in repeating once more the same
concepts to the woman. This enforces the submission of the man towards Hedda,
something that is not shown only in the main text but also in stage directions (cfr.
Helland).
Toril Moi in “Hedda’s Words” considers the prohibitive language of the time,
in which wealth and sexual relations could barely being scratched upon, in which
hints and allusions decide who has the higher ground. For instance, Løvborg himself
remains baffled that Hedda is capable of making him talk about such unspeakable
topics (Moi, 164). Despite this, Hedda as a woman has to maintain a certain decorum,
so the discussion she has with her past love interest cannot be totally free. It thanks to
the boldness proclaimed by Løvborg that Hedda pushes him to drink in front of Thea
(Moi, 166), then she continues the attack by insinuating the lack of courage of Thea,
a virtue that Løvborg just praised.
When Hedda enters, her very first line shows that she too is a master
of the language-games of hints, innuendos, and insinuations…one
way to summarize the action of Hedda Gabler is to say that the play
repeatedly shows us Hedda struggling to free herself—from the
54

This sentence of Løvborg is retraced in “A˚ Hedda – hvad var der dog for en magt i Dem, som
tvang mig til at bekende sligt noget? ” ‘Oh, Hedda – what kind of power was in you that forced me
to confess such things?’. What Løvborg admits here is Hedda’s influence over him, another hint that
leads to his being Dæmpet, as well as his later suicide.
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Tesmans, from Brack, and from her own sense of futility and failure.
Each time, her struggle makes her look cruel and selfish; each time,
she fails (Moi, 158-9).

In (TMB – 1) Brovik confesses to Solness that he does not want her niece Katia
to witness how bad his condition is, to which Solness comments: “Ja, De ser svært
klejn ud nu om dagene.” ‘Yes, you look quite bad these days’. Now, the ambivalence
raises again, one could think about Brovik whispering to Solness to avoid Kaja
hearing their conversation, on the other hand it can be understood how the old man
conceives his pride as shattered and reacts to this. In (TMB – 2) the scene represents
one of the clearest apparitions of Dæmpet in Ibsen. Solness is fighting with himself
and his memory to recollect whether he actually met Hilda before, as she claimed,
or not. The whole sequence is supposed to be a single short monologue, but it is
interrupted by the movements of Hilda, which lastly asks: “Tilstår De altså nu?” ‘Do
you confess now?’.
Solness experience Dæmpet both in relation to himself (is he really struggling
with himself in remembering something that is supposed to be important?) and in
relation to Hilda, his confidence is shaken since the presence of the girl is impending
over him. A similar internal clash happens as well in (TMB – 3) and (TMB – 4), even
though in these cases it is Solness that confesses to Hilda his deeds.
In the light of (TLFTS - 1) and (TLFTS - 2), once more it can be acknowledged
how it is in a close relationship between a man and a woman, in this case between
Ellida and Wangel, that the emotion unfolds. Specifically, in (TLFTS - 1) Wangel
torments himself by underlining the discrepancies between Ellida’s redundant words
and what he lived, since he understands that what she is speaking is not the truth.
This means that Wangel is skeptical, something typical of a scientific mind, and
needs evidence to asserts whether Ellida’ statements are unsubstantiated or not. This
evidence strikes him in (TLFTS - 2), when Ellida confesses him that she did not
marry him willingly. Wangel then undergoes first Dæmpet in relation to himself and
his wife, in the likelihood of what happens in (TMB – 2), later he experiences the
emotion by realizing that Ellida always lied to him about their marriage, thus she
always had had the higher ground.
(PoS – 1) in a way breaks the relation between characters of different sex that
has been established up to now when shedding light on the context of Dæmpet,
This is also due to the ambiguity of the sentence: Bernick could be both thanking
Johan in an lower tone and feeling “subdued”. In the latter instance, this would
be a quite uncommon usage of the emotion, since it would be more similar to the
English “grateful” than the proper script mentioned in Chapter 3.1, especially how
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I considered it to be an emotion that can be also negative in nature. This relation is
once more restored with (PoS – 2), in which Mrs. Bernick feels utterly Dæmpet in
connection to her husband, who have lied to her all along. In this instance though, the
emotion appears to be stratified, since it takes place exactly at the end of the Second
Act, after the revelation of the role of Bernick regarding the accusations against
Johan. One has to consider also how the emotion spawns after a series of revelations
that represent the core of the last section of the act, like when Johan claims that
Dina is going to follow him back to America (to which she reacts: “Men, Johan,
– du ubesindige –!” ‘But, Johan, – you reckless – !’: with this in mind, Dæmpet
can be conceived as a psychological insight in Mrs. Bernick. The woman has been
traumatized by the argument between Rørlund and Bernick, so the final stroke is
given by that “short silence” before Mrs. Bernick’s statement.
This also explains why the woman is “i grad” ‘in tears’. Therefore, in this case
Dæmpet shows a particular depth that cannot be replaced by the simpler “muffled and
in tears”.
Lastly, just before (LE – 1), one of the scenes is the dialogue between Rita and
Asta, in which Asta declines Rita’s proposal of staying with them, taking the place of
Eyolf. Central is the line: “Du [Allmers]55 kaldte hende jo din lille Eyolf før. (griber
hendes hånd) Herefter skal du være vor Eyolf, Asta! Eyolf, ligesom du før var.”
‘You [Allmers] called her your little Eyolf before. (grabs her hand) Then you must
be our Eyolf, Asta! Eyolf, just like you were before’. If Asta would have chosen to
stay, this would have changed the ending of the drama by giving a more direct and
painless ending, in a way restoring the “status quo” of the characters. Nonetheless,
this does not happen, instead Asta turns to Borghejm, asking him if he is coming on
the steamer with her. Borghejm reacts with a “Dæmpet outburst of joy”. This implies
that the emotion, under these circumstances, does not entirely fit in the semantic
explication, and that once more there is a certain degree of ambiguity to it.
It is worth stopping on why this emotion arises for Borghejm in particular.
The engineer’s role “is often sorely neglected in critical accounts of the play…
Borghejm’s understated role is still a vital one, crucial to the play’s meaning if
closure is not to be understood as merely a ‘poverty of alternatives.’” (Reid 8-9).
Borghejm acts as an innocent and happy mind, which seems at times “to belong to a
different world and a different play” (ibidem).
Despite this, he manages to break free from the mourning aura given by Allmers
and Rita, presenting a different and broader point of view compared to the rest of the
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My addition to the text.
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cast. This does not mean that Borghejm is devoid of any depth or serious reflection,
an example of this is the discussion he has with Rita regarding the evil eye, the
haunting dread of the dead that reaches the living (Lysell 167). It can be stated that
Asta: “…in choosing Borghejm, she does resist her inner demons and his ‘suppressed
outburst of joy’ (273) has all the allure of savourable delights within her reach.” What
Reid defines as “suppressed” then is presented more like an acknowledgment of a
small victory after having maintained a positive attitude throughout the tragedy.

3.2.2.3 – Why Dæmpet: power relations and commands.
To wind up this concept, it has to be now explained is when it happens and who are
the characters entangled in these situations. As briefly sketched above, it is clear
that in the great majority of these scenes there is a confrontation between men and
women, who for different reasons are overwhelmed by the life-drama enacted by
Ibsen.
In this, it can be seen how relation between sexes changes from play to play. Joan
Templeton states that Little Eyolf, just like The Master Builder, is a drama about a
“man driven by his vocation and divided between two opposing women” (278).
Regarding Asta, Templeton points out how she lives through Alfred and not for
him, like Rita did. In is in him that she finds her joy and, like the relationship hinted
by Lyngstrand in The Lady from the Sea, the woman identifies with the vocation of
the man (286). It comes without saying then that Asta’s choice of marrying Borhjem
“is an attempt to bury her love for Alfred through a relation with another man…a
man she is fond of but does not love is better than no man at all” (ibidem).
Despite this, it is still Asta that retains control over the relationship, the same
happens with Rita that finally manages to seduce her husband, “Rita will keep her
husband, after all, but on terms wholly different from the ones she formerly insisted
on” (290). In regard of The Lady from the Sea and The Master Builder, Templeton
makes a comparison between the dramas by locking on the complex character of
Hilda.“…Hilda has a decided taste for the macabre. That the dying Lyngstrand will
never become the sculptor he plans to be, she finds ‘thrilling’; it’s her ‘privilege’,
she says, to think so (619) …Hilda is obsessed with sex as she is with death.” (263)
Therefore, this link between eroticism and death (something found in Little Eyolf as
well) is what truly empowers Hilda.
Her coming-of-age blooms in The Master Builder, where she becomes a mistress
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that exercises control over Solness: “In The Lady from the Sea, Hilda’s repetition
of ‘thrilling’ seems a mere reflection of her immaturity, but in The Master Builder,
her favorite word resonates suggestively, for her adult charm and sexuality have
conferred power upon her” (264). Hilda’s control over Solness strikes especially
because she admired him, in a worshiping that now wants to have a reproof of her
past memories, setting her on a different level than that of the man, exercising her
seductive powers on him but striving for her erotic fantasy at the same time (267).
Bonded to this argument is the discourse related to Hedda Gabler. Almost all of
the dramas that I quoted in 3.2.2 give away a clear pattern of power relationships,
but Hedda Gabler is an exception. While in all the other plays the clash between
character relates to physical spaces, scene’s presence and relevance in the plot,
in Hedda Gabler power is given by language. Supporting this statement, Tanya
Thresher mentions how despite Hedda’s
…awareness of the power of words, knowing that they carry with
them an emancipatory potential… she nevertheless fails to negotiate
that potential adequately and ultimately chooses to appropriate
silence as a means of challenging her position within the patriarchal
order. This choice results from her comprehension of the emptiness
of her words and of her resulting inability to attain the comradeship
defined by Løvborg, an understanding facilitated by the death of
Løvborg and the suspension of her belief in vine-leaves. Hedda’s
basic misunderstanding of language as a negotiation of power and
her ultimate choice of silence are a stage in Ibsen’s analysis of the
mechanisms of meaning, an analysis originating most clearly in
Vildanden [The Wild Duck] (1884) and culminating in Når vi døde
vågner [When We Dead Awaken] (1899). (74)

Thus, her dialogue with Løvborg, besides portraying “a rare honesty of language”
(Lyons 106), shows not only how the man willingly put himself in a subordinated
position, but also how Hedda used “careful questioning” to exert her dominion over
Løvborg (Theresher 76). What renders this scenario coherent is the fact that Hedda
language seems to slip away from Hedda’s control or, as Theresher mentions, she has
been indoctrinated to deny the relationship between words and deeds (78).
As a closing regard on the emotion, what equates all the characters that assumes
a power position is the hidden truth that they conceal from other persons through most
(if not all) their respective plays. It is not wrong to state that Dæmpet works as a turning point, since it highlights a difference between characters. An example of this is given by The Master Builder, in which Hilda hides from Solness whether she is actually
lying to reach er goal or not, Pillars of Society, in which Bernick hides his past actions
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to his wife and the rest of the community, and The Lady from the Sea, where Ellida
confesses the truth about her feelings only later on. Another aspect that causes Dæmpet
are the mischievous acts of certain characters, like Hedda with Løvborg and Asta with
Borghejm (who could have shown interest in him before the conclusion of the drama).
Considering this context, narrowing Dæmpet to as a possibly negative emotion is not
completely wrong.

3.2.3 – Vred/vrede and its occurrences in Emperor and Galilean.
As the last emotion word of the chapter, my focus will lay entirely on a single drama,
the “world-historical drama” Emperor and Galilean. As mentioned in Chapter 3.1,
in this case I will give priority to nouns over adjectives, since the sheer majority of
the occurrences in the two dramas are nouns and just few occurrences of adjectives
are present. Besides, vrede is a highly relevant word when it comes to the plot of
Emperor and Galilean.
Contrary to Dæmpet, Vred’s usage is clear56 and, when compared with English
emotional terms, these do not cover different semantic areas (‘rage’ and ‘fury’ are a
closer pair than ‘serene’ and ‘subdued’). Furthermore, the employment of Vred (or
vrede) is always clear, since both the adjective and the noun refer to the emotion
and to emotion only. This is why I deem it not necessary, as for the case of Dæmpet,
to consider more Ibsen’s dramas when inspecting Vred by a semantic and literarycritical point of view.
(1) VISDOMSLÆREREN
– og heltene går hjem til lejren, armomslyngede, uden nag, med
blussende kinder, med blodets svulmende strøm i alle årer, med
erkendelsens bytte og med løv om panden. Ah, hvor er Akilleus?
Jeg ser ham ikke. Akilleus er vred – (HIS, 294)
(2) VISDOMSLÆREREN
Galilæer-rænker, for at tårne en mur af had og vrede imellem de to
kæmper. (HIS, 294)
(3) AGATHON
…Under salmesang, og med hellige faner foran, drog vi gennem
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What remains difficult is pairing it with a single English emotion word as pointed out in Chapter
3.1, since Vred includes in its semantic explication both elements of ‘rage’ and ‘fury’.

staden og faldt som vredens sendebud over de ugudelige; vi tog
deres kostbarheder fra dem; mange huse blev stukne i brand;
mange hedninger omkom i ilden; end flere flygtende dræbte vi i
gaderne. O, det var en stor tid til Guds ære! (HIS, 300)
(4) FYRST JULIAN
Ja, ja; han vil tale med dig. Han syntes at være i den yderste vrede.
(HIS, 303)
(5) FYRST JULIAN
Og dog er han ingen stor mand, siger jeg dig. En eneste gang har jeg
set Libanios stor; det var hin nat i Konstantinopel. Da var han stor,
fordi han havde lidt en stor uret, og fordi en høj vrede fyldte ham…
(HIS, 332)
(6) FYRST JULIAN
Se, se! De har ført sine nye venner i bad, – salvet deres hår. Se,
hvor de svinger kniplerne; hvor de hyler og slår i brostenene. Hvad
siger du, Perikles? Jeg synes jeg fornemmer din vrede skygge –
(HIS, 340)
(7) BASILIOS FRA CÆSARÆA
Der er ikke mere om ham. Makrina skriver kun at hun i Maximos’s
atterkomst ser et vidnesbyrd om at vi er under Herrens vrede. Hun
tror at der forestår os store trængsler for vore synders skyld. (HIS,
342)
(8) MYSTIKEREN MAXIMOS
De tre hjørnestene under nødvendighedens vrede. (HIS, 375)
(9) CÆSAR JULIAN
Jeg satte dem strængt irette; thi jeg så det godt, – Florentius,
Severus og visse andre stod stille omkring, hvide af skræk og vrede.
(HIS, 407)
(10) FYRSTINDE HELENA
Kun imod dem, som står imellem eder. O, gå, gå; slå dem med din
vredes lyn; gør ende på dette tærende glædeløse liv! Gallien er
en udørk. Jeg fryser her, Julian! Jeg vil hjem igen, til solvarmen, til
Rom og Grækenland. (HIS, 410)
(11) CÆSAR JULIAN
Og hvad blev rigets lod, om jeg vakler nu? En affældig kejser, og
efter ham et umyndigt barn i herskersædet; splid og oprør; alles
hånd imod alles for at rane magten. – For ikke mange nætter siden
havde jeg et syn. Der åbenbared sig for mig en skikkelse med en
lyskreds om hovedet; den så vredt på mig og sagde: vælg! (HIS,
464-5)
(12) KEJSER JULIAN bleg af vrede
Hvorfor siger du mig alt dette? (HIS, 510)
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(13) GREGOR FRA NAZIANZ
Menigheden fattede da en beslutning, som jeg ikke kunde billige,
men som fik næsten alle stemmer for sig. Men da vi frygtede for
at sagen skulde komme i en forvansket skikkelse for dine ører, og
måske optænde dig til vrede imod staden, så blev det vedtaget
at en mand skulde begive sig hid for at lade dig vide, hvad vi har
besluttet og hvad der nu vil ske. (HIS, 558-9)
(14) KEJSER JULIAN
Det vil bøddelen kunne sige dig. Både du og borgerne i Cæsaræa
skal erfare, hvad I har at vente, dersom I med galilæisk stivsind
holder fast ved eders forehavende.
(Kejseren går i heftig vrede ud til venstre; Eunapios og hans vidner
fjerner sig med vagten; den øvrige forsamling skilles ad). (HIS, 563)
(15) KVINDEN PUBLIA
O, den ugudelige kejser! Vredens Herre hjemsøger os for hans
synders skyld; hungersnød hærjer landene; jorden skælver under
os! (HIS, 565)
(16) KEJSER JULIAN (vendt imod templet, med oprakte hænder)
Jeg modtager varslet! –
Så nær har jeg aldrig følt mig i forbund med de udødelige guder.
Buesvingeren er iblandt os. Jorden drønner under hans hæl,
således, som den drønnede fordum, da han i vrede tramped
den trojanske strandbred. (HIS, 578)
(17) BISKOP MARIS
Ikke før du har lovet at afstå fra denne din djævelske fremfærd.
Hvad tænker du på? Vil støvet rejse sig imod ånden? Vil jordens
herre styrte himlens herre? Ser du da ikke at vredens dag er over
os for dine synders skyld? Kilderne udtørres, ligesom øjne, der har
grædt sig læns. (HIS, 581)
(18) BISKOP MARIS
Ja, læg hånd på mig! Men hvo der vover det, hans hånd skal
visne. Vredens Gud skal åbenbare sig i sin vælde – (HIS, 582)
(19) KEJSER JULIAN i fuld vrede
O, du højst uforskammede Herakleos! O, du lumpne
galdespyende giftmund – (HIS, 587)
(20) KEJSER JULIAN
Ja, et stridsskrift imod dig. Et stridsskrift, som jeg i denne nat
har forfattet i vrede. Eller måtte jeg kanske ikke optændes til vrede
over din højst usømmelige opførsel igår? (HIS, 588)
(21) LIVLÆGEN ORIBASES
Kejseren er i stor vrede; dit komme vil formilde ham. (HIS, 591)
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(22) KEJSER JULIAN
Og det skulde du ikke kunne tro, du uforlignelige ven? O, gå fra mig.
Jeg er vred på dig, Libanios! Men det er elskerens vrede imod den
han elsker. (HIS, 595)
(23) KEJSER JULIAN
Ak, vel må guderne slå hånden af eder i vrede over eders dårlighed!
(HIS, 601)
(24) KEJSER JULIAN
Så tag et brækmiddel ind, og se til at kaste eders uvidenhed op
med det samme.
O, Diogenes, – hvilke efterfølgere har du ikke! De skammer sig ved
at bære din kappe på åben gade.
(Han går i vrede bort gennem søjlegangen). (HIS, 604)
(25) GREGOR FRA NAZIANZ
Vredens Gud krydrede måltidet… (HIS, 608)
(26) KEJSER JULIAN
Jeg kender eders vredne talemåder… (HIS, 665)
(27) MAKRINA og KVINDERNE synger udenfor til venstre
Ve os! Ve!
Slægten er lagt
under vredens magt.
Vi skal døden se! (HIS, 711)
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3.2.3.1 – How Vred/vrede is used.
What appears to be the most common usage of the word is “i vrede”, which confirms
what I wrote in 3.1: it is a long-lasting condition. The character that seems most
affected by it is Julian, both by how many times he utters the emotion and by how
many times he actually experiences it. The only other expression besides “i vrede”
that returns is “vredens Gud” ‘God’s Vreden’, which is mentioned directly in (18)
and (25), indirectly (and with the expression “Herrens Vrede”) in (7), (10) and (17).
Considering this, if one wants to regard god as part of the cast, this would lead
him to be the only other character to have the word vrede linked to him so much as
Julian. This idea, even if just a triviality, establishes a bond between the two that is
meaningful in the context of the play.
A review of the occurrences highlights how Julian does not actually experiences
vrede when his condition is that of prince, as showed by (4-6). It means that being
Vred was something that was out of him, that he experienced indirectly because
he was still politically powerless and without any actual public presence. When he
becomes Caesar, his experience remains somewhat indirect as well, but it seems
to be closer to him than when he was a mere pupil, since now he has obtained a
certain degree of influence over people (9) and (11). Especially in (9) it can be read
how Julian almost understands the reactions of Florentius and Severus, without
partaking in it. The break with his previous condition appears blatantly in (12),
when it is Emperor Julian who is angered in the first place. The emotion keeps rising
throughout the whole drama, reaching peaks as in (19) or (21).
What I claim is that the type of vrede displayed by Julian mirrors, by a certain
extent, what, in the previous chapter, has been defined by Wierzbicka under the
category “goals blocked” (by quoting Harris’ Children and Emotion). Despite this,
being Vred still maintains all the elements of the semantic script outlined previously.
What really creates vrede in Julian is the reaction of his subjects (once more, Vred is
directed towards someone), who do not seem to grasp the conceptual and spiritual
plan contrived by him. This is reflected also in the stances taken by Julian towards
Catholicism, which in the second drama The Emperor Julian is conceived by him
firstly as equal to paganism, then it becomes more and more despised by Julian due to
the oppositions and misunderstandings of the Galileans, until reaching the breaking
point in Act IV and V, where Julian openly opposes to Christians.
Julian’s world project cannot be enacted, and he realizes that the more he tries to
convince the masses of his Graeco-pagan beliefs, the more he obtains unsatisfactory
results: he is ridiculed in his Dionysian parade; the few devotees that actually
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cherished his pagan ideals let loose in lascivious Bacchanales; the temple of Fortuna
in Cesarea is destroyed. This is far from the pure love of knowledge that he promoted
throughout the drama, so much that he reaches the conclusion that
…once a new belief system has been introduced, it changes thought
and feeling at all levels, rendering old ideals sterile, even if the new
beliefs are equally unsatisfactory. Maximus the Mystic, Julian’s tutor
in his quest to erase the division within himself, suminarizes this
spiritual dilemma in his parable of the vineyard owner who asserts,
‘young vines yield good grapes but poor wine; old vines, on the
contrary, bad grapes but good wine’ (Abel 80)

The consequences of his being Vred are not physical, since the emotion does
not imply a physical reaction, rather conceptual. The vrede felt by Julian leads
him to question his choices, coming up with new solutions to reach his goal. By
interrogating himself on the third empire, the longed path hinted by the shadows
summoned by his esoteric master Maximus, Julian goes astray. Only towards the end
of the drama he understands this idea. As explained by Douglas Abel:
In the third empire, the divine will be completely manifest in the
flesh, and the world in the divine. Its definitive principle is ‘Logos in
Pan - Pan in Logos’ (EJ 374) … Both Maximus and his pupil are driven
to believe that Julian himself is the man in whom and through whom
Pan and Logos will be fused. (81).

Nonetheless, Julian fails in his project, but in failing he actually ousts the
Galileans, leading to the clash of ideologies that generates “the necessity under which
that individual is compelled to choose freely” (84). If it would not have been for
Julian’s hardships and the conflicts he generated, not only the pagan beliefs would
have not raised up to general attention, but the well-known Emperor’s figure that
unites man and God would have never existed. All of this has been spawned by the
Vred Julian felt in not finding favorable minds, which led him to act and to be finally
killed by the spear of Longinus.
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3.2.3.2 – Why Vred/vrede: the synthesis of the Third Empire.
Apart from the strictly literary analysis, Abel mentions how Ibsen, in his resolution
of The Emperor Julian, embeds Hegelian elements that promotes a needed synthesis
(80). This also means that the ideas of Julian, the two empires that he fought for
during all of his life, collide in a single concept, this being the third empire, right at
the end of Emperor and Galilean. For Julian, the only solution to the “flesh-spirit
problem” is becoming the vessel for the revolution he wished for in the world, even
if this will lead to his death. This use of Hegel to solve “social phenomena” is not
typical of Ibsen, but “is an approach shared with Marx and Engels” (Abel, 86).
Kristin Gjesdal also supports this Hegelian reading in The Drama of History.
She reports a letter that Ibsen wrote to George Brandes while in Germany, where he
admits that in finishing the play he was “mere tidsmæssig” ‘more influenced by the
times’ (63). At the time, it was the centenary celebration of Hegel’s birth, leading to
a mass reprint of Hegel’s works. Hegelianism was also one of the main philosophical
currents both in Europe and in Norway during the second half of the 19th century.
“The Hegelian reading is further supported by Julian’s dream of a ‘Third Empire’
that synthetizes the ancient culture of beauty and the Christian culture of faith.
In other words, Ibsen has the young Julian testify to some version of historical
dialectics” (ibidem).
Despite the link between Hegel and Ibsen being often highlighted, another
perspective is given by Tina Hamirn-Dahl, who focuses more on the parallelism
between Schelling-Ibsen especially in Emperor and Galilean. In particular, one can
find Schelling in the diametral opposition of what is godly and what not. “Without
opposition, Schelling argues, there is no life and no sense of development, which are
the highest aspects of reality (Schelling 2002, Bowie 2010)” (96).
The focal point here is especially on Hamirn-Dahl’s last statement, which goes
past the godly/ungodly antagonism of Schelling. Development is another focal
theme in Emperor and Galilean, one that is highlighted by Toril Moi as well. The
point of it all is to advance, to go forward and to create something new: this is also
the key to modernism, the main aspect that Moi gazes upon in this double drama.
Moi goes further by defining the play as “a veritable theater laboratory, packed with
metatheatrical and meta-aesthetic scenes” (9).
What transpires the most in this play is how the feeling of Vred, besides leading
to internal doubts and actions, which are never violent per se, but always aim to
a higher goal, underlines the main human aspect of the character of Julian: his
fallibility. Despite wielding idealism as his weapon of choice, the Emperor never
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actually lays on solid ground for too much time, he polishes his beliefs and readjusts his scope the more the drama unwinds, making him one of the most flawed
character (practically speaking) of Ibsen’s first period. Like the pagan god Hermes
that shifts forms, Julian comes to define himself through various experiences, from
Graeco-pagan ideas to mysticism to hints of Catholicism, changing from Libanius to
Maximus, from his friend Agathon to Nevita and so on. In failing, Julian completes
his character’s purpose as well as the rest of the cast, who changed along with him, to
reflect the coming of a new era, embodied by the new emperor Jovian.

3.2.4 – Conclusion: affects and power to act.
The study of these three (3) exceptions deepened the understanding of Ibsen’s use
of emotions by giving a wider perspective on how the author uses emotive terms. In
detail, comparing Træt with Anxiety revealed the link between these two, which are
joined in the narrative of Brand. On the other hand, studying Dæmpet in different
dramas displayed how the word can also be used as an emotive term, and that when
this is the case it illustrates the power relations hidden within a play, like in Hedda
Gabler. Focusing on the noun vrede brought to the light many more occurrences
than considering only the adjective vred, also by showing how complex is Julian’s
dissatisfaction in Emperor and Galilean.
As supported by Anthony Uhlmann when discussing affects under the light of the
French philosophers Félix Guattari and Gilles Deleuze, affects are a transition from a
state to another, a shift in power (Affects and Literature, 166-67). This can be linked
with what has been written in Chapter 3.1 regarding Træt, which has to be considered
as a passage, something that will eventually lead to an action. Affects, according to
Guttari and Deleuze, determine one’s power to act also based on their intensity, so
that for instance feeling Glad or Ræd will signify an augment in the power to act (as
show in Chapter 2) compared to emotions like Rolig or Dæmpet (170). Being Vred
could also be considered as an emotion that increases the power to act but, as shown
in Chapter 3, this power is suppressed.
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Chapter 4 – Conclusion
Turning back to what I wrote in Chapter 1 (1.3), the initial assumption that the
last period presents emotions with a lower valence and lower arousal is, overall,
false. The first period in itself presents emotive terms that are high in both valence
and arousal. Nonetheless, there are spikes of high arousal and lower valence
(indicative of this is how Ræd appears the most in The Pretenders, or even the plenty
occurrences of Urolig in Fru Inger til Østråt). What can be evinced from the spider
graphs is how, especially in the last period of Ibsen’s works is that, there seems to
be a more uniform use of emotive terms that lead to some peaks of occurrences, but
that develops also emotions that in the previous periods were not as regarded. The
best examples of this claim of mine could be The Wild Duck, Hedda Gabler and John
Gabriel Borkman, which also bring into line Træt, Spændt and Langsomt.
Furthermore, given the information gathered through these chapters, one can
assess that in the last period of Ibsen’s dramas there are patterns of emotive terms
that return from the first period. It can be seen how certain emotions generate in the
first period and are maintained up until the last one. Strangely enough, sometimes
there seems to be a gap in the second period when it comes to the use of expressions
and patterns from the first one (Glad as a stage direction is in itself an example of
this), while in other instances there are uses of the language that are kept until the
last one (the use of vær rolig in a strong request). In brief, the last period seems to
be conceived as a culmination of the emotional writing of Ibsen’s career, since it
presents both elements from the first one that from the second one. This does not
mean though that Ibsen maintained every aspect of it, certain words are not used
again (this is the case of fro, rædsom and rædselsfulde).
After these specific findings, an overview of the study can be written. In trying
to blend together lexical semantics and literary studies, this thesis has tried to sketch
a method that could evaluate, under the filter of Russell’s valence-arousal model,
Wierzbicka’s NSM and other literary relevant sources like Alex Houen’s publication,
Ibsen’s use of emotion words.
Chapter 1, by considering Russell’s model and Nina Marie Evensen’s translation,
dealt with a simple anticipation of the analysis of Chapters 2 and 3, while extracting
three (3) emotion words that occurred the most. Chapter 2.1 locked on Wierzbicka’s
theory, while the semantic explications for Glad, Rolig and Ræd have been
attempted. Chapter 2.2 discussed these three (3) emotions words in the perspective of
the dramas Rosmersholm, When We Dead Awaken and The Pretenders. A comparison
of the semantic explications ended the chapter. Chapter 3.1 began by showing some
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of the exceptions that did not fit the scheme implemented in Chapter 2, considering
Træt, Dæmpet, and Vred, each with its following semantic explication, which have
been compared as well in the final section. Træt, Dæmpet, and Vred have then been
examined in Chapter 3.2, first by perusing two emotion words instead of one in
Brand, then by considering several dramas in relation to Dæmpet, lastly by looking
at the noun Vrede instead of limiting the research to Vred. Chapter 4 gave a quick
summary of the changes in Ibsen’s use of emotion terms throughout the three period
of his career. A more in-depth study on the matter could highlight even stronger
changes from the first to the last period.
My overall conclusion is that,, the experience that Ibsen gathered during his
years as a dramatist helped him to develop an even wider emotional vocabulary that
seldom removed patterns used in the first two periods. Such a conclusion can be
evicted also by looking at the schemes in the section ‘Schemes and Occurrences’.
This considered, the supporting literature and this brief study emphasizes how Ibsen
‘maturated’ also in his use of emotional terms in the latter section of his career. Like
his first period, the emotions return to be many and various in his last period. On
the other hand, like his second period, Ibsen keeps implementing a psychological
background of his characters, expanding on it and giving even more relevance to
the realist emotive statuses introduced at the end of the second period. On a more
structural level, other findings include Ibsen’s use of emotive terms paired with
bodily descriptions in stage directions, a feature evenly distributed in his works. Even
when it comes to the relations between the emotions and the effects on the body there
is little to no ambivalence. Every little feeling is conveyed, any emotional variation
is clearly stated, if not by emotion words themselves, through naturalistic bodily
descriptions. The characters come alive in his last period, reaching a depth that
cannot be always explained, since they appear human more than ever.
This work is not complete in itself, only six (6) of the sixteen (16) emotions
have been studied thoroughly, and a rigid method proved to be not sufficient for
the examination of all the emotive terms: in Chapter 3 it is shownhow a strict
approach does not work with every emotion, changing the method used in Chapter
2. This brought some advantages, like a more careful perusal of each word, but also
disadvantages, not being coherent on a structural level. More work can be done to
form semantic explications of the missing words, possibly by finding a single method
that will hold the peculiarity of each emotion’s distribution in Ibsen’s texts.
Furthermore, based on the model here proposed, future research could highlight
the relation between dramas that share the same occurrences of certain pair of
emotions (maybe from a near valence-arousal context). Researchers could interrogate
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themselves on what perspective to use to analyze Ibsen texts: is it worth aiming at
shared emotion terms between Ibsen and other Scandinavian authors at the time, i.e.,
Strindberg? It would be worth reasoning through negative lenses, looking at what
emotions Ibsen did not use from the Russell’s scheme, to later delve into the semantic
fields he avoided touching when writing his dramas? On another note, what other
Scandinavian author can be studied through this method? Is there a particular author
that better fits this pattern? Research would benefit from pushing the borders, to also
include European authors?
The field of semantics and Ibsen’s studies is ever-growing, surely future scholars
will be able to resolve some of these issues, or even just point to new and interesting
problems. Emotions are meaningful.
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Dictionaries
In this section the Norwegian and Danish terms will be paired with the two English
dictionaries of Oxford and Cambridge. To avoid redundancy for the English
dictionaries, other terms have been used in place of the ones that repeat themselves,
as shown in (Figure 2), Chapter 1. These other terms are not intended to be accurate
translation of the Dano-Norwegian emotions, they serve only for the reader to have
a reference that will highlight the subtle semantic differences between different
Dano-Norwegian emotion words. In addition, whenever there will be an entry from
one of the words discussed in this thesis (Glad, Rolig, Ræd, Træt, Dæmpet, Vred),
the meaning that is closer to their semantic explications will be glossed. Ibsen was
quoted whenever it appeared in a specific dictionary.

Rolig/Calm:
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→→

NAOB: adj (som ikke beveger, rører på seg; urørlig; som ikke
forstyrrer, er preget av støy e.l. ; stille; trygg [nu skal De bare sidde
ganske rolig og hvile Dem ud (Henrik Ibsen Fruen fra havet 20
1888)]). ‘Which does not move; immobile; which does not interfere,
is characterized by noise or the like; quietly; safe [now you just
have to sit quite still and rest (Henrik Ibsen The Lady from the Sea
20 1888)])’

→→

DDO: adj (fri for forstyrrelser som fx støj og højrøstet tale;
upåvirket af forholdene og derfor fri for uro, betænkeligheder,
nervøsitet el.lign.). ‘Free from interference such as noise and loud
speech; unaffected by the conditions and therefore free from unrest,
worries, nervousness etc.’

→→

Oxford Dictionary: adj (Free from agitation or disturbance; quiet,
still, tranquil, serene; without wind, not stormy). + noun (Stillness,
quiet, tranquillity, serenity; freedom from agitation or disturbance;
literal of the weather, air, or sea: opposed to storm; = calmness n. In
quot. 1570: (perhaps) heat of the day or weather; figurative of the
mind, feelings, or demeanour; = calmness n. ;).

→→

Cambridge Dictionary: adj (peaceful, quiet, and without worry; If
the weather is calm, there is no wind, or if the sea or a lake is calm,

it is still and has no waves; + noun (a quiet or peaceful period or
situation; a quiet and relaxed manner).

Dæmpet/Subdued:
→→

NAOB {dempet}: adj. (som har fått minsket sin styrke | motsatt
udempet). ‘Which has had its strength reduced | opposite
dampened’.

→→

DDO {dæmpe}: verb (få nogen til at slappe af eller være mere
stille; mindske eller forhindre følelsesudbrud). ‘make someone relax
or be quieter; reduce or prevent emotional outbursts’.

→→

Oxford Dictionary: adj + noun (Reduced to subjection;
characterized by submission; subjugated, overcome; submissive;
reduced in intensity, strength, or vividness; lacking vibrancy;
restrained; toned down; quiet).

→→

Collins Dictionary: adj (If a person is subdued, they are not as
happy as usual or they are quieter than usual; a person who is
subdued is unusually quiet; (of color or light) not very bright, or (of
sound) not very loud).

Langsomt/Calm
→→

NAOB {langsom}: adj (som foregår eller utføres med lav hastighet;
sakte; sen; som bruker lang tid på å reagere, handle eller
utføre en oppgave; svak, treg; [[han] ryster langsomt på hodet
(Henrik Ibsen, Rosmersholm, 67 1886)]). ‘Which takes place or is
performed at low speed; slow; who spends a long time reacting,
acting or performing a task; weak, slow; [[he] shakes his head
slowly (Henrik Ibsen, Rosmersholm, 67 1886)]’.

→→

DDO {langsom}: adj (som sker eller udføres med lav hastighed;
som er længe om at opfatte, tænke eller forstå). ‘Which occurs or
is performed at low speed; which it takes time to perceive, think or
understand’

→→

Oxford Dictionary: adj (Free from agitation or disturbance; quiet,
still, tranquil, serene; without wind, not stormy). + noun (Stillness,
quiet, tranquillity, serenity; freedom from agitation or disturbance;
literal of the weather, air, or sea: opposed to storm; = calmness n. In
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quot. 1570: (perhaps) heat of the day or weather; figurative of the
mind, feelings, or demeanour; = calmness n. ;).
→→

Cambridge Dictionary: adj (peaceful, quiet, and without worry; If
the weather is calm, there is no wind, or if the sea or a lake is calm,
it is still and has no waves; + noun (a quiet or peaceful period or
situation; a quiet and relaxed manner).

Fornøjet/Pleased
→→

NAOB: adj (tilfreds med prestasjon, utfall e.l; glad; tilfreds [alt,
hvad en høvisk kvinde kan begære for at være fornøjet i sine kår
(Henrik Ibsen Gildet på Solhaug 21 1883); nå, – er nu Deres hustru
så nogenlunde fornøjet? (Henrik Ibsen Hedda Gabler 63 1890)]).
‘Satisfied with performance, outcome, etc.; happy; satisfied [in
her conditions, everything a courtly woman can desire to be happy
(Henrik Ibsen The Feast at Solhaug 21 1883); Well, is your wife so
happy now? (Henrik Ibsen Hedda Gabler 63 1890)’

→→

DDO: adj (i godt humør; glad og munter; som føler glæde og
tilfredshed med noget). ‘In a good mood; happy and cheerful; who
feels joy and contentment with something’.

→→

Oxford Dictionary: adj (In predicative use: content; pleased.
Chiefly with at, with, infinitive, or that-clause, indicating the
cause of contentment or pleasure; Assured, convinced. Chiefly
with of or that-clause). + verb (With reference to feelings, needs,
or requirements. Transitive. To meet or fulfil (a desire, wish,
expectation, etc.))

→→

Cambridge Dictionary: adj (happy or satisfied).

Glad/Happy
→→
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NAOB: adj (som er i lys, opprømt sinnsstemning; fornøyd (av natur
eller av en bestemt grunn) ; fylt av glede ; i godt humør ; sorgløs ;
lykkelig ; munter [til forskjell fra bedrøvet, trist hvor kan du være
så ræd, når jeg er så tryg og glad (Henrik Ibsen En folkefiende 125
1882); … kære, vakkre, lille moer, du har ret i hvert et ord; – vær så
blid og glad (Henrik Ibsen Peer Gynt (1874) 12)]. ‘Who is in light,
elated mood; satisfied (by nature or for a specific reason); filled

with joy; in a good mood; carefree; happy; cheerful [as opposed
to gloomy, sad how can you be so scared, when I am so safe and
happy (Henrik Ibsen An Enemy of the People 125 1882); … Dear,
beautiful, little mother, you are right in every single word; - be so
gentle and happy (Henrik Ibsen Peer Gynt (1874) 12)’
→→

DDO: adj (som er i en lys sindsstemning; som føler (og viser)
glæde; som bringer glæde; som gør nogen i godt humør;
kendetegnet ved vedvarende at kunne lide eller holde af noget
eller nogen; kendetegnet ved vedvarende at finde glæde ved
noget). ‘Who is in a light mood; who feels (and shows) joy; which
brings joy; which puts someone in a good mood; characterized by
persistent liking or liking of something or someone; characterized
by persistently finding joy in something’

→→

Oxford Dictionary: adj + noun (Of a person: favored by good
fortune; lucky, fortunate; successful. Occasionally in extended use;
blessed, beatified; feeling or showing a deep sense of pleasure or
contentment, esp. arising from satisfaction with one’s circumstances
or condition; (also) marked by or expressive of such a feeling. More
generally in weakened use: glad, pleased; satisfied, content).

→→

Cambridge Dictionary: adj (feeling, showing, or causing pleasure
or satisfaction; (of a condition or situation) lucky; (of words or
behaviour) suitable).

Lykkelig/Joyful
→→

NAOB: adj (OM PERSON som har lykke, hell med seg [heldig
kunde jeg bare være så lykkelig at få en fast post (Henrik
Ibsen Et dukkehjem 27 1879)] + som lever i, føler lykke [en
lykkelig ægtemand (Henrik Ibsen Fruen fra havet 32 1888)];
OM NATURLIG EVNE, EGENSKAP E.L. som sørger for at
man lykkes; som (umiddelbart, intuitivt) hjelper en til riktig
fremgangsmåte, heldig resultat e.l.). ‘ABOUT PERSON who has
happiness, good luck [luckily I could only be so happy to get a
permanent job (Henrik Ibsen A Doll’s House 27 1879)] + who lives
in, feels happiness [a happy husband (Henrik Ibsen The Lady from
the Sea 32 1888 )]; ON NATURAL ABILITY, PROPERTY E.L.
which ensures that one succeeds; which (immediately, intuitively)
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helps one to the correct procedure, lucky result or the like’
→→

DDO: adj (som føler dyb glæde og stor tilfredshed; som har heldet
med sig (om mennesker og dyr)). ‘who feels deep joy and great
satisfaction; who have been (lucky with humans and animals))’

→→

Oxford Dictionary: adj (Of persons, their feelings, etc.: full of joy;
having and showing a lively sense of pleasure or satisfaction; elated
with gladness, delighted; of action, speech, looks, etc.: expressing
or manifesting joy; indicative of gladness.; of things, events, etc.:
Fraught with, attended by, or causing joy; gladsome, delightful.)

→→

Cambridge Dictionary: adj (very happy; having or causing great
happiness)

Spændt/Excited
→→

NAOB: {spent}adj (anspent;oppspilt, forventningsfull (overfor
noe ukjent) ; ivrig ; nysgjerrig | jf. spenning; preget av gjensidig
latent uvilje eller mistro (som når som helst kan føre til dramatiske
forandringer, fiendtlige skritt). ‘Tense, excited, expectant (facing
something unknown); eager; curious | cf. voltage; characterized by
mutual latent reluctance or mistrust (which at any time can lead to
dramatic changes, hostile steps’.

→→

DDO: adj (stærkt præget eller opfyldt af forventning, nysgerrighed
eller interesse; med tankerne koncentreret om noget bestemt; præget
af mistro, krise eller fjendtlighed). ‘Strongly influenced or fulfilled
by expectation, curiosity or interest; with the mind concentrated on
something specific; characterized by mistrust, crisis or hostility’.

→→

Oxford Dictionary: adj (Stirred by strong emotion, disturbed,
agitated. Of bodily organs or tissues: affected by a stimulus).

→→

Cambridge Dictionary: adj (feeling very happy and enthusiastic).

Forbauset/Astonished
→→
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NAOB: verb (fremkalle (plutselig) forundring hos; overraske;
forbløffe) […her er den [kirken] stor, så det forbauser (Henrik
Ibsen Brand 201 1885); [Ekdal] stirrer forbauset på ham (Henrik
Ibsen Vildanden 77 1884)]. ‘Evoke (sudden) astonishment in;

surprise; daze) [… here it is [the church] great, so it astonishes
(Henrik Ibsen Brand 201 1885); [Ekdal] stares at him in
astonishment (Henrik Ibsen The Wild Duck 77 1884)’
→→

DDO: {forbavse} adj (fremkalde en følelse af at noget er mærkeligt
eller usædvanligt, især fordi det kommer uventet). ‘Evoke a feeling
that something is strange or unusual, especially because it comes
unexpectedly’.

→→

Oxford Dictionary: adj (Amazed, full of surprised wonder; bereft of
sensation; stunned, benumbed; filled with consternation; dismayed.)
+ {to astonish} verb (To deprive of sensation, as by a blow; to stun,
paralyse, deaden, stupefy; To stun mentally; to shock one out of his
wits; to drive stupid, bewilder.)

→→

Cambirdge Dictionary: adj (very surprised)

Ængstelig/ Timorous
→→

NAOB {engstelig}: adj (som lett blir redd; bekymret (for);
omhyggelig (med); som fremkaller angst; engstende; foruroligende
[[Peer] kryber ængstelig sammen og holder sig en stund stille
(Henrik Ibsen Peer Gynt (1874) 142)]). ‘Who easily gets scared;
worried about; careful (with); which causes anxiety; anxious;
disturbing [[Peer] creeps anxiously together and stays quiet for a
while (Henrik Ibsen Peer Gynt (1874) 142)]’

→→

DDO: adj (urolig fordi man er bange, nervøs el.lign.; som udtrykker
eller er præget af angst, bekymring el.lign.). ‘Anxious because one
is scared, nervous, etc .; which expresses or is characterized by
anxiety, worry, etc.’

→→

Oxford Dictionary: adj (Full of or affected by fear (either for the
time or habitually); fearful; Subject to fear; of a fearing disposition;
easily frightened; timid. In early use sometimes in good sense).

→→

Cambridge Dictionary: adj (nervous and without much confidence).

Ræd/Scared
→→

NAOB {redd}: adj (som føler (og viser) frykt ; engstelig ; skremt;
som vitner om, gir uttrykk for frykt [nej, at du tør sige sligt stygt
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noget! Jeg blir rent ræd (Henrik Ibsen Vildanden 183 1884)]). ‘Who
feels (and shows) fear; anxious; frightened; who testifies, expresses
fear [no, that you dare to say such an ugly thing! I get really scared
(Henrik Ibsen The Wild Duck 183 1884)]’
→→

DDO: adj (meget bange; frygtsom). ‘Very scared; timid’.

→→

Oxford Dictionary: adj (Frightened, startled).

→→

Cambridge Dictionary: adj (frightened or worried; feeling
frightened).

Vred/Furious
→→

NAOB: adj ((rettferdig, berettiget) sint, forbitret, harm; som viser,
er tegn på sinne, harme; i voldsomt opprør [du må ikke være vred på
mig! (Henrik Ibsen Et dukkehjem 26 1879)]); + noun (forvridning
(særlig av lem)). ‘(fair, justified) angry, bitter, resentful; which
shows are signs of anger, resentment; in violent revolt [you must not
be angry with me! (Henrik Ibsen A Doll’s Home 26 1879)]); + noun
(distortion (especially of limb)’

→→

DDO: noun (stærk sindsbevægelse som følge af krænkelse,
forurettelse, ondskab el.lign.; + adj. (fuld af vrede)). ‘Strong
emotion due to violation, insult, evil, etc . + adj. (full of anger)’.

→→

Oxford Dictionary: adj (Of a person, an animal, etc.: full of fury
or fierce passion; mad with anger, zeal, or the like; raging, frantic.
Also of actions, attributes, utterances: Proceeding from or exhibiting
fury; fierce, raging, destructively or menacingly violent.; mad,
insane; foolish)

→→

Cambridge Dictionary: adj (extremely angry; violent or forceful).

Urolig/Anxious
→→
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NAOB: adj (som er i (stadig) bevegelse eller endring; som (stadig)
forstyrrer med støy, bråk; som er preget av usikkerhet ; ufredelig;
som er full av bekymring, engstelse eller rastløshet ; engstelig ;
nervøs ; lite avbalansert; som avviker fra det vante, normale eller er
preget av nervøsitet, uregelmessighet [du [doktor Stockmann] har
et uroligt, stridbart, oprørsk sind (Henrik Ibsen En folkefiende 72

1882)]). ‘Which is (still) in motion or change; which (constantly)
disturbs with noise, fracas; which is characterized by uncertainty;
uneasy; which is full of worry, anxiety or restlessness; anxious;
jumpy; unbalanced; which deviates from the usual, normal or is
characterized by nervousness, irregularity [you [Dr. Stockmann]
have a restless, combative, rebellious mind (Henrik Ibsen An Enemy
of the People 72 1882)]’
→→

DDO: adj (som støjer eller opfører sig på en forstyrrende måde;
bekymret, nervøs eller utryg; som indeholder for mange forskellige
eller for hurtigt skiftende elementer især om syns- og høreindtryk).
‘Which makes noise or behaves in a disturbing manner; worried,
nervous or insecure; which contains too many different or too
fast-changing elements, especially about visual and auditory
impressions’.

→→

Oxford Dictionary: adj (Of a person: experiencing worry or
nervousness, typically about the future or something with an
uncertain outcome; in a troubled or uneasy state of mind as a result
of such worry. Also: disposed or prone to anxiety; Causing or
fraught with anxiety; distressing, worrying).

→→

Cambridge Dictionary: adj (worried and nervous; wanting very
much for something to happen; eager to do something).

Bittert/Angry
→→

NAOB: adj (med skarp og snerpende smak ; besk; hard ; uforsonlig
; hatsk; sviende smertefull ; pinefull; om føler seg smertelig
krenket, skuffet, tilsidesatt ; preget av sterk og smertelig skuffelse
eller utilfredshet [det vilde volde dig en bitter sorg (Henrik Ibsen
Rosmersholm 47 1886)]). ‘With sharp and astringent taste; bitter;
hard; irreconcilable; hostile; stinging painful; painful; about feeling
painfully offended, disappointed, neglected; characterized by strong
and painful disappointment or dissatisfaction [it would cause you a
bitter grief (Henrik Ibsen Rosmersholm 47 1886)]’

→→

DDO: adj (som har en stærk og skarp smag; (vedvarende og
uforsonlig) vred og skuffet pga. modgang og forurettelser om
person; ærgerlig og smertelig om følelse, oplevelse el.lign.).
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‘Which has a strong and sharp taste; (persistent and irreconcilable)
angry and disappointed due to adversity and insults about person;
annoying and painful about feeling, experience etc.’
→→

Oxford Dictionary: adj (Of a person: feeling or showing anger,
esp. towards a person or thing; irate. Also of an animal; With
construction indicating the object of such anger; Disposed or prone
to anger; habitually feeling anger; hot-tempered; Strict, stern,
harsh. Obsolete). + noun (In plural. Feelings of anger; a bout or fit
of anger; A person who is dissatisfied with and outspoken against
existing social and political structures, spec. any of several British
writers of the 1950s expressing such dissatisfaction (see angry
young man n. at angry adj. Compounds 2))

→→

Cambridge Dictionary: adj (Having a strong feeling against
someone who has behaved badly, making you want to shout at them
or hurt them; having the feeling people get when something unfair,
painful, or bad happens. An angry sea or sky is one where there
is a storm, or where it looks as if there will be a storm soon. If an
infected area of the body is angry, it is red and painful).

Grublende/Introspective:
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→→

NAOB {forgrublet}: adj (som har grublet (for) mye; som ser sterkt
grublende ut). ‘Who has pondered (too) much; which looks very
brooding’

→→

DDO: {gruble} verb (grubeln, egentlig ‘grave’) tenke grundig,
spekulere, filosofere sitte og gruble / du grubler for mye / gruble
over noe). ‘(ponder, literally ‘dig’) think carefully, speculate,
philosophize sit and ponder / you ponder too much / ponder
something’.

→→

Oxford Dictionary: adj (Having the quality of looking within;
examining into one’s own thoughts, feelings, or mental condition, or
expressing such examination; of, pertaining to, characterized by, or
given to introspection. introspective psychology, psychology based
on introspection and on the direct observation of one’s own mental
states.).

→→

Cambridge Dictionary: adj (examining and considering your own

ideas, thoughts, and feelings, instead of talking to other people
about them).

Tankefuld/Contemplative:
→→

NAOB {tankefull}: adj (som bærer preg av at man er) fordypet i
tanker (og åndsfraværende) en kort, tankefuld stilhed (Henrik Ibsen
Kærlighedens komedie 19 1873)]). ‘Which bears the mark of being
(immersed in thoughts (and absent-minded) a short, thoughtful
silence (Henrik Ibsen Love’s comedy 19 1873)]’

→→

DDO: adj (fordybet i eller optaget af tanker). ‘Immersed in or
preoccupied with thoughts’

→→

Oxford Dictionary: adj (Given to contemplation or thoughtful
reflection; engaging in contemplation; meditative, reflective; Of a
way of life, philosophy ecc…).

→→

Cambridge Dictionary: adj (involving quiet and serious thought for
a period of time).

Træt/Tired
→→

NAOB: {trett} adj (slapp, utmattet, utkjørt (av arbeid,
anstrengelser, alderdom, mangel på hvile, søvn e.l. ; sliten; lei ;
kjed; [får jeg bære dig, Solvejg, blir jeg aldrig træt (Henrik Ibsen
Peer Gynt (1874) 99)]); ‘Slack, exhausted, worn out (from work,
exertion, old age, lack of rest, sleep, etc; tired; spent; bored; [I may
carry you, Solvejg, I will never get tired (Henrik Ibsen Peer Gynt
(1874) 99)]) ;’

→→

DDO: adj (slap, udmattet eller uden energi pga. fx anstrengelse eller
mangel på hvile; som føler trang til at sove eller hvile sig; som er
begyndt at føle kedsomhed, uvilje eller mangel på inspiration; ikke
længere interesseret; som pga. fx ælde eller slid har mistet noget af
sin styrke eller energi). ‘Slack, exhausted or without energy due to
i.e., exertion or lack of rest; who feel the urge to sleep or rest; who
have begun to feel boredom, reluctance, or lack of inspiration; no
longer interested; which due to i.e., old age or wear and tear has lost
some of its strength or energy’

→→

Oxford Dictionary: adj (Weakened or exhausted by exertion,
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etc.; fatigued, wearied; also, sick or weary of, impatient with
(something); slang, habitually disinclined to exertion, incorrigibly
lazy).
→→
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Cambridge Dictionary: adj (in need of rest or sleep; used to
describe people, ideas, or subjects that are not interesting because
they are very familiar; to be bored with an activity or person).

